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Wandering Chef: John Currence in Charleston, South Carolina
John Currence, chef/owner, of City Grocery Restaurant Group in Oxford, Mississippi was
recently in Charleston, South Carolina to participate in the city’s annual Wine and Food Festival.
Between his panel discussions on foraging and guest chefing at Husk, he had time to do some
serious eating around the city. Here, he shares his impressions and favorite finds.
“What is happening in Charleston at this very moment is profound and important. There is a
literal army of young, engaged, and extremely creative minds steering an expanding sea of
beautiful little spaces and kitchens and they are watched over by an older generation of guys like
chefs Mike Lata (FIG restaurant) and Sean Brock (McCrady’s and Husk restaurants) who could
not be better examples of what excellence should be.
Pinch yourselves, Chucktown. You are the benefactors of a true culinary movement. I will return
as soon as humanly possible to feast on the air that is inspiring these guys.”
Two Boroughs Larder
“Why can’t there simply be more places like this on the planet? The cooking is muscular yet

playful. Precise execution and aggressive seasoning of everything I had there made for one of the
most enjoyable and inspiring meals I have eaten in years. I will lie awake at night for the
foreseeable future grinning about the goat posole.” 186 Coming St., (843) 637-3722,
twoboroughslarder.com
Butcher and Bee
“I would walk back to Charleston to have this experience again. These guys take the sandwich
very seriously. I quit the ubiquitous bánh mì years ago. It got to the point where you just couldn’t
swing a dead cat without slapping a half dozen versions within arm’s reach. Chef Kelly English
(Restaurant Iris), my Memphis-based partner in crime, was brave enough to take that dive here
and the result was one of the best sandwiches I have ever enjoyed. A deft touch with some local
Brussels sprouts and some wonderfully bright and crisp pickles made for a perfect celebration of
the simple.” 654 King St., (843) 619-0202, butcherandbee.com
FIG
“Mike Lata is, perhaps, the most technically proficient chef I have ever known. And where many
guys of his stripe take a hard right turn at flavor, Mike is equally good in that arena. His chicken
liver pate has inspired odes from the likes of John T. Edge (director of the Southern Foodways
Alliance and distinguished food writer). Countless chefs around the South have spent hours
trying to mimic the subtleties and nuances of Mike’s cooking. He makes the finest gnudi I have
ever had the pleasure of eating, and wears the smile of a man who revels in the pride of his
abilities, but mostly because he gets to share joy through his food.” 232 Meeting St., (843) 8055900, eatatfig.com
Husk
“I worked in the kitchen at Husk for two full days before my crew sat down to eat on our last
night in Charleston. We had passed lots of whiskey at the bar during those nights and seen chef
Sean Brock’s team working feverishly with the constant stream of local product arriving at the
Husk production kitchen. It is not entirely uncommon for a meal/experience to suffer from
psychological fatigue in these instances, but, as always, Sean Brock delivers on his promise.
Husk is, quite simply, spectacular. Without any equivocation, everything that arrived at our table
was exceptional, from perfectly salted local butter to his magnificently complex crispy pig ear
lettuce wraps, dripping with some of the best BBQ sauce ever imagined.” 76 Queen St., (843)
577-2500, Huskrestaurant.com
Photo by Brandall Atkinson.
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6 Crazy Waffle Dishes Across the Country
11:30 AM / March 5, 2012
Posted by Bon Appetit
Breakfast for dinner. Those words have a magical ring. And for BA Food Editor Hunter Lewis,
those words always lead to four more: ham and cheese waffles. Lewis tweaked his mother's
tried-and-true recipe for our March issue, in which he pays homage to the "pillowy and
steaming" dish "studded with bits of ham."
Inspired by Lewis's amped up waffles, we rounded up a list of restaurants' wacky riffs on the
humble breakfast treat. Foie gras, fried eggs, green tea--they're all here.

Husk: Charleston, SC
Batter: Brown butter and red wheat
Toppings: Seared Tennessee foie gras with grilled South Carolina peaches
Photograph courtesy of Husk Restaurant
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The soul of a vanished world; a restaurant review of Husk in
Charleston, South Carolina.
The soul of a vanished world; a restaurant review of Husk in Charleston, South Carolina.
Husk resides at one of the most beautiful interiors in Charleston, one of the most beautiful cities on
earth. The restaurant is nothing if not ambitious and it would appear from the press that its reach
does not exceed its grasp. Some critics have called Husk the most important restaurant in America;
Bon Appetit calls it the best new one. Its chef, Sean Brock, has gotten one of those endless (eleven
pages anyway) encomia that The New Yorker bestows on the great.
Much like Heston Blumenthal at Dinner in London, Brock derives his dishes from the region and the
past. Blumenthal mines the manuscripts and cookbooks that emerged from early modern England;
Brock scours the eighteenth and nineteenth century ones kept in the kitchens of the south. There is,
however, a difference between the intentions of the two. While Blumenthal transforms traditional
recipes through modern technological technique (Brock does the same at McCrady’s, his other
acclaimed restaurant in Charleston) that is not the way of Husk. Its goal is simpler and pure.

Husk
76 Queen Street
Charleston
South Carolina
www.huskrestaurant.com

The restaurant intends not only to preserve early southern foodways, but also to revive and when
necessary replicate lost crops and vanished breedstock. He forages (a man of his time) for feral
plants, purchases as well as grows landraces, raises heritage breeds of pigs and hopes to interbreed
the iconic Ossabaw from the Sea Islands with Berkshire and Tamworths, two of the classic English
heritage breeds.
Other than alcohol, and the alcohol is artisanal when feasible, Husk buys nothing in prepared form.
If, for example, you order a gimlet, the bartender will mix one for you with fresh lime and simple
syrup (made inhouse); Rose’s lime juice is barred. This particular example may err on the side
Thoreau over Smith, but the principle at stake is worth pursuing anyway.
Again other than alcohol, all that Husk buys, it buys in the south, although Bourbons and other
southern whiskies also abound behind the bar. It is located in an outbuilding beside the restaurant
and it is cozy and welcoming. Barstaff is earnest but not pedantic. They like to explain at length
what they do and why, and to this listener the conversation was engaging. It goes two ways; when
the Editor confessed that she likes off-dry Madeiras chilled, one of the bartenders expressed
surprise and then curiosity before pouring a glass to place in the fridge. He also poured a Rare Wine
Company New Orleans Sercial on the house, and that stuff retails for at least $65 a bottle. The
inventory is as impressive as the largesse; not many places anywhere stock the full range of Rare
Wine Madeiras.
Across a brick walkway, the restaurant building dates from the late 1800s but its spare and soothing
interior inhabits the Federal zone. Tables are big and widely spaced, so that sound levels are
convivial but not funereal as in some upscale restaurants. Service is deliberate but not dilatory; you
will not be rushed but neither will you wonder whether the kitchen is in the weeds. Staff is serious,
and a little pedagogical. They are eager to explain the Husk philosophy and arrive armed with short
lectures about the constituents of every dish, but tend to assume that their diners are ignorant of
both subjects, which can verge on annoying. They also tended to become stressed under even
moderate pressure.
The trope of terroir extends to the organization of the wine list; categories include clay, limestone,
slate and the like. Unless you are a geologist, and perhaps even if you are, the categories are
irritating; you may know grape varietals and growing regions but are unlikely to study dirt. Our
waitress was candid in confiding that her customers found the list awkward and we agreed; it took
too long to locate the options we considered. Good and reasonably priced bottles that fit the food
do lurk there, however, if you persevere.
If Husk sees itself as fulfilling an educational function, it is hardly pedantic about the food.
Charleston often seems over restored to the point of parody, as though the entire historic peninsula
were encased in too many coats of polyurethane. Not Husk; Brock and his kitchen understand that
authentic foodways are not static foodways. The menu therefore lists bok choy and goat cheese
along with all the butter beans, forage, ham and grits.
Brock and his crew must be nimble because the menu at Husk is not posted until the shoppers and
forager return that same day. Nimble they are; preparations are often surprising and never rote.
Early southern foodways adapted British traditions and techniques to new world foodstuffs and
conditions, and the food at Husk reflects that fact. Before Husk, we had not encountered soft shell

crabs served with green peas, their shoots and mint broth; a sensational English solution to the
classic American ingredient. Reflecting the same lineage, ‘crispy pork rilletes’ reminded us more of
potted pork rolled into balls; they too were memorable, deep fried and flanked by pickled peach.
Lettuce enveloped pig ears in a sort of homage to southeast Asia, unintended or not.
It turns out that farro was widely cultivated around Charleston in the antebellum age of agricultural
experimentation; at Husk it accompanied wood roasted quail with red eye gravy and the ensemble
was as good as it sounds.
More invention; a ‘lamb terrine’ included stripes of belly and looked more like a layer cake than
pate; we wondered whether the kitchen had lifted a leaf from McCrady’s and glued it together with
transglutaminase. And, then, of course, to pork. On our visit its source was Bev Eggleston, part of
the EcoFriendly Foods network of pastured meat producers. Prestigious restaurants vie for
consignments of Eggleston pork and butchers who carry it brag; further evidence of the integrity
that informs the decisions at Husk.
It embarrasses the Editor to admit the Eggleston pork tasted like pork the way it always tastes,
whether sourced from the farm, bought from the butcher or found in a reputable supermarket.
Perhaps this is a peculiar gustatory blindspot; during a dinner based on the use of a whole Ossabaw
pig at the late lamented Savoy in New York, she did not discern much difference either. Not to say
the pork at Husk was not good. It was, and was perfectly cooked.
The Editor does not often order dessert, but curiosity and what came before propelled her toward
gluttony; she might be forgiven, for desserts at Husk are sublime.
Husk may not be the most important restaurant in America, and may not be the best of the new,
but it is impressive and can legitimately stake both claims. A bonus; the place is relatively
reasonable and much cheaper than McCrady’s. If you manage to score a reservation, and you will
not unless you plan ahead, you should go and will want to go again.
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VISUAL ARTS OPENINGS

Concurrent

Fri., March 2, 5-9 p.m.
Knights of Columbus
Eleven local artists will be showing new works in a group show,
including Camela Guevara, Josh Jeffords, Liz Vaughan, Marshall
Thomas, Melinda Mead Sharstein, Nathan Drew Hagy, R. Harrelson,
Rebecca West Fraser, Savannah Rusher, Tess Thomas, and Tony
Csavas.
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The Recurring Revival
Sat., March 3, 11 a.m.-11 p.m.
Redux Contemporary Art Center
An all-day, family-friendly community event with music, hands-on art
workshops, face painting, food vendors, and a raffle. The band lineup
includes Rachel Kate Gillon, the V-Tones, Bill Carson, Stephanie
Underhill, Guam, Yes Yes Michael Ersing, Lindsay Holler, Forest Tourist,
Where Are the Big People?, Southern Femisphere, Party Dad, and
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Ivey Ballet, the Youth Orchestra of the Lowcountry, and the chART
Outdoor Initiative joined forces to create the full-length
multidisciplinary arts performance with choreographed presentations
and original murals inspired by scores. Friday night is a gala
presentation.
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Needtobreathe w/ Ben Rector
Sat., March 3, 9 p.m.
North Charleston Performing Arts Center
Charleston-based pop-rock band Needtobreathe is solid for a big
homecoming concert. Singer/guitarist Bear Rinehart, guitarist Bryant
Rinehart, bassist Seth Bolt, and drummer Joe Stillwell released a
studio album titled The Reckoning (Atlantic) last fall (it debuted at No.
6 on the Billboard Top 200).
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Carolina Challenge Cup
Sat., March 3, 5 p.m.
Blackbaud Stadium
The Charleston Battery face-off against Major League Soccer teams
Chicago Fire, Columbus Crew, and D.C. United in the tournament.



EXHIBITS

Color in Freedom: Journey Along the Underground
Railroad
Through March 4, 5-7 p.m.
City Gallery at Waterfront Park
Depicting the stories of the Underground Railroad, the exhibit features
49 paintings, etchings and drawings by Joseph Holston that capture
the courage and determination of slaves, required of them to escape to
freedom.
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Tex Railer’s Doomtown w/ Skye Paige
Tue., March 6
Tattooed Moose
Boston-based trio Tex Railer’s Doomtown tries to keep their punkish
rockabilly full of vintage country twang, and they deliver it with a witty

doom ’n’ gloom wildness. Their latest is The Battle of Bunker Hillbilly.
Local singer/guitarist Skye Paige, the vivacious band leader of
blues/rock band Original Recipe, opens the show around 9 p.m.
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The Trip to Bountiful
Thu., March 1, Fri., March 2, Sat., March 3, Sun.,
March 4, Fri., March 9, Sat., March 10, Thu., March
15, Fri., March 16 and Sat., March 17
Village Playhouse
Fearing that her presence may be an imposition on
others, and chafing under the watchful eye of her
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Watts imagines that if she can get away and
return to her old home in the town of Bountiful, she is sure to regain
her strength, dignity, and peace of mind.
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Wait Until Dark
Fri., March 2, Sat., March 3, Sun., March 4, Fri., March
9, Sat., March 10, Fri., March 16, Sat., March 17 and
Sun., March 18
James F. Dean Community Theatre
Independent and resourceful, Susy Hendrix is learning
to cope with her blindness, which resulted from a
recent accident. Her life is changed as she is terrorized by a group of
criminals who believe she has hidden a baby doll used by them to
smuggle heroin into the country.
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Stand Up Get Down Comedy Dance Party
First Thursday of every month, 8 p.m.
Light
The comedy begins at 9 p.m. The dance party begins
after the show.
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The bourbon boom is all about the South
Rip-Roaring Spirit
Food writer Warren Bobrow has a sure-fire trick for scoring face-time with even the
most in-demand personalities at events like this week's Charleston Wine + Food
Festival. His introductory e-mail begins: "I'm bringing a couple of bottles of Pappy down
with me. Let's have a drink."
Jonathan Boncek



Pappy Van Winkle

The Pappy in question is Pappy Van Winkle, whose star shines
brighter than any other in the constellation of small-batch
bourbons. Over the past five years, it has achieved what can
only be called a cult following. Pappy fans text and tweet each
other in desperate search for a bottle for an upcoming
gathering. At liquor stores throughout the South, new
shipments sell out the day they hit the shelves. In far-off
regions like New York City, some owners don't even put it on
display, keeping it discretely under the counter for special
customers.
One place you can find it reliably in Charleston is the bar at Husk, where they serve so
much of the stuff that they managed to secure an entire barrel from the Van Winkle
family. Sixty-five bucks will buy you a splendidly smooth 20-year-old Pappy Van Winkle
Reserve or, for an extra $20, you can upgrade to the 23-year-old variety. And that's for
a single glass, not a bottle.
It's not just for show. "We actually sell quite a bit of the 23-year-old," say Dan Latimer,
Husk's general manager.

There are plenty of less pricey options. The Husk bar is a veritable temple of bourbon,
stocking more than 50 premium brands grouped on the menu by their city of origin.
You can have yours served over a single crystal-clear sphere of ice, handmade in a
copper press. Or try it in a handcrafted cocktail like the Fire in the Orchard, Husk's
down-home take on the Old Fashioned that includes smoked apple juice, applejack
brandy, and pickled jalapeños.
"We definitely made a decision to put bourbon center stage," Latimer says, explaining
that "the brown water" fits perfectly with the restaurant's central theme of celebrating
Southern ingredients. "We showcase the products of artisan producers, like Allan
Benton's bacon, Glenn Roberts' grits and rice, and Craig Rogers' lamb. Artisan bourbons
like Julian Van Winkle's go hand in hand with them."
Within the Husk dining room, cornbread-stuffed quail is adorned with bourbon jus, and
the dessert menu pairs its selections not with a wine or liqueur but with a
recommended bourbon.
The barrel of Pappy Van Winkle at the Husk bar is just one indicator of a rising passion
for slow-aged corn whiskey.
"It's definitely made a comeback," says Tim Willard, a bartender at FIG. He notes that
while longtime bourbon drinkers "tend to have the one brand they like and don't stray
too far from it," bourbon is winning new converts, too, thanks in part to the resurgence
of craft cocktails.
In fact, FIG's Death & Taxes, a blend of Buffalo Trace bourbon, Lillet Blanc, aperol,
apricot, and dry vermouth, has been their best-selling cocktail for quite a while, Willard
says.
Wine still takes top billing at the Charleston Wine + Food festival, but bourbon is
getting its due at tastings and "perfectly paired" dinners. And, if you check the hip
flasks being passed around by chefs and industry insiders at the festival after-parties,
odds are they'll be filled with Pappy.
Jonathan Boncek



Roderick Hale Weaver forms a sphere of ice at the husk bar, the better to
enjoy your bourbon with

The Big Business of Bourbon
It hasn't always been this way. The liquor that Congress

declared to be "America's Native Spirit" in 1964 has had a rather rocky go of things
over the past century.
Bourbon was born in the late 18th century in the hills of Kentucky when Scotch-Irish
settlers applied their traditional distilling techniques to corn, the grain they had on hand
in their new home. The real boom for "Old Bourbon" whiskey — named for the area
around Bourbon County, Ky. — came in the last decades of the 19th century, as
thousands of new distilleries were built and new brands were launched, many of which
are still popular today.
Prohibition put most of the old Kentucky firms out of business forever. In the wake of
Repeal, many of the distilleries and brands were consolidated into the portfolios of a
few large companies like Schenley, National Distillers, and Seagrams. At the same time,
imported Scotch, gin, and Canadian whiskey poured into the American market and left
bourbon makers — whose products had to age for years in barrels before coming to
market — struggling to catch up. The post-War era of cocktail parties and three-martini
lunches only cemented America's preference for clear, dry liquors like gin and the newly
introduced vodka.
By the 1980s, things looked pretty grim. International conglomerates were buying and
selling bourbon brands like so many baseball cards, shuffling them from one balance
sheet to another and squeezing out the few remaining family-run distilleries. For
wealthy consumers, a single-malt Scotch had become the hip way to prove
connoisseurship, while out in the bars the younger crowd was ordering ever more
vodka and rum.
But the bourbon makers weren't quite ready to quit. They went after the Scotch-sippers
first, introducing small batch and "special reserve" lines — what's known in the trade as
the high-end and super-premium categories. It worked. By the late 1990s, affluent
drinkers were passing up the Macallan and the Laguvulin in favor of a few fingers of
Blanton's or Baker's over a single cube of ice. Today, you can walk into your
neighborhood liquor store and see row after row of bourbon bottles from dozens of
different brands, some with the kinds of prices once commanded by only the rarest of
single malts.
If you look closely at the labels, you might notice that this flourishing of brands comes
primarily from just a few large companies. Knob Creek, Basil Hayden's, Booker's,
Baker's, and Maker's Mark are all from Beam, Inc., while Heaven Hill produces Elijah
Craig and Evan Williams, and Brown-Forman owns Jack Daniel's, Early Times, and

Woodford Reserve. The old mid-market brands have launched a whole series of
premium "line extensions," too, like the six varieties of Jim Beam, which range from the
original four-year-old white label bourbon to the eight-year-old double-aged black label.
The growth in the high-end market, though, has made room for some new players, and
a series of smaller, more artisanal distillers have started making their way into the
market, like Angel's Envy from the Louisville Distilling Company and the Garrison
Brothers from all the way down in the Texas Hill Country.
Nowhere is bourbon's resurgence stronger than in the South, where whiskey sipping
has been elevated to a high-art and America's native spirit finds itself not only in
upscale bars but even on the menus at the toniest fine-dining restaurants.
Old Rip Van Winkle Wakes Up
Bourbon sales have continued to grow over the past decade, driven primarily by the
high-end and super-premium brands. And the most premium of those super-premiums
is Pappy Van Winkle. It's the product of the Old Rip Van Winkle Distillery, a two-person
firm comprised of President Julian Van Winkle III and his son, Preston, who serves as
marketing manager.
The Van Winkle family has a long history in the bourbon trade. Julian P. "Pappy" Van
Winkle got his start in the business in 1893 as a 19-year-old traveling salesman for the
Weller & Sons wholesale house in Louisville. After 15 years, he pooled his funds with his
friend Alex Farnsley and bought the wholesale house. After riding out Prohibition, they
bought the A. Ph. Stitzel Distillery, creating the Stitzel-Weller company, whose brands
included W. L. Weller, Old Fitzgerald, and Rebel Yell.
At its peak during the 1950s and 1960s, Stitzel-Weller was producing 800,000 cases of
bourbon a year, and Pappy himself remained closely involved in its operations until his
death in 1965 at the age of 91. Pappy's son, Julian Jr., ran the company until 1971,
when he was forced by stockholders to sell to the Norton Simon conglomerate, and the
rights to their old brands eventually ended up in the hands of various other companies.
"The bourbon business was not very good in the early '70s," recalls Julian Van Winkle
III. "It was fighting white whiskey, it was fighting vodkas."
His father, Julian Jr., awakened "Old Rip Van Winkle" — a pre-Prohibition brand whose
rights the family still owned — from its decades-long slumber and packaged it in
specialized decanters adorned with wildlife images of university logos. Julian III took

the reins when his father passed away in 1981. At that time, almost no one was selling
long-aged bourbon, and Van Winkle started buying up old inventory from struggling
distilleries, particularly those selling his family's old brands, which had been sitting in
barrels for years.
In the mid-1990s, the company launched its Pappy Van Winkle line of aged bourbons.
Named after the family partriach, they're different from ordinary bourbons for two
reasons: their formula and their age.
Most bourbons are made with at least 51 percent corn and then rye and barley. The
Van Winkle whiskeys are "wheated," meaning they're made with wheat instead of rye
as the secondary grain. "Pappy only sold the wheated bourbon whiskey and that was
his favorite," Julian III says. It makes for a smoother, more mellow bourbon. "It ages
more gracefully than a rye bourbon and picks up less of the wood and charcoal flavor
from the barrels."
Graceful aging is the second key. To be called a bourbon, corn whiskey has to age in
new charred-oak barrels for at least four years. Most of the ultra-premium bourbons
produced by the major distilleries are six to eight years old. The youngest sold by Van
Winkle is the 10-year-old Old Rip Van Winkle, while the Pappy Van Winkle Special
Reserve line has 15-, 20-, and 23-year-old versions.
Does it really make that much of a difference? Enough to invest months of time
cultivating a relationship with your local liquor store owner or plunking down a cool $85
for a single slug at the bar?
Van Winkle believes in letting the tastebuds decide. At 3 p.m. Sunday afternoon, he will
be providing Wine + Food festival-goers with a tangible demonstration at the Bourbon
Born Spirit Tasting at Halls Chophouse. Attendees will sample four different versions of
corn whiskey in sequence. The first is "white dog," corn liquor straight off the still. Next,
to show the effect of four years in an oak barrel, will be a Buffalo Trace bourbon that
has the standard rye as its secondary grain. The final two tastes are both Van Winkle
wheated bourbons, the first 12 years old and the final one 20 years.
Van Winkle will also be part of the 200+ Years of Charleston Classics Dinner at Hominy
Grill, where two noted Charleston chefs — Kevin Johnson of the Grocery and Hominy's
own Robert Stehling — team up with Chris Hastings of Birmingham's Hot and Hot Fish
Club to present a four-course meal of traditional Charleston classics. Van Winkle is
providing a slow-sipping bourbon pairing for the dessert course.

Sometimes it seems about the only way to get your hands on some Pappy Van Winkle
is at events like these. The Rip Van Winkle Distillery makes only 7,000 cases of bourbon
annually, while the demand seems to be growing every year.
"We apologize for the scarcity," Julian Van Winkle III tells fans of his family's bourbon.
"Most of the liquor stores are mad at us, and the consumers are mad at us, too."
But their hands are tied. They have upped the amount of bourbon they put away each
year, but it takes at least a decade in the barrel to be ready for market. "We're just
stuck with what we have."
Here's an insider tip on scoring a bottle of Pappy Van Winkle at your local liquor store:
The company releases its bourbon twice a year, once in the fall and once in the spring.
First, they sample bourbons from various barrels to determine which ones are ready for
market, then they bottle it and finally release an allocation to the distributors for each
state.
It's up to the distributors to schedule their pick-up times and get it back to the stores in
their respective states. Watch the company's Facebook site. They'll announce when
each state's allocation ships, and you can start staking out your local liquor store and
hounding the owner for your bottle.
As of press time, the spring allocations had just been released to distributors and
pickups were being scheduled, but the South Carolina
allocation had not yet shipped.
Amanda Click



The locally produced Virgil Kaine infuses bourbon with ginger

Enter Virgil Kaine
If Julian Van Winkle is the high priest of bourbon, Charleston's
David Szlam is something of an evangelist. He freely admits
that his newly released Virgil Kaine Bourbon & Ginger is meant
to win over those who might not consider themselves bourbon
drinkers.
It's not an easy mission. For years there's been a gulf in the world of spirits, what one
might call the brown liquor/white liquor divide. On one side are the whiskey drinkers,
who sip their bourbon or scotch straight and do little else with it. On the other are those

who won't touch the brown stuff, preferring clear vodkas and light rums, often in sweet,
highly flavored concoctions that are the antithesis of an aged bourbon on the rocks.
Flavored vodkas have been the hot thing for years now, starting with basic infusions
like orange and citron and branching out into more exotic flavors like mango and black
pepper. The trend may now have reached its peak with Pinnacle Vodka, which offers —
count 'em — 34 different flavors of vodka, including cookie dough, cotton candy, and
cake.
Indeed, it seems the ultra-premium small-batch bourbons, epitomized by Pappy Van
Winkle, and the bubble-gum pop of flavored vodkas couldn't possibly be any further
apart. But Szlam is trying to bridge that divide.
His passion for Kentucky's native spirit started while he was in college when, perhaps
just a bit ahead of the law on such matters, he and his buddies filled a glass case with
as many different brands of bourbon they could get their hands on in an effort to
sample them all. "Bourbon was our drink of choice," he says. "A lot of it was great, a lot
was shit."
The enthusiasm continued after college as Szlam embarked on a career in the
restaurant industry, including a stint as chef and co-owner at the short-lived but much
acclaimed Cordavi, which made Esquire's list of the best new restaurants in 2006. Last
year, as Szlam and Jake Johnson, his former sous chef at Cordavi, were considering
their next venture, they noted all the flavored vodkas that everyone seemed to be
drinking around town. "Why not do it with bourbon?" they asked.
And they did, drawing on a few molecular gastronomy techniques borrowed from their
days at Cordavi. They experimented with a range of flavors before settling on ginger for
a simple reason: A lot of new bourbon drinkers like mixing bourbon with ginger ale.
Szlam and Johnson start with barrels of Kentucky bourbon and infuse it with ginger,
vanilla, and cinnamon. Then, they redistill the liquor to clarify it before bottling it for
sale.
"It's a good introduction to bourbon," Szlam says. "Even someone who's not a bourbon
fan can have a shot and enjoy it ... and not make 'the face.'"
He's right about that. Virgil Kaine is very much in the vein of bourbon and ginger ale,
smooth and quite sweet, and it sips easily on the rocks without any mixer at all.

The product launched initially in the Charleston area and has already landed on the
shelves of dozens of liquor stores and restaurant bars around the city. Ben Arnold
Distributors are now taking Virgil Kaine statewide, and Szlam and Johnson are hitting
the road to promote it in Columbia, Beaufort, and Hilton Head.
Virgil Kaine joins a relatively new category of flavored bourbons that have come on the
market over the past few years. By design, they're attracting new kinds of consumers
— especially women and men under 40 — to a product that once appealed primarily to
older white men. The major players have already established a foothold with products
like Jim Beam's cherry-flavored Red Stag, Wild Turkey's Honey American liqueur, and
Jack Daniel's Tennessee Honey. And the segment is growing fast, with sales of flavored
whiskeys more than doubling in 2011 over the previous year.
Szlam and Johnson think their ginger-flavored bourbon is unique enough to hold its own
with the big boys. There's more in the works, too. Szlam is tight-lipped about the next
flavored bourbon to be released, but he says to expect it out before the end of the
year.
Bourbon's Next Shot
Is bourbon's recent revival just a fad, or can the old-time liquor of the South keep this
two-decade run going?
Julian Van Winkle III is optimistic. "It just seems to be getting more popular all the
time," he says. "We're seeing no slow down in demand at all."
More people in their 20s and 30s are ordering bourbon these days, some taking it on
the rocks or with just a splash of water and others mixing it in an ever-expanding array
of inventive cocktails.
Indeed, there's a subtlety and authenticity to a liquor that gets its flavoring from years
spent in charred oak rather than blasts of sugary goo. In many ways bourbon seems
like the ideal spirit for our times.
Brooks Reitz, a native Kentuckian and the manager at FIG, sees bourbon as perfectly in
line with his restaurant's ingredients-centric philosophy. "These days, it's all about the
heritage breeds of pork, the small batches, and artisanal products ... it's all led back
naturally to good, small-batch bourbon."

That aesthetic is finding an appeal outside the South, too. Just as they are embracing
stone-ground grits and pimento cheese, consumers are discovering the delights of
bourbon. Exports have boomed over the past decade, with a 17 percent rise in 2011
alone. Distillers are banking on big growth in China and India, and they've been
investing heavily in increasing production capacity, like the $50 million expansion that
doubled the output of the Wild Turkey distillery in Lawrenceburg, Ky.
It seems that some exciting years lie ahead for America's native spirit. "I don't see it
fading any time soon," Dan Latimer of Husk says. "With the artistry that goes into
bourbon, the history, the fact that the general public is getting more educated about it
... it's here to stay."

Recipes for Virgil Kaine's Bourbon & Ginger
If you're the kind of purist who takes your bourbon over a single cube of ice, Virgil
Kaine Bourbon & Ginger probably isn't the tipple for you. But as far as I'm concerned,
anything that can strike a blow against the flavored vodka martini plague is a step in
the right direction.
I've been experimenting with Virgil Kaine in cocktail recipes, and its infused spice brings
a nice twist to traditional whiskey drinks. It's brilliant in a sour, and it seems to blend
particularly well with a little squeeze of lime juice. Because it's sweeter than your
typical non-infused bourbon, ease off a little on the amount of sugar called for in
traditional bourbon recipes when using them with Virgil Kaine.
Here are two recommended recipes, the first from the Virgil Kaine website
(bourbonandginger.com) and the other of my own formulation.

The Bitter End
The Virgil Kaine guys have come up with a nice twist on a Manhattan that balances
Virgil Kaine's sweetness with bitter Campari.
• 2 oz. Virgil Kaine Bourbon & Ginger
• 1 oz. sweet vermouth
• ½ oz. Campari

Pour all liquors into a pint glass with ice and stir with a spoon for 30 seconds. Strain
and pour in martini glass or rocks glass with one large piece of ice.

Virgil's Julep
Virgil Kaine's ginger bite and a splash of lime juice make for an interesting modified
mint julep. Sweet, sharp, and minty, it's a fine sipping drink.
• 2 oz Virgil Kaine Bourbon & Ginger
• ½ oz simple syrup
• 6 mint leaves, plus an extra sprig for garnish
• ¹⁄8 of a lime
Put the mint leaves and simple syrup in a mixing glass and press with a muddler or
wooden spoon — not hard enough to break up the leaves but just enough to squeeze
out the mint oil. Add the bourbon, squeeze in the lime juice, and stir to blend. Strain
the mixture over crushed ice in a rocks glass or, if you're lucky enough to have one, a
silver julep cup. Stir vigorously with a spoon until the sides of the glass begin to frost,
then garnish with a spring of mint and serve.

Tags: Bourbon, Wine + Food Festival, Husk Restaurant, FIG, Pappy Van Winkle,
Virgil Kaine
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The legend of Husk's barrel of Pappy Van Winkle
Brown Water Tales
Posted by Robert Moss on Wed, Feb 29, 2012 at 9:36 AM

When I was speaking with Dan Latimer, the general manager of Husk, for this week's article on the
Southern bourbon boom, he told me the story behind the empty bourbon barrel that now adorns the
bar at Husk. It's a genuine Pappy Van Winkle barrel, and, no, it did not start off empty.

Jonathan Boncek

Back in the fall of 2010, as he was preparing to open Husk, executive chef Sean Brock — a long-time
Pappy Van Winkle zealot — got in touch with Julian Van Winkle III to secure a large supply of Van
Winkle bourbon for the restaurant. He ended up acquiring a full barrel of the stuff, and even as
barrels of Pappy Van Winkle go Husk's is a pretty special one.
When Julian Van Winkle's father, Julian Jr., started the Rip Van Winkle Distillery in the 1970s, he did
so with a stash of whiskey that had been produced at the Stitzel-Weller Distillery. That was the
distillery created by Pappy Van Winkle himself and produced famous brands like W.L. Weller, Old
Fitzgerald, and Rebel Yell before passing out of the family's control. Julian Jr. also bought up old
inventory from other Kentucky distilleries and stored it away, using it to create their uniquely longaged brand of bourbon.
Those old bourbon stocks couldn't last forever, though, and awhile back Julian Van Winkle III
contracted with the Buffalo Trace Distillery to distill the wheated bourbon that now fills the Van
Winkle barrels and will be used for the brand going forward.
The barrel that Brock acquired for Husk is one of the few remaining ones from the old Stitzel-Weller
stock, making it a particularly historic vintage. Brock and crew bottled it with their own Husk specialedition label. Over the past year they've used up a good bit of it, Latimer says, and they're guarding
the rest of it closely. They do, however, break out a bottle or two for a special occasion, and when
they do it goes onto the back bar for the general public to order.
So, the next time you're at the bar at Husk, keep your eye out for the special-edition bottle of Pappy.
It's quite literally a rare taste of bourbon history.
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The 10 places to eat right now in
Charleston
The buzziest of the buzz
In a town with as many dining options as Charleston, it's virtually impossible to nail
down a list of "must visit" restaurants. This year made things even more difficult as a
wave of innovative new ventures opened their doors, some by newcomers, but many of
them by the city's most respected chefs. Here, in no particular order, is our selection of
the ten spots generating buzz around town right now.

Husk
Husk opened in the fall of 2010 with a huge nationwide splash, and it remains the
hottest dining ticket in town. A bold experiment in Southern dining, Husk serves food
made only with ingredients produced below the Mason-Dixon line. Executive chef Sean
Brock brings an obsessive passion for heirloom varieties and traditional preparations.
Its brilliant first year run was capped when Bon Appétit named it the top new
restaurant of 2011.

February 29, 2012 by Robert Moss

A Charleston Bourbon Tour
Where to fill up on the small-batch stuff
The Bar at Husk
76 Queen St., (843) 577-2500
huskrestaurant.com
The bar at Husk gets its own building — a two-story, splendidly remodeled structure
next to the main restaurant — and nowhere in the city are they more passionate about
bourbon. Husk's list of more than 50 small-batch bourbons, grouped by their city of
origin, is the deepest in town, and there's a handsome selection of ryes, too. Julian Van
Winkle himself has been known to mix up a cocktail or two behind the bar on occasion,
including a variant of the Old Fashioned that's been dubbed "The Julian."
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Eat + Drink: Mixing It Up: Team Whiskey
Photographs by - Andrew Cebulka

Bartender:
Joe Raya, The Gin Joint
Chef:
Sean Brock, McCrady’s/Husk
Drink & Dish:
Apple-skin Bittered Sling &
Sean’s Grandma’s Apple Stack Cake

What do you get when you put together the unquenchably curious minds of James Beard Award-winning chef
Sean Brock and craft cocktail guru Joe Raya? A delicious surprise, that’s what—dessert!
Raya, a finalist in Esquire’s national “Manhattan Experience” competition, came to the table with thoughts of
whiskey and perhaps some homemade apple-skin bitters, and Brock offered up his grandmother Audrey
Morgan’s apple stack cake. After the chef shared some Albemarle Pippin apples of Jeffersonian heritage—
“crunchy and just sweet enough,” says Brock—and Raya suggested Thomas H. Handy Rye—“a fireball of a
whiskey,” he says—the two got to work.
The results? A decadent cake, lush with layers of rich apple butter and a hint of whiskey in the glaze, perfectly
matched by Raya’s sling. For the drink, he combined two bitter and two sweet components with the pepper
and spice of the cask-strength spirit. “Each is aggressive on its own,” says Raya, “but together, they balance
each other out.”

Inspiration:
Liquor: Thomas H. Handy Sazerac Straight Rye Whiskey
Flavor profile: Caramel and butterscotch with a spicy, dry finish

Apple-skin Bittered Sling
Joe Raya
The Gin Joint
Ingredients







1 1/2 oz. Thomas H. Handy Sazerac Straight Rye Whiskey
1/2 oz. Faretti Biscotti Liqueur
1/2 oz. Ramazzotti Amaro
1/2 oz. apple-skin bitters
1/4 oz. sorghum syrup
Wide cut of orange rind for garnish

Directions
Pour liquors, bitters, and syrup into a large glass or small pitcher
filled with ice.

Stir well to chill and strain into a coupe glass.
Garnish with a wide cut of orange rind, twisting to release essence and dropping into the glass.

Sean's Grandma's Apple Stack Cake

Ingredients








1/4 lb. soft unsalted butter (for greasing the pans)
4 tsp. ground ginger
2 tsp. allspice
2 tsp. cinnamon
9 cups self-rising flour
2 cups sugar
1½ cups canola oil, (Sean’s grandmother used
shortening, but says lard would be tasty as well)
 2 cups buttermilk
 2 cups real sorghum, not molasses
 6 large eggs, lightly beaten
 9 cups apple butter (recipe follows)
 Whiskey sorghum glaze (recipe follows)

For the apple butter:
Chef's Note: “I grew up eating this on biscuits nearly every morning,” says chef Sean Brock. “The yearly ritual
of making apple butter with my family is something that I will never forget, something that I will pass on to my
children.” Sean’s grandmother’s recipe is written to be cooked on the stove, but, he says, apple butter is
easier to make—and less likely to scorch—in a crockpot on low. You can also cook it in a 250°F oven.








12 cups chopped, cored, unpeeled Pippin apples, or substitute Granny Smiths
3/4 cup apple cider
1 cup sugar
2 tsp. ground ginger
1 tsp. ground cinnamon
1 tsp. nutmeg
1/2 tsp. ground cloves

For the glaze:






2 cups brown sugar
1/2 cup rye whiskey or bourbon
14 oz. sweetened condensed milk
1/4 lb. unsalted butter, diced
1/2 cup whole milk



1 tsp. pure vanilla extract

Directions
Preheat oven to 350°F
For this recipe, you will need to make six cake layers, each of which will be divided in half. This is easiest to do
if you have six (10-inch) springform pans. Cut six circles of parchment paper the size of the bottom of a 10-inch
springform pan.
Prepare the six pans by greasing the bottom and sides with butter. Lay a parchment circle in the bottom and
grease it with butter.
Sift the spices, flour, and sugar into a large mixing bowl and combine well. In a separate large bowl, gently
whisk the oil, buttermilk, and sorghum into the eggs. You do not want to make a lot of froth. Slowly stir the
wet mixture into the dry mixture. Pour 1/2-inch of batter into each of the six greased pans. Bake for 10
minutes, until a toothpick comes out dry. Remove from oven and allow to cool in the pans on wire racks for
one hour.
Unlock the springform pans and remove cake layers from the pans. Using a long, serrated knife, carefully cut
each layer into two. For the first layer, place a piece of the cut cake cut-side up on a cake plate. Evenly spread
on six ounces of apple butter. For the second layer, place the cut cake on top of the apple butter cut-side
down. Evenly spread six ounces of apple butter on top of it. Continue the process with the remaining slices of
cake. The last layer should be cut-side down but not have apple butter spread on it.
Carefully pour the glaze over the top of the cake and allow it to pour over the sides. Using a cake spatula,
spread the glaze evenly over the outside of the cake. Place in a cake keeper or cake box and let the cake set
out overnight before cutting. Covered in a cake keeper or cake box, the cake will keep for up to three days at
room temperature and five days in the refrigerator.

For the apple butter:
Combine the apples and cider in a nonreactive heavy-bottomed three-quart pot.
Cover and cook on low heat, stirring occasionally, until the apples are soft, about eight hours.
Remove apples and purée in food sieve or mill.
Return the puréed apples to the pot and add the sugar and spices.
Cover and cook on low heat, stirring frequently to prevent scorching until it is very thick, approximately one to
two hours. You want it to be a spread with no excess moisture.
Cool the apple butter, place in a container, cover, and refrigerate.
Tightly covered, the apple butter will keep for several weeks in refrigerator or it may be frozen for up to three
months.

For the glaze:
Combine the sugar, whiskey, and condensed milk in a medium saucepan over medium heat and cook the
mixture, stirring constantly, until the sugar dissolves, about seven minutes.
Remove the saucepan from the heat and stir in the butter.
When it is incorporated, stir in the milk and the vanilla extract.
Cool on the counter top for seven minutes before glazing.

Digging into Charleston’s dining scene
BY LORI RACKL Staff Reporter/lrackl@suntimes.com February 29, 2012 10:50PM Updated: March 8, 2012 11:50AM
Home to some of the country’s most buzzed about restaurants, Charleston has staked out its spot on the
culinary map. Some of the best spots to dig in:

Husk
Relying solely on ingredients from below the Mason-Dixon line, James
Beard Award-winning chef Sean Brock has created a temple to creative
Lowcountry cuisine. Don’t skip the Southern fried chicken with hot
sauce and honey. And make Mom proud and eat your vegetables, all of
which are grown within 45 minutes of this uber-popular eatery.
76 Queen St., (843) 577-2500, huskrestaurant.com.
Charleston Grill
Located in the finest hotel in the city, this is the ultimate date-night
restaurant. Feast on live jazz seven nights a week — a suitable pairing
for chef Michelle Weaver’s seductive cooking. The fine-dining menu is
Chef Sean Brock’s cheeseburger at Husk
Restaurant. | courtesy Peter Frank Edwards
divided into four categories: Southern, Cosmopolitan, Pure and Lush.
The latter includes the best foie gras I’ve ever eaten, served with cider
doughnuts and bourbon-cider sauce. Ask the gregarious general manager, Mickey Bakst, to drop by your table;
the Michigan transplant is a font of information on all things Charleston.
205 Meeting St., (843) 577-4522, charlestongrill.com.
Hank’s Seafood
That’s an Irish brogue, not a Southern drawl, you hear from chef Frank McMahon, who heads the kitchen at
this beloved Charleston fish house. It’s a lively atmosphere in this former cotton warehouse as diners dive into
Gulf oysters on the half shell, Lowcountry bouillabaisse, shrimp and grits, and decadent she-crab soup.
10 Hayne St., (843) 723-3474, hanksseafoodrestaurant.com.

Circa 1886
Chef Marc Collins, the talented toque behind this intimate AAA-Four Diamond restaurant, also is the cofounder of the annual BB&T Charleston Wine & Food Festival, which kicks off Thursday and runs through
Sunday. Collins isn’t your Paula Deen-kind of Southern cook. He has a light hand when it comes to butter and
cream, choosing instead to let the bold flavors of top-notch local ingredients shine through. The food is as
appealing as the setting: the original carriage house of Wentworth Mansion, another charming Charleston
hotel.
149 Wentworth St., (843) 853-9120, circa1886.com.

From Lowcountry cuisine to colorful history, Charleston, S.C.’s charms as
sweet as its tea
BY LORI RACKL Staff Reporter/lrackl@suntimes.com February 29, 2012 10:50PM Updated: March 8, 2012 11:50AM
CHARLESTON, S.C. — Our horse-drawn carriage clip-clopped down the cobblestone street, lugging a wagon full
of tourists admiring the antebellum homes and historic mansions laced with wrought-iron balconies.
“It reminds me of New Orleans,” one of the camera-clicking visitors said.
“That’s because you made the mistake of going there first,” responded the Palmetto Carriage Works tour
guide with mock indignation. “New Orleans looks like us. We’re older.”
Charlestonians are fiercely proud of their city’s advanced age, reveling in a heritage that stretches back nearly
350 years.
Charlestonians are fiercely proud of a lot, and for good reason. From a white-hot food scene and colorful
history to an array of attractions befitting a city much bigger than its 120,000 residents, Charleston’s many
charms are as sweet as its tea.
No wonder it attracts more than 4 million annual visitors. And it’s easier than ever for Chicagoans to join their
ranks since Southwest Airlines started offering daily non-stop service between the two cities last year.
A particularly popular time to visit is during Spoleto Festival USA held for 17 days and nights each spring. One
of the country’s premier performing arts festivals, Spoleto brings opera, theater, dance and concerts to venues
throughout the city, including its many churches. (Aptly nicknamed the Holy City, nearly 200 steeples pierce
Charleston’s low-rise skyline.) The 36th season of Spoleto takes place from May 25 to June 10.
Year-round, foodies can’t get enough of Charleston’s soulful Lowcountry cuisine that puts a Caribbean, African
and European spin on a bounty of local and seasonal ingredients. Dishes range from traditional favorites like
she-crab soup and shrimp and grits to cornmeal dusted catfish with creamed field peas and charred okra. That
last one you might find on the menu at Husk, dubbed the best new restaurant in America by Bon Appetit
magazine.
This wasn’t the only national accolade bestowed on Charleston last year. Conde Nast Traveler readers voted it
the country’s No. 1 city, knocking perennial winner San Francisco off the top of the podium.
“I’ve been all over the world and Charleston is the most beautiful city I’ve ever seen,” said humorist and TV
host Stephen Colbert when he presented the readers choice award to his hometown.

Located on a peninsula flanked by two rivers, historic Charleston is where most tourists congregate if they’re
not day-tripping on one of the barrier islands or touring a sprawling plantation. (Fans of the 2004 romantic
tear-jerker, “The Notebook,” — I’m looking at you, Derrick Rose — will want to check out Boone Hall
Plantation, where some of the movie was filmed.)
The peninsula is full of fancy brick mansions and sorbet-colored homes, a fair share of which pre-date the
Revolutionary War. The bulk of these historic buildings have been restored to their former grandeur. That
wasn’t the case 30 years ago, said John LaVerne, who grew up in the city. He owns Bulldog Tours, whose name
is a nod to LaVerne’s alma mater, the Citadel, a military college in Charleston.
“Lots of these houses got restored with the help of insurance money from Hugo,” he said, referring to the
1989 hurricane that wreaked havoc on the Carolina coast. Around that same time, the luxurious 440-room
Charleston Place Hotel opened its doors, providing a much-needed catalyst for downtown redevelopment.
“The city looks better today than it ever has,” said LaVerne, who donates a portion of tour ticket sales to the
preservation of local historic sites.
The best way to see those sites is by foot — once you’ve done the obligatory carriage ride. Downtown
Charleston is a walker’s city. But if you don’t want to hoof it, plenty of green trolleys roam the streets. And as
of 2010, they’re free to ride. Gotta love Southern hospitality.
Information for this article was gathered on a research trip sponsored by the Charleston Area CVB.

When restaurants let their employees drink for free...
Posted by Cliff Bostock @cliffbostock on Thu, Mar 1, 2012 at 11:23 AM

For years, I've heard from restaurant employees about what some regard as a
hazard and others consider a benefit of their work: free booze.
An apparent such practice has led the family of a man killed in an auto
accident to sue Charleston's popular Husk restaurant. The wrongful-death suit charges that the
restaurant allowed one of its managers, Joseph Burnell, to get sloppy-drunk after closing and head
home in his car. Then, police say, Burnell drove his car into the rear of Quentin Miller's car, resulting
in his fiery death.
Husk's owners have not commented on the lawsuit.
The restaurant has been widely lauded as one of the South's best since its opening last year,
although they've had a tough month criticism-wise in February.
(H/T: Elliott Mackle, former AJC and Creative Loafing dining critic.)

NATIONAL
Friday, March 2, 2012, by Amy McKeever

The family of a South Carolina man killed in a car crash back in December
has filed a wrongful death lawsuit against Sean Brock's restaurant Husk.
The driver of the vehicle that caused the incident was an assistant manager
of the restaurant who has since been charged with felony driving under the
influence. According to Reuters, the family claims in the suit that Husk
allowed the employee "to drink alcohol there past the legal bar closing time of 2 a.m." [Reuters]

NATIONAL
Wednesday, March 7, 2012, by Paula Forbes

Here's a video tour of the Joseph Fields Farm, which provides
organic produce to chefs in South Carolina including Sean Brock.
Fields himself guides the tour, discussing the nature of organic
farming, his philosophy of of collard greens, and whether or not
there's farming in heaven along the way. [Perennial Plate]

Charleston Wine & Food Festival [Restaurants]
Jimmy on March 12th, 2012
It’s been over a week since the Charleston Wine & Food Festival ended, and my
hangover/permabuzz has relatively subsided, so it’s time I get crackin’ on some blog posts. I
owe it to the festival coordinators who comp’d my admission, and to the many bartenders and
waitstaff I annoyed with my camera.
When I asked for a media pass, I stated that my intention was to see how the Charleston
festival (which I’d never attended) compared to our recently installed hometown version. The
goal wasn’t to label who’s best; I wanted to see how similar or not the format was, examine
local interest, check out their indoor & outdoor setup, breadth of offerings, and overall fun,
intrigue, and value.
I’ll address this in my next post, but for now I wanted to cover an ulterior motive for visiting
Charleston – the restaurants. Charleston’s restaurants always excite me; there always seems to
be a popular new shop with lots of attention, and a bevy of classics of which I still have many
left to visit. I admit it’s a bit of a grass-is-greener sort of deal, but the scene seems to be really
developed in Chuck-town. They have lots of aspiring chefs, wonderful local product (being on
the ocean doesn’t hurt), a walkable downtown, and an active community that seems to
embrace many of the restaurant styles and trends I enjoy.
From the not so great to the stupid good, I sampled quite a bit in a two day span. I won’t
recount my full experience at each restaurant, just a photo and a sentence or two. Though my
full photo collection can be viewed here.
Get ready for a long post.
My chronologically ordered eating marathon begins at The MacIntosh, a popular and relatively
new spot. Triggerfish brandade was a well done bar snack and a clever use of a local fish.

Ricotta gnudi with stone crabs are a decent appetizer choice, though not a superlative example;
not quite light enough, with too much stringy (no longer lumped) crab. The braised rabbit with
potato cake was worth trying, if for the crispy and graceful potato cake alone.
I think it’s worth noting that both my cocktails were quite disappointing. So sweet, they were
too out of balance to enjoy, which I found surprising for such a popular bar. Get ready to fight
for a seat.

The cocktail failure was quickly remedied at FIG, where I had a tough time choosing from their
special Negroni inspired cocktail menu. I tried a few over the course of the weekend, it really is
a spectacular ode to the famous Italian apéritif.

I sampled some killer local Capers Blades Oysters that made me rethink South Carolina oysters.
They were as good as anywhere on either coast. Then I couldn’t help but order the “porchetta
tonnato” – a thin sliced pork take on the famous veal dish, with a tuna aioli sauce. The pork was
crazy tender, with a few pops of sharp flavor over the creamy aioli. A fun idea, and just damn
good. After this weekend I confirmed FIG is one of my favorite restaurants in the country.

Breakfast was at Hominy Grill. They’ve reached classic status in Charleston, but I’d never been,
thus I’d never ordered their most famous dishes, like the shrimp and grits. Lemon, bacon,
mushroom, al dente grits, with shrimp that still have me cursing my landlocked status. This dish
sets the bar.

But I couldn’t shy away from the Big Nasty. Not my favorite style of biscuit, but nothing cures a
long night like a few swipes of the thick, greasy, and crumbly fried chicken crust through their
light peppered gravy.

Late lunch was a sampling of a few dishes at Butcher & Bee with some wine distribution and
food writing acquaintances (I’m lucky they let me tag along). Unfortunately I wasn’t too
impressed with the few things we tried. I don’t know if it was because they were pushing out
food at an odd hour, and we were late to the get together, but nothing elevated to my
expectations. Everything looked excellent though, perhaps that’s part of the dissatisfaction.
But what do I know? I met Kat Kinsman at the lunch (editor of Eatocracy for CNN) and she loved
their pulled squash sandwich.

Fried chicken sandwich at Butcher & Bee.

After B&B we went for another late lunch (pre dinner?) at Two Borough’s Larder. At 4PM, of
the fifteen people in there, two of them weren’t famous chefs or writers. A quaint place, it has
a menu that’s quite difficult to navigate, as everything sounds amazing. Kung Pao sweetbreads
didn’t disappoint. While my friend Bill wanted more of a sear, I was amazed at the light, puffy
texture.

Clams, pork belly, broth, bread…direct route into the face. This place is so good, I want to eat
everything on the menu. Go here now.

Dinner a few hours later was the “Perfectly Paired” meal at the The Grocery, featuring the
wines of Au Bon Climat with guest chef Aaron Deal, formerly of Tristan. They really did an
excellent job, which always impresses me when we’re talking about a fixed meal for over one
hundred people. Of the many excellent dishes (Border Springs lamb duo!), a crudo of local
swordfish with breaded, plump sweetbreads was an impressive and unexpected pairing.

Fast forward to the next morning, after the after-party at Cypress (where I stuffed my face with
pork buns and charcuterie from Chef Craig Deihl) I made my way to Glaze for breakfast. A
rosemary sticky bun was nice, but I didn’t get the sweetness I wanted from the raspberry
donut.

Lunch was at Monza Pizza. It’s fine but uninspired; not up to our newly acquired pizza standards
in Atlanta.

Dinner was at Husk Bar, where I sampled some damn tasty country ham.

And a bar burger in the same vein as H&F. It’s a damn greasy and gluttonously good burger.
Potato wedges are well done and a welcome change from fries.

And I made friends with my neighbors (and bartender Weaver), splitting a few samples of some
Pappy Van Winkle, including a rare bottling exclusively for Husk.
It was quite the weekend of consumption. Long nights too. From Husk I went to the FIG after
party and ate a bunch of oysters, Craig Deihl slipped me some n’duja (no euphemism here), and
I had a few drinks.
I’m sure my over-served ass made a fool of myself. I need to take it easier at these events, it’s
easy to get carried away with so much good stuff available. And thanks to everyone who let me
join them at this event. I very much realized I have a long way to go before I can call myself a
writer, or a photographer, and I’m certainly not a cook like these guys and gals, so it was quite
humbling and inspiring to be surrounded by these people all weekend.

March 5th, 2012
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Lick the Screen - Boiled peanuts

This is a dish of boiled peanuts. You love them, you hate them, or you just haven't had them; they are not a
foodstuff about which there is much neutrality.
It's quite likely the texture. Perhaps the smell. Maybe the mess.
This probably seems self-explanatory from the name, but the popular roadside snack is made by boiling raw or
"green" peanuts (or "p-nuts" as they're often touted) in heavily salted water until the shells soften and the
nutmeat loses any snap. Devotees pop 'em open and slurp them out of the shells like edamame with a
Southern accent, but again - there are issues.
The shells are soggy from their multi-hour brine bath, and your fingers will stink and sting for hours after
they've pried open a couple dozen and teased out the mushy, earthy legumes. You'll probably also get a fleck
of shell in your hair or some brine spattered on your shirt.
This did not deter the business-suited gentlemen and linen-frocked ladies lunching on the porch of
Charleston's Husk Restaurant on a recent sunny afternoon. There, like the patrons gobbling them down, the
peanuts are a bit gussied up. Chef Sean Brock's rendition of South Carolina's official state snack is tangled in
strands of salty country ham and spiked with tear-coaxing jalapeño peppers. They're sloppy as heck, and

there's no way to down them daintily, but servers carried pail after pail of them to well-heeled patrons who
just did their best to minimize the collateral damage.
A brine stain can be scrubbed, and the salty reek will dissipate, but a love (or loathing) for boiled peanuts that's sunk in too deeply to wash away.

Potlikker Charleston 2012, "Food is a Story"
on Tuesday, 06 March 2012.

“Food is a Story”
“Food is a story”. Dori Sanders, novelist and peach farmer in the upstate of South Carolina near
Rock Hill reminds us to look past the powers that divide and see what unites us … the land …
the fruit harvested from the local people and Food. Food is universal.
On Wednesday, February 29th, the Southern Foodways Alliance hosted Potlikker Charleston
benefitting Charleston Chefs Feed the Need. The Potlikker included a Film Festival with short
films from Joe York of Southern Foodways Alliance. What is Potlikker? Potlikker, also known as
Collard liquor or pot liquor is the liquid that is left behind after boiling greens sometimes
seasoned with salt or pork.
The event took place in the Culinary Tent located in the center of Marion Square on the eve of
the BB&T Wine and Food Festival. Portable BBQ pits and picnic tables set the mood for the
soiree of artsy foodies, local lovers and charitable contributors in the community. Well
renowned Chefs and beverage specialists lined the perimeter. Shot sized portions of warm
Potlikker with subtle hints of country ham and collards was warm and welcoming. While I did
not partake in this lovely libation, the rotating line for Husk’s Benne Bourbon Punch had guests
returning for more of this dangerously delicious cocktail composed of four liquors, citrus peels
and other juices over ice. I opted for Fullsteam Brewery’s Southern Craft Beer Flight. This
brewery from North Carolina aims to create southern craft beer, celebrating the agriculture and
heritage of all things Southern and has hopes of coming to the Lowcountry in the near to
immediate future through Advintage Distributors. Most noteworthy for my palate was the First
Frost. This winter ale is brewed with foraged North Carolina persimmons with 9.1%ABV. It
paired beautifully with the Southern fare at this event.
The menu included lamb sweetbreads with Allan Benton Ham from Donald Link and Stephen
Stryjewski. The sweetbreads were garnished with mint, a slice of tender pork belly with pickled
onions. Sean Brock and Jeremiah Langhorne presented a beautiful Border Springs Spit-Roasted
Lamb with Peach Barbecue Sauce-family style with a sweet and pickled peach BBQ sauce. You
pick what you eat. Samuel Jones and Rodney Scott presented their Fatback Pig Project
Mangalista-Berkshire Whole Roasted Pig. The tender meat was served open faced atop a slice
of white bread with a simple yet pleasing and perfectly dressed slaw. I asked if I the bread was
truly needed and moments later, found myself savoring every last bite of the juice-drenched
bread. Lastly, Drew Robinson and Ashley Christensen prepared South Carolina Flounder with

Rappahannock River Oysters and Mississippi River Caviar. The oysters rested in a shell-bath of
lemon, mint and parsley mignonette, a hearty portion of fried flounder with smoked tomato
cole slaw and a smashed salt-roasted potato adorned with crème fraiche and chives. The trio
was gratifying and most impressive in presentation.
While the food and drink of this event were remarkable, the short films presented by
Filmmaker Joe York were the highlight for me. The films took us on a tour of southern people …
living, breathing and sweating their roots through food and sport. The films featured Allan
Benton of Benton Farms, Dori Sanders of Sanders Peach Farm, the Panhandles’ Flora-Bama
Mullet Toss, Egging Experts in Arkansas digging for gold in paddle-fish along the banks of the
Mississippi River and a trailer of York’s upcoming collaboration film, Pride and Joy, in honor of
his grandmother. At the closure of the films, Joe York requested that we call our families,
reach out to the people in our communities and ask them what brings them joy, what is their
source of pride and how do they come to love what they do and do what they love. The South
certainly has an amazing story and tradition of food. One of which brings me great pride and
joy. I love Food and I love the South.
The merriment continued with food and drink and a “Porgy Toss” to honor the longtime mullettoss tradition of my home on the panhandle of Florida and Alabama (Flora-Bama), also known
as L.A. (Lower Alabama) and the Redneck Riviera. Sweet Home.
by Dee Lambert, Editor

Larry Olmsted, Contributor / 3/13/2012 @ 8:49AM

Just Released - The 100 Best U.S. Restaurants?
A few months ago I wrote about a new and
different dining guide, Opinionated About U.S.
Restaurants 2011, an interesting alternative to the
Zagat or Michelin ratings.
The book is the work of Steve Plotnicki, one of the
highest profile, most opinionated, and most
obsessive eaters in the food blogging world,
and formerly involved with the site e-gullet.
Plotnicki described his tome by saying, “This is a
guide for people who regularly travel long distances
solely for the purpose of eating at interesting
restaurants.” I am definitely in that target audience.
Now Plotnicki is back in the spotlight with his 2012
comprehensive list of America’s 100 Best
Restaurants, updated for 2012. The opinions are
not Plotnicki’s alone, and like Zagat, the list is based
on a survey, with about 3,000 raters covering some
70,000 eateries. The difference ostensibly is that
these panelists are somehow qualified, or in the
words of the press release I got, “including many of
the top food bloggers in the country.”

Known as the "Chef of the Century," Joel
Robuchon is living legend with more Michelin
stars than anyone else, ever. So how come many
of the nation's food bloggers don't know about his
flasghip Las Vegas eatery, a luxurious temple of
fine dining?

Since I can’t speak to the nameless raters, I’ll
address the list itself, which suffers from the same
strengths and weakness as the book. Strengths are that it mostly hits the mark with a lot of
great restaurants, and covers some (but not enough) interesting geography often overlooked
by urban centric mainstream food media, from Princeton, NJ to Birmingham, AL to Portland
ME. On the other hand, the list skips large swaths of the country and many entire cuisines and
is distressingly NY-LA-Chicago-San Francisco Bay Area centric, while preoccupied with trendy
Urban “localvores,” molecular gastronomy and sushi. Fourteen of the top Twenty restaurants
are in New York or California.

But the overall list is helpful for picking places to eat or finding new interesting options, like the
acclaimed Husk in Charleston, SC which opened last year. The list occasionally gives into food
media hype, which is not surprising, because many of the survey’s participants are presumably
the authors of this hype. For instance, New York “insiders” can continue to praise Momofuko all
they want, presumably because their competition already has and they don’t want to be left
out, but the idea that it is the 22nd best restaurant in the country, or even the 22nd best
restaurant in Manhattan is patently absurd. Peter Luger is another example, and while I am well
aware that for some bizarre reason it has many fans, I don’t know why, except to guess that
they went for the hype and haven’t actually been to other high-end steakhouses. It’s probably
not the best steakhouse in Brooklyn, certainly not in New York City, and a far cry from best in
the nation, yet here it is, the highest rate on the list.
Otherwise the list looks pretty good, and you won’t find many people arguing with most of
these picks, myself included. Ratings are always going to be subjective, and I don’t care whether
French Laundry or Alinea or Jean Georges are second, third and eleventh respectively, as they
are, or whether you flipped them with each other, because they are all undeniably among the
nation’s best.
My biggest complaint is the near total absence of Las Vegas. I have and would make the
argument that Vegas has a stronger high-end fine dining scene than any US city, yet the first
entry on the list is Guy Savoy at 35th, and Sin City does not resurface until Picasso at 76th – and
that’s it. These are both excellent choices, and either – or both – could have cracked the Top 10
and they are certainly both better than Luger. Now, you could make the argument that you
can’t compare 3-Star Michelin French to steakhouses, but if we adopt a best-in-breed approach
that embraces sushi, steak and haute cuisine, how is it that there is no barbecue reflected? Or
pizza? Or any other food that can and has been elevated to an incredible level? But getting back
to Vegas, I firmly believe that Joel Robuchon is one of the finest restaurants, if not the finest
restaurant, on earth, and while I haven’t eaten at all of the top choices on this list, it is better
than any I have eaten at, including French Laundry and Jean Georges. As if to reinforce this antiVegas bias, Robuchon’s second-tier L’Atelier in New York makes the list, ahead of his flagship –
while the New York restaurant is in turn a spin-off of his second-tier Vegas L’Atelier eatery, also
omitted. I’ve eaten at both and can’t imagine anyone preferring New York. I’d like to see the
gastronomic temple at Number One, but I could live with Top 10. What I can’t live with is it
being left off this list completely, along with most of the rest of Vegas, much of the South, all of
Texas, the Rocky Mountain States and almost the entire Southwest.
Here’s the list. You be the judge. More detailed information, a slideshow, and more about the
surveys can be found at the Opinionated About Dining website.
1. Manresa, Los Gatos, CA 102.06
2. The French Laundry, Yountville, CA 101.94
3. Alinea, Chicago, IL 101.34
4. Per Se, New York, NY 101.19
5. Town House, Chilhowie, VA 100.91
6. Masa, New York, NY 100.76
7. Urasawa, Beverly Hills, CA 100.73

8. Mini-Bar, Washington, D.C. 100.49
9. Blue Hill at Stone Barns, Pocantico Hills, NY 100.08
10. McCrady’s, Charleston, SC 99.37
11. Jean Georges, New York, NY 99.06
12. Sushi Yasuda, New York, NY 98.95
13. Komi, Washington, D.C. 98.69
14. Saam at the Bazaar, West Hollywood, CA 98.46
15. Kuruma Zushi, New York, NY 98.33
15. Eleven Madison Park, New York, NY 98.33
17. Le Bernardin, New York, NY 98.28
18. Coi, San Francisco, CA 98.10
19. Corton, New York, NY 97.97
20. Schwa, Chicago, IL 97.74
21. Restaurant at Meadowood St. Helena, CA 97.54
22. Momofuku Ko New York, NY 97.11
23. Providence, Los Angeles, CA 96.71
24. Saison, San Francisco, CA 96.64
25. Cyrus, Healdsburg, CA 96.55
26. Spago, Beverly Hills, CA 96.51
27. Marinus, Carmel Valley, CA 96.46
28. Soto, New York, NY 96.44
29. Peter Luger, Williamsburg, NY 96.43
30. Bouley, New York, NY 96.31
31. L’Atelier de Joel Robuchon, New York, NY 96.21
32 . Commis, Oakland, CA 96.19
33. The Herbfarm, Woodinville, WA 96.14
34. Guy Savoy, Las Vegas, NV 96.02
35. Elements, Princeton, NJ 96.00
36. Sushi Taro, Washington, D.C. 95.92
37. Charlie Trotter’s, Chicago, IL 95.91
38. Daniel, New York, NY 95.75
39. Quince, San Francisco, CA 95.74
40. Ubuntu, Napa, CA 95.71
41. Sugiyama, New York, NY 95.70
41. Sushi Seki, New York, NY 95.70
41. Uni, Boston, MA 95.70
44. Moto, Chicago, IL 95.61
45. Spiaggia, Chicago, IL 95.40
46. North Fork Table & Inn, Southold, NY 95.33
47. Chez Panisse, Berkeley, CA 95.14
48. O Ya, Boston, MA 95.01
49. Roberta’s (Tasting Menu), Bushwick, NY 94.93
50. Highlands Bar & Grill, Birmingham. AL 94.86
51. Marea, New York, NY 94.84

52. Brooklyn Fare, Brooklyn, NY 94.79
53. Atelier Crenn, San Francisco, CA 94.75
54. Miyake, Portland, ME 94.65
55. Kyo Ya, New York, NY 94.62
55. Craft, New York, NY 94.62
57. American Restaurant, Kansas City, KS 94.60
58. Patina, Los Angeles, CA 94.56
59. Momofuku Ss
60. Hugo’s, Portland, ME 94.52
61. Morimoto, Philadelphia, PA 94.47
61. Michy’s, Miami, FL 94.47
63. Citronelle, Washington, D.C. 94.39
64. Charleston, Baltimore, MD 94.31
65. Restaurant Eugene, Atlanta, GA 94.26
66. Aubergine, Carmel, CA 94.24
67. Niche, St. Louis, MO 94.23
68. wd-50, New York, NY 94.19
69. Sushi Ran, Sausalito, CA 94.18
70. Matsuhisa, West Hollywood, CA 94.15
71. Blue Hill, New York, NY 94.14
72. Volt, Frederick, MD 94.10
73. L20, Chicago, IL 94.09
74. Sawa Sushi, Sunnyvale, CA 94.05
75. Gary Danko, San Francisco, CA 94.03
76. Picasso, Las Vegas, NV 93.94
76. Benu, San Francisco, CA 93.94
78. Masa’s, San Francisco, CA 93.82
79. Momofuku Noodle Bar, New York, NY 93.81
80. Vetri, Philadelphia, PA 93.80
81. Totoraku, West Los Angeles, CA 93.75
82. Canlis, Seattle, WA 93.68
82. Blackbird, Chicago, IL 93.68
82. The Bazaar, West Hollywood, CA 93.68
85. Stella!, New Orleans, LA 93.58
86. Il Grano, West Los Angeles, CA 93.57
87. Quinones Room at Bacchanalia, Atlanta, GA 93.56
88. No. 9 Park, Boston, MA 93.54
89. Inn at Little Washington, Washington, VA 93.45
90. Husk, Charleston, SC 93.27
90. Baume, Palo Alto, CA 93.27
90. Everest, Chicago, IL 93.27
93. Gramercy Tavern, New York, NY 93.26
94. Next, Chicago, IL 93.24
94. Red Medicine, West Hollywood, CA 93.24

96. Sanford, Milwaukee, WI 93.23
96. George’s California Modern, La Jolla, CA 93.23
98. Cut, Beverly Hills, CA 93.19
98. Nishimura, West Hollywood, CA 93.19
100. Castagna, Portland, OR 93.18
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Beer, Bacon and Butter
That is my new mantra. (My friend Valencia kindly identified it for me)
Beer in this case can be further elaborated to include bourbon, and Brewvival (and cocktails and spirits of
every type known to man).
Bacon is a more specific term for the broader category of pork, and by association all food.
Butter is the the silent backbone. It's presence an indication of a later appearance of breads and pancakes and
other complex carbohydrates... which is never a bad thing.
Chris and I just returned from a Beer-grimage (?) to the south. We know that the jovial eater can only be
rewarded by a trip down south because it is the homeland of the three b-s. Our vacation started with plans to
attend the Brewvival, a festival of beers held in Charleston, South Carolina. It quickly morphed into a
stomach distending, belly bulging gourgefest through Asheville, Greenville and finally Charleston.
We decided to take our time on the way down, being sure to stretch our stomachs and give our livers time to
adapt. After av and gv(see post here) we took the southern byways straight to the Isle of Palms and
Charleston.
If you follow this blog, you know how utterly in love I am with Charleston. Somehow after this last trip, the
city figured a way to enamor me more.
I have to credit Brandon, Scott, and Rich at cbX for taking some time to invest in the Chas. dining scene. They
gave me a list of their favorite places in town and my palate is forever in their debt. My waistline however is
less pleased.
I will start with our meal at Husk.
If you've waded throught the annuls of the internet far enough to find my little blog wonder, I'm quite sure you
have heard of Husk and Chef Sean Brock. If you haven't then you need to eat more.
I'm on the bandwagon here. No surprise, Husk is phenomenal. The front of house also deserves an award for
service. There is a team of people running this place and each of them is utterly professional, in the most
Southern and welcoming kind of way that makes my heart swell (or maybe that was all the pork fat).
A great restaurant experience starts before you walk in the door. In the case of Husk it actually starts next door
at the bar, with Weaver. A little hint for judging a bar: if there is a leg of ham on the counter your'e in the
right bar.

Husk Bar is known to have a great selection of top notch bourbons. A good example is the Pappy Van
Winkle barrels given to Chef Brock by Julian Van Winkle (PvW's master distiller). Chris made sure to try the
20yr version. In addition to the straight booze, Weaver takes bourbons and whiskeys and all those other
beautiful spirits and creates some tasty freakin' cocktails that are perfect ways to start off your meal.

On Tuesday night Weaver was concocting some new treats which he let us taste in exchange for some creative
names. Weaver even let us name a few cocktails, though I can't be sure the names made it to the menu, if you
see Purplexing, The Dark Passenger, or Stockholm Blues take a photo! Weaver makes his own ginger
beer, salts kumquats, and finds uses for indigenous little bitter oranges. The cocktails are cool and inventive,
and the service is perfect.

That's the Fire in the Orchard on the left (a seasonal riff on the Old Fashioned with cointreau, applejack brandy, smoked apple juice,
bitters, pickled jalapenos a sugar cube, and ice), with the 'ham on a plate' sliced fresh off the leg!
photo: Chris Rausch

I got a classic cocktail introduces in the 1934 Official Mixers Manual by Patrick Gavin Duffy. Its a beautiful and refreshing blend of St.
Germaine, Wild Turkey Rye, Lemon, and Grapefruit juice.

Weaver mixing up some Housemade Ginger Beer Mules

I almost forgot to mention how excruciatingly delicious our meals were. We shared pork ear lettuce wraps,
clams, and chicken skins. I had the chicken fried lamb which was so good I had no problem only tasting, rather
then engulfing Chris' equally delicious cornbread stuffed quail. For dessert I had a salted brownie which was a
little dry for my liking and not really salty. Chris got the chocolate chess pie which I liked much better, but still
wasn't impressed by. Good, but not amazing. I guess the cocktails and wine made up for the dessert lacking a
little. Their wine menu is organized by region and soil type which is super cool for me because it means
something.
The most fantastic thing about Husk and their food, and their service, is the reality that they are just the tip of
the ice cube floating above the delicious cocktail of restaurants in Charleston.
My other favorite meal was unquestionably the last in town, our brunch at The Macintosh on upper King
Street. One bite into this meal I had decided it was the best brunch I had ever had. Chris got Rabbit and Sweet
Potato hash with two poached eggs, and a side of buckwheat pancakes. I did as ordered by Rich at cbx, opting
for the pork belly with bone marrow bread pudding and a poached egg. Seriously, need I say more? The only
thing wrong with the meal was the butter hitting the table without any bread or spoons in sight. That's just
plain mean.
I also had a delightful cocktail called (most appropriately) the 'Stay-cation' (you don't have to ask me to stay on
this vacation). It was a pretty cool combo of Stoli-Vanilla Vodka, the Italian liquer Averna, line, pineapple
juice and my new favorite liquer St. Germaine (elederflower flavored).
I was so ridiculously full I could hardly think but the meal was fantastic and so I couldn't squelch my curious
palate. Chris and I had to try dessert because I judge a restaurants true worthiness based upon their desserts'
ability to wow me. In the case of The Macintosh, I'll just say WOW and leave it at that.

The Pork Belly of Love

Our Meal, drinks included here

An orange panna cotta with toasted meringue a short bread crust, and candied orange slices. Holy CRAP!

I can't believe I still haven't gotten to Brewvival yet! ugh.
I tried over 30 beers at this event. Seriously, Brewvival is fantastic. I love it because the guys at cBx make sure
it's a fun event. There are beers here that you can't try anywhere else besides their source, there are brew
masters, there are storytellers, you can taste the beer and learn something cool about it's origin and I love that.
This year my favorites were totally off my radar.
The all time best was the Ich Bein Lime (Key Lime) Berliner Weisse style from the Funky Buddha
Brewery and Lounge in Boca Raton, FL. This is worth a trip to Florida. It was slightly sour and sweet and
citrusy and made me crave another slice of Chris' Moms absolutely awesome Key Lime Pie. I could drink this
for days. Their Coconut Chocolate Porter, Last Snow, was the beer that caught my attention to begin with.

A blurry photo of me and their brewmaster Ryan Sentz at Funky Buddha
photo: chris rausch

Cigar City is also from Florida, and also awesome.

I also loved the Trogdor the Burninator Dopplebock from Avery, though the name didn't really make sense
for a Dopplebock, I do love the usage. In case you don't understand why that is so cool, click this link to travel
back in time to when I was in high school, and you will understand (also, check this one out, don't forget to
click the light switch at the end of the video to see the best part).

Fullsteam is a cool new brewery out of Durham, North Carolina. We have met one of the owners and sales
guy Sean a few times now and he is pretty excited to hock their stuff. As he should be cause it's yummy. He
poured me a tasty Summer Basil Sour, another sour with just the right balance of flavors. I think this would be
amazing with a bowl of Pho or some Thai food.

They didn't have it at Brewvival, but I had a glass of Holy City's Pluff Mud Porter at Closed for Business
on Friday and really enjoyed it.

Holy City is another local brewery. Maybe it's just cause I got cool water guns but I recall really enjoying their Laser Pants Belgian
Strong Pale Ale

The tap handles and attire at Palmetto were pretty sweet. As was the Beer.

A Scotch Egg at Closed for Business made me a happy camper.

Baltimore's famous Gypsy Brewer, my buddy Brian 'Stillwater' Strumke and I discussing the Hall and Oats Hotline over a glass of
Holland Oats

My favorite of the Stillwater offerings at Brewvival. The Saison Darkly was pretty yummy too.

That seems like a sufficient amount of info for now. I'll probably share more about the trip and our favorite
new places sometime in the future.
Go check out Chris' post on BEERsimple for a more accurate description of all the booze.
We can't wait to see you all again next year for round four!

Tuesday February 28, 2012
Eating the Obvious: Shrimp and Grits in Charleston
Suddenly southern cookery is in the national spotlight. Barbeque has been trendy outside the
South for awhile now, bacon appears in just about everything (even when it shouldn't), and
farming, defying the convential wisdom of hipness, is now cool. Any self-respecting southerner
would tell you that farm fresh vegetables have always been well-regarded, bacon has long been
appreciated as a versatile, superior foodstuff and barbecue is a way of life. But hey, we're not
"over it" just because the rest of the country has caught on. The world should know of the
deep-frying, ham-hocking, gravy-sopping secrets that have sustained the South for generations.
No city exemplifies the rise in prominence of southern cooking more than Charleston, SC. The
just-announced James Beard semifinalists include Charleston restaurants and chefs such as The
Macintosh (Best New restaurant) and Sean Brock of McCrady's (Oustanding Chef: National), as
well as three nominees for Best Chef: Southeast: Jeremiah Bacon (The Macintosh), Ken
Vedrinski (Trattoria Lucca) and Craig Deihl (Cypress). Not many (if any) cities can compete with
the amount of fantastic restaurants per capita as little old Charleston.

On my last visit to Chucktown, I made Lowcountry cuisine a priority. And though I've had my
share of excellent fried seafood, Lowcountry boils and frogmore stew over the years, I'd never

tried a proper rendition of the city's signature dish: shrimp and grits (not in Charleston at least).
A short trip from downtown Charleston across the impressive, cable-stayed Arthur Ravenel Jr.
Bridge (new as of 2005) led my fellow diners and me to the Old Village Post House in Mount
Pleasant's Historic Old Village. In a two-story restored 19th century building, the Old Village
Post House fits right in with Charleston: refined yet relaxed. It functions as a suitable tavern for
those just looking for a drink, an elegant restaurant for an upscale but unpretentious meal, and
even a place to sleep - the inn has six bedrooms, not too far from the beach. But for my
purposes, it was an ideal spot to partake of Lowcountry cuisine's finest dish. The shrimp and
grits, with andouille sausage, country ham bits, tomatoes, stone ground grits, a pile of flavorul
green onions, and plenty of garlic and Cajun seasoning, did not fail to impress. Dark red in color,
it boasted a luxurious depth of flavor without being too rich. The sausage, garlic and Cajun
seasoning gave it a moderate level of satisfying, late-breaking heat. All in all, my first proper
shrimp and grits experience was a smashing success, but so much so that I'm reticent to even
consider ordering it anywhere that's not within a 100-mile radius from Charleston. For our
complete list of Charleston's best restaurants, follow the link.

Would You, Could You Eat a Whole Pig?
The popular nose-to-tail eating trend might sound repulsive at first, but it’s spreading to
southern restaurants and might just impact what ends up on your plate.
One of the latest food trends is very efficient, sure, but it’s still hard to stomach. Nose-to-tail
eating means that every bit of the pig is prepared and, yes, eaten–and it’s on the rise in the
Deep South. Southern Living magazine caught up with several chefs below the Mason-Dixon
Line to discuss this phenomenon and how it’s catching on in places like Atlanta, Charleston,
Houston and Memphis.
As surprising as the trend may be, the reasoning behind it isn’t. More and more chefs are
turning to local farmers for their meats, veggies and other ingredients, and that means buying
whole pigs rather than just certain cuts. Using everything from the nose to the tail is a means of
getting the most value for their money.
Other chefs, like Sean Brock of Charleston’s celebrated Husk restaurant, raise their own pigs.
Brock tells Southern Living that he does it out of respect for the animal, saying, “You want to
make the most of every single part to celebrate its life.”
So what might you find on the menu of a restaurant that practices nose-to-tail cooking? The
magazine’s March issue only deconstructs the parts of the pig that may not be commonly
eaten, like the head, the feet, the skin and the tail. Deep-fried pig’s ears are popular in
Southern restaurants like New Orleans’ Cochon. Another part of the head that’s being put to
use is the jowls, and the head itself forms the base of hog’s head cheese.
Charleston’s Cypress restaurant uses pig’s feet for a unique take on pork and beans. The feet
are braised and then the meat is picked off, mixed with bread crumbs and mustard and served
over barbecued boiled peanuts cooked in a molasses-based sauce.
One part of the pig that was popularly used well before the onset of this trend is the skin. Pork
rinds may be considered more of a convenience store snack, but one of Houston’s newer
restaurants has a more gourmet take on them. Chefs roast rabbit leg wrapped in pig skin, then
serve atop peaches and Swiss chard.
Finally, Memphis’ soon-to-open Hog & Hominy will put an interesting twist on the tail of the
pig. Chefs Michael Hudman and Andy Ticer have a dish that reinterprets the last piece as a mix

between a hot wing and a short rib. It gets its spicy flavor from mustard, tomatoes and
Calabrian chiles and is served with a ranch sauce of their own invention.
Do you think this trend would be hard to swallow?
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Cheap Eat of the Week: Buca’s crispy pig ears
BY GIZELLE LAU

Buca’s crispy pig ears (Image: Gizelle Lau)

Call them “nasty bits,” “non-traditional cuts” or straight-up “offal.” This week’s cheap of the week is one of
my favourite of the strange cuts and easily one of the most approachable: pig ears.
Traditionally, many cultures use pig ears in their cuisines: the Chinese braise them in soy sauce and spices;
the Japanese have been known to serve them sashimi-style or pickled; in parts of Europe, like Lithuania, ears
are cut into strips as a snack or boiled whole as a main protein. More recently, pig ears have become a staple
southern soul-food dish — so much so that restaurants like Husk in Charleston, South Carolina, will use up
2,600 pounds of pig ears per year.

Here in Toronto, at $8 for an appetizer portion, Buca’s Italian-style pig ears are a great starter to share with
the table. In the kitchen, chef Rob Gentile and his team braise the ears to soften them; then, they slice them
up into thin strips, dredge them in some breading and throw them in the deep fryer. The result: a beautifully
crispy, almost crunchy, chip-like snack that’s reminiscent of bacon. Bite into one of these, through the fatty
pork skin and meat, to find that unique toothsome texture found only in cartilage.
The dish is finished with wild fennel salt to encourage extra finger-licking and is best paired with a glass of
prosecco to cut through the deep-fried consistency.
Buca, 604 King St. W., 416-865-1600

Family sues South Carolina restaurant for wrongful death
By Harriet McLeod
Thu Mar 1, 2012 5:09pm EST

(Reuters) - The family of a South Carolina man killed in a fiery car crash has filed a wrongful
death lawsuit against a Charleston restaurant that emerged on the national gourmet scene last
year when it topped Bon Appetit magazine's best new restaurant list.
Quentin Miller, 32, was killed on December 17 when his car was struck from behind on a bridge
near Charleston in an early morning collision and burst into flames, according to police. Miller
died at the scene.
The driver of the vehicle that struck Miller's, Adam Joseph Brunelle, was an assistant manager
for Charleston's Husk restaurant at the time. He has been charged with felony driving under the
influence.
In the suit, Miller's family said that Husk allowed Brunelle to drink alcohol there past the legal
bar closing time of 2 a.m., the family's attorney said. A police report shows Brunelle's blood
alcohol level was .24, three times the legal limit in South Carolina.
"While we are deeply saddened by this tragedy, unfortunately we are unable to respond
further at this time. Our hearts go out to the Miller family," David Howard, president of the
Neighborhood Dining Association which owns Husk, said in a statement.
(Reporting By Harriet McLeod; Editing by Dan Burns and Cynthia Johnston)

Roads & Kingdoms

Foreplay: Food Porn Just Before the Lunch Hour
Fried chicken, Husk, Charleston, SC
In many ways, the New South still looks a lot like the Old South. There are still strip malls and
strip clubs, Baptist churches and gun shops, legions of people friendly enough to make you
blush every time you step into a gas station. And there is still fried chicken.
You’ll find it where it’s always been, of course—at the meat-and-threes and soul-food shacks
that keep places like Athens and Birmingham moving. Increasingly in this brave new world of
comfort-food fetishization, you’ll also find fried chicken at restaurants with a chefy pedigree.
This bird falls decidedly into the latter camp, the brainchild of diabolical genius Sean Brock, a
guy uniquely capable of making food that would please both Michelin inspectors and your
skillet-packing grandmama. He’s a bridge builder, a man whose mission is to bring Southern
food into the future by connecting it to its past.

This chicken is a perfect example of Brock’s breadth: For the purists, there is a buttermilk bath
and a cast-iron pan filled with fat for frying, but Brock has a few tricks up his sleave to blast this
bird into another stratosphere. To ensure the chicken is moist and seasoned to the bone, there
is an overnight soak in sweet tea. To provide a more formidable crust, there is a blend of soft
biscuit flour and crunchy cornmeal. And to ensure you pledge your undying loyalty to Brock and
his legions of bad-ass line cooks, there is a heart-thumping convergence of four fats used to
crisp up the chicken: lard, rendered chicken fat, melted Benton’s bacon fat, and rendered
country ham scraps. At the last minute, Brock floats in an island of butter, which melts into the
mix and gives this chicken a brilliant sheen.
You won’t find this chicken on the menu at Husk. Brock makes it for his buddies out of the prep
kitchen behind the restaurant. On a recent Sunday morning, a group of off-duty cooks camped
out in the parking lot, beating back their hangovers with bottles of hard cider, waiting for a
chance to burn their lips on this beautiful bird. -MG

03/02/2012

Hard-core Locovore: Where to Eat Now in Charleston

Charleston locals are a fickle lot. Living in one of the great restaurant destination cities in the
country, they are, as we say in France, bien gaté, totally spoiled.
On our last visit two visits, we ate at that hot new foodie mecca, Husk. Chef Sean Brock’s
mantra is that he only uses ingredients from south of the Mason-Dixon line, to the point where
he wouldn’t use any olive oil for a while until he finally found some made in the south that
would meet his standards. He's an amazing guy, a food historian and a chef who understands

both the science and the emotion of food, with a fanatic's passion for homegrown produce and
meats.

But even though Husk was on the cover of Bon Appetit this past year as the best new
restaurant in the country, the locals’ attention has strayed. They’ve been distracted by
Jeremiah Bacon’s uber-chic new spot, The Macintosh (pictured above). As soon as we arrived
in town, we heard the buzz. “Have you been yet?” was the first question we heard from our
local friends’ lips. So of course we had to see what the fuss was about.
Though the cuisine at both restaurants have much in common---a menu that changes daily,
inspired southern cuisine, and worship at the altar of the Pig---the vibe couldn’t be more
different. The Macintosh, in the edgy new dining district on upper King Street, is all industrial
chic: exposed brick, horizontal natural pine siding, charcoal gray walls with black and white art
prints, exposed duct work. Husk is in the fine old established historic district in a graceful
Charleston mansion with piazzas across the front. There are tall windows, beautifully draped,
and soft watercolors over the fireplace, a sophisticated decor. The bar is especially delightful.
Located in a tiny two-story carriage house next store, they’ve stripped the brick building back to
its gorgeous old bones and let the architecture work its rough magic. Ron is delighted by that
fact that they have a long row of artisanal bourbons on offer.

Both chefs have figured out what
wonderful southern black cooks always knew, which is that you can add bacon or bacon
drippings to anything and make it taste wonderful, but Husk is the more porcine-obcessed of
the two. It hits you right away when they serve hot, homemade yeast rolls with a shiny glaze
pork glaze, topped with sesame seeds. That’s served with butter with a hint of bacon. And so it
goes. I don’t eat much meat, so I ordered oyster stew with the exquisite Carolina Gold rice,
which had a bacon-fat based broth in place of the usual cream. No pork showed up in the
dessert, but stay tuned.
At The Macintosh I was thrilled to see they had a winter vegetable plate that day, which turned
out to be a ragout of root vegetables and greens served over rice mixed with red quinoa.
Creative and delicious. One of their specialties is a side of savory bone marrow bread pudding.
Don’t ask, just order it. Amid their fancier dishes, you can always find their signature
hamburger, with pecarino truffle fries. Or you could just order a double order of those amazing
fries and then go directly to dessert. A rich little dark chocolate cup filled with dulce de leche
and slathered with a creamy chocolate sauce was the best dessert I’ve had in recent memory.

Both restaurants offer lovely fish dishes, and Husk has taken the classic shrimp and grits to
stratospheric new levels.
Now which restaurant to choose, if, darn it, you can only choose one? I’d go to Husk any day
for the atmosphere, but for the food, I’d have to say it’s a happy toss-up. But more research is
needed.

If you go, make
reservations in advance. Note that for dinner, you should call weeks in advance for a week-end
meal at Husk, to be safe. And by the way, if you get over to Mt. Pleasant, across the big bridge,
you’ll want to hit the new thai restaurant, Basil. Oh so chic, with a gorgeous contemporary
decor, an open air terrace overlooking a small lake at the back, and thai cuisine done well. Do
not miss the warm banana egg rolls with red berry sauce and coconut ice cream, to finish with a
grand flourish.

Favorite Reads: My friend Audrey just told me about Lunch in Paris: A Love Story, with Recipes,
a Paris memoir about a woman who falls in love in Paris, with a man and with French cuisine. It
gets rave reviews from Audrey, can't wait to read it.

VIDEO: Best Restaurants in Charleston, S.C.
Chefs’ tips on where to find the best food in Charleston
By Ali Rosen, Daily Meal Video, The Daily Meal Staff
Mar 21, 2012 @ 4:14 PM
The BB&T Charleston Wine & Food Festival brought together a long list of big names, from
John Besh and Hugh Acheson to Anita Lo and Marc Vetri. So we did what anyone in their right
mind would do — we asked for their favorite restaurant recommendations in town. And now,
we’re sharing them with you.
Hugh Acheson was more than ready to talk about the fantastic and innovative food being
served at Husk, as well as the delicious, classic dishes from Hominy Grill. Rene Ortiz, of La
Condesa in Austin, Texas, brought up the amazing food he’d had at McCrady’s, while Rajat Parr,
the wine director of the Mina Group, thought that Fig and Charleston Grill both boasted the
best wine lists in town.
Who better than chefs to give us food recommendations in, dare we say, the South’s culinary
capital? Check out the video for the rest of their tips.

Mar 04, 2012 @ 10:09 AM
Posted by Ali Rosen, Daily Meal Video, The Daily Meal Staff

Taco Wars at the Charleston Wine + Food Festival

6 chefs came together to cook up their own takes on the standard taco

Charleston's Wine and Food Festival continued Friday and Saturday with events that welcomed chefs from
across the country but retained the charm of the Holy City.
Friday's big daytime event was called Taco Turf Wars at Lowndes Grove Plantation. While I expected an event
of this name to be a competition of some kind, instead, keeping with the Southern gentility of the weekend,
the "war" consisted of nothing more than six chefs making tacos and sharing in the beauty of the location.
Chef Anita Lo (Annisa, New York) cooked a Szechuan chicken and peanut taco with a Chinese green bean
salad. She said the Southern element came from including fried chicken skins. Melissa Perello (Frances, San
Francisco) cooked a delicious herbed crêpe taco with blue crab salad, grain mustard, and crème fraîche. It
might have been the winner of the event in my book, except that I don't think a crêpe really passes for a taco.
The stand-out taco came from Rene Ortiz (La Condesa, Austin) who made "Tacos Arabicos" with seared
Cervena venison, pickled cucumber, chipotle harissa, fennel pollen yogurt, and a house-made bacon-fat
tortilla. If it were a true war I would have declared Ortiz the winner (although Michael Laiskonis' desserts
might need to take a serious honorable mention, despite also having nothing to do with tacos).

In the evening, the big after-party was held at chef Craig Deihl's Cypress, which sported oysters and locally
made hot dogs, while guests Sean Brock (Husk, Charleston) and John Besh (August, New Orleans) hugged so
excitedly that they ran into a wall.
On Saturday, rain overtook the festivities, but it didn't stop any events. The "Ode to Goat" at Bowen's Island
celebrated local oysters and featured pots of freshly steamed oysters from the Lowcountry. In the afternoon,
an array of chefs including Christina Tosi (Momofuku Milk Bar, New York), Bill Smith (Crook's Corner, Chapel
Hill, N.C.) and Hugh Acheson (Empire State South, Atlanta) held court at the Thomas Bennett House and
signed copies of their recent cookbooks for fans.
The festivities continue today at the seventh annual BB&T Charleston Wine and Food Festival. Follow #chswff
on Twitter for more updates!

New Charleston Food + Wine Festival venue wows chefs, patrons
BY TERESA TAYLOR
ttaylor@postandcourier.com

Friday, March 2, 2012

Caretta, a 250-pound loggerhead turtle, swam behind Nate Whiting in the Deep Sea tank at the S.C. Aquarium,
close enough to check out the Tristan chef's lobster and bone marrow tortelloni.

Photo by Grace Beahm
Fish in the great ocean tank swim by Chef Nate Whiting of Tristan as he serves lobster and bone marrow tortelloni with ginger, grapefruit and sea urchin emulsion Thursday
during the Opening Night Party for the Charleston Wine + Food Festival at the South Carolina Aquarium.

Down the hall, a mostly red fish with a bright gold tail sashayed past in the Reef Habitat as chef Michelle
Weaver of Charleston Grill passed cups of an equally colorful seafood cocktail.
It was tough to choose between the main attractions -- the food or the fish -- at the Opening Night Party of the
BB&T Charleston Wine + Food Festival on Thursday night. For the first time in its seven years, the festival
moved the kickoff fete away from Marion Square. Organizers said they wanted to showcase more of
Charleston and liven things up.
The change made a big splash. "It's beautiful. We've got a great view of the fish," Weaver said. "It's fresh, it's
fun, and there's a good flow of people."
"I thought it was nice at the park but this is phenomenal," said chef Frank McMahon of Hank's Seafood
Restaurant, who was serving tasty plates of swordfish across from another tank where very large red drum
and crevalle jack fish had a captive audience.
Angela Hall of Charleston was juggling a plate of sushi in one hand and a wine glass in another. It was the
fourth year she's attended the opening party, and she said it is her favorite of any and all Charleston events.
Hall applauded the new digs and the food, too. "It's a great setting and it shows our city off. I think it's the
perfect venue. The chefs are putting out the best of the best."
There was a brief scare on the second floor about 45 minutes into the event. Guests heard a whoosh-pop
sound, and some at first thought a tank might have broken or a Champagne bottle had burst.

Instead, it was the sound of a butane canister that overheated and exploded off a burner at the station of
Husk restaurant. The canister narrowly missed hitting the head of Travis Grimes, the chef de cuisine, but
whizzed past and ended up around the corner before apparently shattering someone's glass.
Photo Gallery
Charleston Wine+ Food Festival Opening Night Party

Charleston Wine+ Food Festival Opening Night Party at the Aquarium, 3/1

Members of the Husk staff said no one had ever seen that happen before. The hubbub died down within a few
minutes and the party got back into full swing.
Downstairs, chef Marc Collins of Circa 1886 reflected on the success of the festival, which he helped found
with Angel Postell in 2004. Postell eventually became the executive director.
"I expected it to do well," he said, but there was uncertainty with Charleston being a smaller market than
some other cities with similar festivals. "Are they gonna come here? And they have."
Collins said he thought having the party at the aquarium was "awesome."
"Every year they (festival staff) try to think out of the box to make it fun. You don't want it to become stale."
About 20,000 people are expected to attend the 2012 festival, about 1,000 more than last year, according to
communications director Ashley Zink. Events have grown in number from 70 to 75, and many sell out before
festival week arrives.
Jacqueline Brewer, 57, of Fayetteville, N.C., came to the festival four years ago with one friend. This year she's
back with a dozen, and the oldest is 92.
She and a group of wine aficionados used to be loyal to a Labor Day festival in Pinehurst, N.C. But Charleston
changed their minds.
"The one here is so much more fun because it's so Charleston," said Brewer, who bought a two-day hotel and
festival package through the King's Courtyard Inn. "Nobody does food like Charleston."
Other festivals might be higher on the glitz and glam scale, but that doesn't matter to Brewer.

"You're not Aspen yet but you're getting there. I think that's one of the things about Charleston. It's not about
the celebrities, it's about the food and the wine."
Gretchen Fitting of Wilmington, Del., arrived in Charleston with a friend Thursday. Her five-day stay at the
John Rutledge House Inn is chock-full of plans, including a Perfectly Paired Dinner tonight at Anson.
She is staying through the Lowcountry Gospel Brunch on Sunday and plans dinner at Husk that evening. In the
past she has had to leave the brunch early for her return trip. But now, with the brunch being held at Lowndes
Grove Plantation, she is eager to allow time to explore the grounds.
"We decided, oh the heck with it. We'll just stay over."
Anita Lo has never been to the festival or to Charleston. The chef-owner of Annisa in New York City and author
of "Cooking Without Borders" was invited to participate in today's Taco Turf Wars and also book signings.
"I was so happy to come because we were actually talking bout coming down to Charleston just to eat. Then a
week after I got the call."
This is the fifth year for Chris Hastings, chef of the nationally acclaimed Hot and Hot Fish Club in Birmingham,
Ala. He says Charleston's festival is different than most.
"I've done a bunch all over the country. The camaraderie is really extraordinary. ... There's very little diva stuff
going on here, not a lot of high-maintenance chefs. Everybody is pretty laid back. I think all these visiting chefs
kind of channel their Southern vibe."
Hastings arrived a little earlier than usual for this year's festival to get time to talk charcuterie with Cypress
chef Craig Deihl. Hastings also will be cooking with chef Robert Stehling at Hominy Grill on Saturday night for a
"Charleston Classics" dinner.
Hastings said he has seen the festival mature in good ways.
For one, having winemakers at each of the Perfectly Paired Dinners provided a new twist and strengthened
them, he said.
Also, the festival reached out to chefs outside the South after the first year.
"I think it was a really, really smart move. A lot of chefs were curious and thrilled to come to the city and a
great event. Angel made inroads with some big-time names in New York, out West and other parts of the
country. It's really added some nice energy."
If you go

The opening ceremonies for the 2012 BB&T Charleston Wine + Food Festival will be 11-11:30 a.m. today in
Marion Square. Admission is free.
To purchase tickets, go to www.charlestonwineandfood.com or Marion Square. Tickets are available today to
the following events:
Today

11:30 a.m.: Prestigious Producers of Friuli, McCrady's, $50.
Noon-2 p.m.: Taco Turf Wars, Lowndes Grove Plantation, $100.
2-5 p.m.: Culinary Village and Grand Tasting Tents, Marion Square, $75.
2-5 p.m.: Shop, Sip & Savor on lower King Street, $50.
7 p.m.: Perfectly Paired Dinner at The Grocery, $175.
Saturday
11 a.m.-2 p.m.: Culinary Village and Grand Tasting Tents, Marion Square, $100.
11 a.m.: Hendrick's Gin, a Deconstructive + Cocktalian Study, Palmer Campus of the Culinary Institute of
Charleston, $55.
2 p.m.: Celebration of Krug tasting, High Cotton, $195.
3-6 p.m.: Culinary Village and Grand Tasting Tents, Marion Square, $100.
4-6 p.m.: Winemaker + Private Home Receptions, $100.
4-6 p.m.: Celebrity Authors Reception, Governor Thomas Bennett House, $50.
7 p.m.: Craft Beer Dinner at Closed 4 Business, $125.
Sunday
1-4 p.m.: Culinary Village and Grand Tasting Tents, Marion Square, $75 or $70 (locals).
1-4 p.m.: Perimeter Pass, Marion Square, $25.
Teresa Taylor is the food editor. Reach her at 937-4886.

New restaurateurs ready for take-off
March 2, 2012By Alison Lee Satake

Great food, a retro vibe and early R&B music are all part of the vision for new
restaurant, Rx, a nod to its location in the old Hall’s Drugstore at 421 Castle
Street. Co-owners Josh Novicki and James Doss hope to open the new restaurant
and bar by May.
For years, the two have worked in the kitchens of various Wilmington
restaurants, including The Port City Chop House, Elijah’s, Dockside and the
former Tango du Chat. But this will be their first venture as restaurateurs.

Co-ownder Josh Novicki,
pictured at the future Rx
restaurant, along with co-owner
James Doss plans to introduce
Southern flavor and northern
funk to the future eatery.

The two childhood friends ran into each other while home for the holidays in
Goldsboro and unexpectedly began talking about their shared interests in returning to Wilmington and
opening a business.
Novicki, who has been living in Brooklyn, NY for the past seven years, had been looking at commercial space to
open a restaurant in Wilmington. Doss, who, since 2010, has been working under James Beard Award-winning
chef Sean Brock at his Charleston, S.C. restaurant Husk, also was looking for opportunities to return to
Wilmington. In December, they checked out the property on the corner of Castle and South Fifth streets, liked
what they saw and signed a lease.
“It was one of those things that just lined up. It was just finding the right person to partner up with,” Novicki
said. He plans to manage the front of the house while Doss will manage the kitchen and menu.
“I’ve always wanted to be a chef-owner,” Doss said.
One of the first things they bought for the new eat spot was a jukebox that plays 45 rpm records. Rx blueprints
also include a DJ booth in the back corner where Novicki plans to have cool tunes spinning from lunch and
dinner to late night.
“I’m a huge music person,” he said. “It’s not going to be a crazy dance party, but during service I want people
play old funk and soul records.”
He describes the cuisine as “forward-thinking Southern,” from classic comfort food and burgers to interesting
daily specials. The two plan to use locally sourced ingredients from purveyors they know.

He also hopes to offer menu items that strike a balance between fresh and new and accessible, and to attract
a varied group of patrons. “Hip but not too hip,” he said. “I don’t want anything my grandma wouldn’t want to
come to.”
He hopes to draw a steady stream of regulars by offering a reasonably priced menu with a variety of offerings
under $25.
Reclaimed wood from a 100-year-old barn on his grandparents’ farm outside of Kinston is being planed for a
customized bar and table tops for its aesthetic and sentimental appeal, as well as its sustainability.
“It’s important to me,” he said. The same wish to honor the past went into selecting the restaurant’s name.
“That’s fine,” said Alex Hall, owner of the property, whose grandfather, James Malcolm Hall Sr., opened the
drugstore in 1901. Alex Hall, a local attorney, operated a restaurant in the space from 1994 to 1998. He plans
to install a fireplace in the 3,500-square-foot restaurant.
Novicki said he plans to invest about $50,000 to $75,000 in the new restaurant before it opens its doors. So
far, the partners have pulled up the carpet and installed tile flooring. Although the kitchen is equipped, the
new restaurateurs plan to buy a range, coolers for beer and a keg box from industrial kitchen supply company
Jacobi-Lewis.
“If you do something right and make it special, people will come back,” Novicki said. The location was key.
“There were other places that worked, but I liked that it was away from everything,” he said. “It’s great to
have something in your face, but those places are expensive.”
He’s gathered some ideas from restaurants and bars he’s frequented over the past seven years in New York,
where he organizes underground parties with international DJs that draw 500 to 1,000 people once a month.
“Basically I’m taking my favorite elements from different restaurants and bars [in New York] and bringing
them back here and making them my own because there’s a void,” he said.
Stay tuned as GWBJ follows the progress of this new Wilmington restaurant.

Boiled Peanuts: Friend Or Foe?
Kat Kinsman Eatocracy Managing Editor
POSTED: 11:34 am EST March 6, 2012
UPDATED: 11:34 am EST March 6, 2012

(CNN) -- This is a dish of boiled peanuts. You love them, you hate them, or you just haven't had them; they are
not a foodstuff about which there is much neutrality.
It's quite likely the texture. Perhaps the smell. Maybe the mess.
This probably seems self-explanatory from the name, but the popular roadside snack is made by boiling raw or
"green" peanuts (or "p-nuts" as they're often touted) in heavily salted water until the shells soften and the
nutmeat loses any snap. Devotees pop 'em open and slurp them out of the shells like edamame with a
Southern accent, but again - there are issues.The shells are soggy from their multi-hour brine bath, and your
fingers will stink and sting for hours after they've pried open a couple dozen and teased out the mushy, earthy
legumes. You'll probably also get a fleck of shell in your hair or some brine spattered on your shirt.
This did not deter the business-suited gentlemen and linen-frocked ladies lunching on the porch of
Charleston's Husk Restaurant on a recent sunny afternoon. There, like the patrons gobbling them down, the
peanuts are a bit gussied up. Chef Sean Brock's rendition of South Carolina's official state snack is tangled in
strands of salty country ham and spiked with tear-coaxing jalapeño peppers. They're sloppy as heck, and
there's no way to down them daintily, but servers carried pail after pail of them to well-heeled patrons who
just did their best to minimize the collateral damage.
A brine stain can be scrubbed, and the salty reek will dissipate, but a love (or loathing) for boiled peanuts that's sunk in too deeply to wash away.
Copyright CNN 2012

ANDREW SESSA

Heirloom Book Company, Charleston, South Carolina
The year-old Heirloom Book Company is two parts cookbook store and one part culinary center.
Pick up a copy of Notes from a Kitchen, a 900-page, photo-filled look into the personal lives of
some of the best young American chefs, including Charleston’s own Sean Brock of McCrady’s
and the recently opened Husk.
123 King St., (843) 469-1717, heirloombookcompany.com. This appeared in the May/June 2012
issue. Photo courtesy of Heirloom Book Company.
Posted on Mar 27, 2012

Charleston Food and Wine Festival
Posted on March 6, 2012 / by Sharon Henson, AWS Travel Coordinator

Chef Sean Brock at McCrady's with Sharon

Just having attended the Charleston Food and Wine Festival, I can tell you that this is truly a
premier event with some spectacular wines, food, and well-known people doing
presentations. If you’ve been to this event in the past, you probably already know that this is a
great food and wine event in a lovely southern city centered on gastronomy and the southern
way of life.
Day 1: The Opening Night Party was held at the aquarium amidst the many tanks of sea life
swimming about (including an albino alligator!). Food was prepared by all the best restaurants
of Charleston accompanied by wines from everywhere imaginable. My personal favorite food
was a swordfish with ginger lime coriander vinaigrette from Hank’s Seafood (and I don’t usually
like swordfish). I had to try the octopus from Sean Brock’s McCrady’s, and also had to admit
that it was delicious! (Previous “octopi” trials in my experience had not been quite so
tasty!) As for the wines, easily, the ZD Cabernet was my favorite. I thought it was like a baby
Abacus, their $500+ multi- vintage superstar Cab. My husband liked it and their Pinot Noir so
much that he camped out near their station and just kept going back. A bonus was that the
owner, Brett deLeuze, was pouring, and what a nice, nice guy he is.
Day 2: We enjoyed the “Perfectly Paired Wine Dinner” at McCrady’s prepared by Sean Brock
(his other restaurant is the very popular “Husk”) and his guest chef, Marco Canora, of the
Hearth and Terroir restaurants in NYC. There are a number of these dinners offered at all the
best restaurants in Charleston, but they sell out fast. Our veteran festival-going

friends instructed us to get our tickets as soon as they went on sale, which we did, selecting
Sean Brock as the chef that we wanted to be treated by. He and Marco did not disappoint, and
they were both wandering around between courses and making friends as our meal was
served.

Day 3: The Big Bottles+Auction+Culinary
Village. The weather could not have been
much worse. There were no tornados
(thankfully!), but enough rain to make one feel
like a drowned rat. Therefore, we stayed in the
tents as much as possible! Our favorite event
of the weekend was the Big Bottles tasting
hosted by the iconic Master Sommelier, Andrea
Immer Robinson. She is just a dynamo, and so,
so approachable and down-to-earth. I cannot
say enough good about this lovely young lady whom I think hung the moon. Only Andrea could
convince me that, yes, there are some great pairings for a white Zinfandel! Her first line is: “A
great pairing is when you uncork the bottle!” There were some awesome wines being poured
from bottles larger than 750 ml. My favorites were the Miner Family Oracle and their Wild
Yeast Chardonnay (have always loved these), the Robert Keenan Cabernet, the Anderson’s
Conn Valley Cabernet, and the Amizetta Cabernet.
The culinary village was not as wonderful as the other events, and our friends who have been
before said it was not up to par based on their previous experience. So if you plan to go next
year, I recommend you get tickets to some of the other special events as well. There are many
to choose from.
One last note: Our brunch at Woodlands Resort and Inn in Summerville on Sunday was a true
highlight. This is not a part of the festival, but a favorite place of ours to eat. I highly
recommend it to anyone visiting in the area. And it was a great ending for the weekend!

S HA RE AN D EN JO Y

New Top 100 restaurants list includes Charleston and Volt
By Richard Gorelick The Baltimore Sun
11:55 a.m. EDT, March 12, 2012

Two Maryland restaurants — Cindy Wolf's Charleston in Baltimore and Briand Voltaggio's Volt in Frederick —
are on a newly published list of the Top 100 Restaurants in America.
The fifth annual Top 100 Restaurants in America for 2012 were determined by the Opinionated About Dining
Survey, for which more than 3,000 registered voters contributed more than 70,000 reviews.
Charleston placed 64th and Volt placed 72nd.
The survey, which is published by the Opinionated About Dining blog, relies on the opinons of passionate
diners who describe how strongly they would recommend a restaurant and why.
Here are the survey's top 10 restaurants.
1. Manresa, Los Gatos, CA
2. The French Laundry, Yountville, CA
3. Alinea, Chicago
4. Per Se, New York
5. Town House, Chilhowie, VA
6. Masa, New York
7. Urasawa, Beverly Hills, CA
8. Mini-Bar, Washington, D.C.
9. Blue Hill at Stone Barns, Pocantico Hills, NY
10. McCrady's, Charleston, SC
You can see the survey reuslts here.

Come See Fast-rising, Acclaimed Culinary Star
Sean Brock at the 2012 Food For Thought Conference

Chef Sean Brock, who is known across the country for his commitment to sustainable dining,
will be the guest celebrity chef at this year’s Food For Thought conference, to be held April 24 –
26, in Greenville.
Brock is the executive chef at two award-winning Charleston, S.C., restaurants – Husk and
McCrady’s. In 2010 the James Beard Foundation named Brock “Best Chef Southeast,” and in
September 2011 Husk was awarded “Best New Restaurant in America” by Bon Appétit. His rise
to culinary stardom has been fueled by his exceptional ability to create delectable, inventive
dishes using his knowledge of traditionally Southern foods paired with a knack for modernity.
“Sean is one of the most talented chefs in America, and we are excited for him to bring his
originality and flair to Food For Thought,” said conference founder Joe Erwin. “One of Food For
Thought’s founding principles is that incredible cuisine sparks conversation and imagination,
and we know Sean will make an outstanding contribution to this year’s event.”
Brock began his professional career as chef tournant under Chef Robert Carter at the Mobil
Four-Star/AAA Four-Diamond Peninsula Grill in Charleston. He then moved on to become the
executive sous chef at the Mobil Five-Star/AAA Five-Diamond Lemaire Restaurant in Richmond,
Va.

In addition to testing out new recipes daily at his Charleston restaurants, Brock studies 19th
century Southern cookbooks to learn about the history of Southern foods and discover new
ways to resurrect antebellum cuisine. His newest restaurant Husk is committed to only serving
ingredients that are indigenous to the South.
“Some of the top entrepreneurial minds from across the country will converge on South
Carolina for Food For Thought, and Sean is the perfect chef to present conference attendees
with a fresh take on sustainability and Southern cuisine,” added Erwin.
For more information on Chef Sean Brock, visit his website by clicking here. You can also follow
him on Twitter by clicking here.

About Food For Thought:
Food For Thought is a catalytic unconventional convention that celebrates the intersection of
food, creative thinking, entrepreneurialism and social responsibility. The three-day event, held
annually in Greenville, S.C., brings together some of the country’s leading entrepreneurs,
innovators, chefs and thought leaders. Founded by Joe Erwin, Food For Thought is a fully
experiential event designed to inspire dialogue and debate among an intimate group of diverse
attendees. Activities range from panel discussions and impromptu think tanks to gourmet
cooking and precision driving at the nearby BMW Performance Center. Food for Thought is a
creation of Erwin Penland, which operates offices in Greenville and New York. To learn more
about Food For Thought, visit www.foodforthoughtconference.com.

Watch Sean Brock's Grain Dinner Happen
7:01 PM / March 12, 2012
Posted by Sam Dean

Carolina Gold: Episode 94 of The Perennial Plate from Daniel Klein on Vimeo.
Chef Sean Brock has made a name for himself as a culinary archive diver, working southern
purveyors to recreate flavors that people near his South Carolina restaurants would have tasted
150 years ago. One of those purveyors is heirloom grain producer Anson Mills, and the film
producers behind The Perennial Plate got to watch a dinner made entirely from these heirloom
grains come together. They also spoke with Glenn Roberts, one of the driving forces behind the
resurgent interest in old-school Southern Food. It's worth watching, if not just to witness some
of Roberts' thoughts on "reaching parity with the universe," then certainly for the last minute
and a half--a tantalizing montage of food from Husk's kitchen.

COOKBOOK REVIEW
March 14, 2012|By T. Susan Chang
THIS STORY APPEARED IN

A bit like last year’s “Modernist Cuisine’’ (but half the size and $400 cheaper), “Notes From a
Kitchen’’ is a genre buster and a head scratcher, depending on your perspective. An art project
bound in two sumptuously embossed volumes, it’s billed in its promotional copy as “the reenvisioning of the modern American cookbook.’’
Yet the one thing this book is not is a cookbook. It’s a portrait, a travelogue, a gallery, and an
immersive analog experience. What you won’t find in it is recipes. Jeff Scott and Blake Beshore
(one an artist, one a chef, both provocateurs) take as their subject the obsessions of chefs and
then document them - obsessively. Tatroux is the company created by the authors for their film
and print work; they published the books themselves.
Many of the tidbits of wisdom disclosed in these 10 portraits fall short of being revelations:
“Make it new,’’ “keep it pure,’’ “respect the ingredients,’’ “work clean’’ - all articles of faith in
any serious restaurant kitchen. Equally familiar to most readers will be glimpses of kitchen
culture. Chefs are exacting, meticulous, and abusive. Kitchen life is not as glamorous as it looks
on TV. Real cooks cannot abide pretense or affectation, but most view suffering as part of the
life. And while most of us pepper our speech with the meaningless interjection “like,’’ chefs use
a different four-letter word for the same purpose.
Scott is a documentary filmmaker, and the set’s design illustrates the difficulties in translating a
filmic sensibility to stills. Distracting type elements bleed off the page as if they long to be in
motion, and often obscure the photographs they are meant to highlight.
Photographic layering techniques make close-ups of chefs’ handwritten notebooks even more
illegible and mysterious than they are to begin with. The heavy graphic design visually
objectifies the chefs and their innermost thoughts in a way that might make sense in the fluid
medium of film, but feels almost invasive in this static object. Indeed, by making a fetish of
chefs’ obsessions, the books court the same affectation chefs themselves so strenuously try to
avoid.
But there are fascinating moments, like seeing how molecular cooking has worked its way into
restaurant kitchens, with gelling powders and liquid nitrogen casually stowed in the

workspaces. Or the way many chefs emphasize the importance of feeling free to fail, despite
the rigors and precise demands of their jobs.
By far the most compelling character in the book is Sean Brock, a chef whose portrait takes up
most of the first volume. Though Brock is a typically profane and restless chef, his approach to
food embodies an ethos of respect and veneration of Southern culture that goes from farm to
table and back to farm again in an endlessly enriching loop.
There is but one quasi-recipe to be found: Brock’s lavishly-illustrated 14-page spread on making
a cocktail called the Julian. You’re supposed to use 107-proof 20-year-old Pappy Van Winkle
bourbon whiskey (rare as hen’s teeth and considered by some the finest whiskey in the land).
We used the much-more-available 7-year-old Baker’s bourbon, and made our own brown sugar
cubes with turbinado. We followed the 14 pages of instruction as carefully as we could. The
cocktail was scented, cool, balanced, even textured. I couldn’t begin to tell you why.
If it is, in fact, the “re-envisioning of the modern cookbook,’’ “Notes From a Kitchen’’ doesn’t
exactly empower you to cook. On the contrary, you suspect you should maybe just let the pros
handle it, with their heightened senses and mad skills. We come away haunted by the sense
that while we, as home cooks, are as free to fail as any great chef, we - unlike great chefs - may
also be doomed to fail.

Lowcountry Biz Boil for March 7, 2012
Lowcountry Biz Boil
Open that big steamy pot of
Lowcountry goodness to read our
ideas for thematic rides Disney
should consider in light of the
post-recession economy, along
with the most recent interest in
South Carolina’s state snack —
the boiled peanut…… and other
business briefs, news items and
interesting asides from the
Business Journal staff. To submit
an item, idea or complaint, click
here.

You guys are nuts
We’re continually amazed at the number of people who are amazed that South Carolina’s state
snack — the boiled peanut — exists at all.
Yeah, we know. You either love them or hate them, and that’s fine because we land on the
former side of the Mason-Dixon line of boiled peanut culinary love.
The most recent interest came from
CNN’s Eatocracy food blog, which
marveled at Charlestonians
chowing down on “gussied up” pails
of peanuts on the porch of James
Beard Award winner Sean Brock’s
Husk Restaurant on a recent
afternoon.
Brock’s culinary star rocketed to
national prominence when he won
a Beard award in 2010. Not just
CNN’s Eatocracy food blog marveled at Charlestonians chowing
because the dude can cook, but
down on “gussied up” pails of peanuts on the porch of James Beard because he cooks using Southern
Award winner Sean Brock’s Husk Restaurant on a recent afternoon.

grown ingredients and interprets them in that … Husky way that makes us proud to have those
from far off pull up a chair and suddenly realize what most of us have known for a while.
Southern food is really good and runs deep in understanding the culture.
Eatocracy’s “Lick the Screen” feature (ick) took it all one step further, however, when it polled
readers about their feeling on boiled peanuts. You can click here to read, vote and see the
results. The poll questions ranged from “Love them!” to “They sound awful.”
As for us, you might have guessed, we clicked “Love them!” because we surely do indulge. At
the end of the post, CNN suggests a canned version of this delicacy. If that’s the only way you
can get them, then why not? For some of us, though, canned peanuts, like instant grits, just
sound like crazy talk.
If you want to read about cooking, eating and what it means to do them both in the Holy City,
check out the March 12 edition of the Business Journal’s print edition. Reporter Lauren Ratcliffe
caught up with all four of this year’s James Beard Award nominees from Charleston, including
Sean Brock.
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Is Peninsula Grill's sinful experience still
relevant or a relic of a richer time?
Unapologetically Indulgent
by Robert Moss @mossr

Adam Chandler

Gorgeous plates and sumptuous food remain the order of the day at Peninsula Grill

When I first started writing about Charleston restaurants in 2006, Peninsula Grill was riding
high. The Ravenel Bridge was brand new, the city hosted its first wine and food festival, and R.
W. Apple had just declared Charleston a Southern star rising. For almost a decade, Peninsula
Grill had been at the head of the pack, neck and neck with Charleston Grill as the best big-ticket
meal in town. That same year a kid named Sean Brock took over for Michael Kramer as
executive chef of McCrady's.
Fast forward six years and it's a very different dining scene. Line-caught fish, heirloom pork,
hyper-fresh vegetables, in-house pickling and canning, and massive wood-fired ovens are the
order of the day. It's a movement led by Brock and other passionate chefs like Jeremiah Bacon
of Oak and the Macintosh, Ken Vedrinski of Trattoria Lucca, Kevin Johnson of the Grocery, and
Mike Lata of FIG.
In many ways, these chefs made names for themselves by reacting against the formal style of
high-end restaurants like Peninsula Grill. Brock actually got his start in the Peninsula kitchen
when he was fresh out of Johnson & Wales, but his molecular gastronomic experiments at
McCrady's and his later evangelism of heirloom Southern ingredients took him down a much
different path.
Now a decade and a half in, the big question is this: Is Peninsula Grill, in light of the myriad
changes in local dining trends, still relevant?

A d a m Ch an d le r
Executive Chef Graham Dailey's era of lighter fare has not abandoned the rich, heavy dishes of
yore
Recent events have only stirred the pot. Last May, Peninsula Grill announced that Robert
Carter, its founding chef, was taking an extended leave of absence to work on a cookbook. By
the end of the summer, what many had suspected was made public: Carter's leave was

permanent, and Graham Dailey — who had served as Carter's chef de cuisine for eight years —
was promoted into the executive chef role.
There's been much speculation over whether Dailey would make big changes, and the
restaurant's marketing has suggested that he would. The official fact sheet from Peninsula Grill
highlights Dailey's experience as a fisherman and promises he is ushering in "a new era of
lighter, refreshed fare" and "showcasing the natural flavors of seasonal ingredients."
Dailey recently scored a coveted invitation to cook at the James Beard House, where his menu
read chapter and verse from the latest hyper-Southern litany: Carolina yellowfin tuna tartare
with pickled dilly beans, Geechie Boy grits fritters, and Carolina triggerfish with roasted root
veggies.
But if you look at the regular menu at the restaurant itself, there's not much sign of a
transformation. And that's not necessarily a bad thing, for there are plenty of things about
Peninsula Grill that don't need fixing. Their style of high-end dining has always been about topnotch ingredients, whether local or not.
Peninsula has the best entrance of any restaurant in Charleston, guiding you down a stone-tiled
alleyway along the side of the Planters Inn, a few tables set with white tablecloths and gleaming
candles even in the winter when the courtyard is closed for seating. It's a stunning entry, setting
the mood of sophistication and elegance even before you step in the front door.
That mood continues inside. The restaurant fills a rather small space, just a single dining room
with a tiny bar area that you pass through as you enter. The antique cypress wainscoting and
gold-framed oil portraits on the gray velvet-covered walls give it an old Colonial feel, while the
sweetgrass bread baskets and the big, somewhat incongruous painting of a donkey impart a
few hints of the rural Lowcountry.
That setting of old luxury is an appropriate stage for the food. If Chef Dailey has brought a new,
lighter touch to the menu, I can find scant evidence of it. Many of the dishes have been served
at Peninsula Grill for over a decade: the Lowcountry Oyster Stew with wild mushroom grits
($13), the seared foie gras with barbecued duck and peach jam ($18), the salmon ($25) and
black grouper ($30) with a choice of sauces like ginger-lime butter and horseradish cream.
You don't have to work hard to figure out that this is intentionally decadent eating: the menu
says it outright. The "Champagne Bar Menu" offers oysters, steak tartare, and Ossetra caviar at
$170 an ounce. Live lobster headlines the "Succulent Seafood" selection, and the steaks are all
"Sinfully Grilled."

The Lobster "3-Way" ($18) has a titillating name and an elegant piled-high presentation. A big
piece of golden brown tempura-fried lobster rests atop a lobster-filled ravioli, flanked by a few
chunks of poached lobster, all enrobed in a pale yellow sauce that's exceptionally buttery and
lemony. The crab, spinach, and tomato salad ($18) is equally sinful, thanks to the huge chunks
of cool lump crab tossed into the strips of spinach and tomato, plus six slices of fried green
tomato fanned around the plate, and — as if all that wasn't enough — an ultra-rich buttery
sauce, too.
Perhaps as a cautionary tale against novelty, the only real clunker during my recent visits was
one of the nightly specials, a pork osso bucco. The pork shank was slow cooked, then flash-fried
right before serving, a step that promised to leave the pork crispy on the outside and fall-offthe-bone tender in the middle. But the outside wasn't crispy enough to wow us, and the frying
seemed to make the meat inside too dry — a shank nowhere near as meltingly tender as the
kind regularly served up by neighborhood bistros at half the price.

A d a m Ch an d le r
The magic of time promises to transform Peninsula Grill into a must-visit Charleston classic
We had better luck with the tried and true. The pan-roasted scallops ($39) present four big
whoppers arranged in a line across what is essentially a long, wide, flat crouton. The palette of
colors is gorgeous: the golden sear of the scallops against the dark brown of the crouton against
the white garlic-chive potatoes and pale citrus lobster broth with green accents from strands of
braised butter lettuce. But beware: that beautiful crouton is saturated through with butter, and
the creamy potatoes and the chunks of pink lobster scattered through the buttery sauce all add
up to so many layers of richness that you might just cry "uncle" midway through.
And that was my overwhelming impression upon returning to Peninsula Grill for the first time in
several years — everything seemed remarkably butter-laden, salty, and over-the-top in
richness. It felt like the cuisine of an earlier era, when soccer moms drove massive black
Escalades, and we all bought boats with second mortgages on our ever-appreciating houses.
On a follow-up visit, I challenged myself to try the most up-to-date and freshest-seeming
options from the menu, items that might fulfill that promise of "lighter, refreshed fare."

The Bibb salad ($9) is made with lettuce from Moncks Corner's Kurios Farms. Though it is fairly
light and refreshing, it's still dramatic in its own way. The leaves are left whole and stacked in a
big overlapping pile and layered with a cool, creamy cucumber dressing that adds a delightfully
garlicky zip.
The pan-roasted Carolina rainbow trout ($36) features not only regional fish but also purveyorspecific Geechie Boy tomatoes in its tomato confit. It's absolutely delicious — the fish tender
and seared a wonderful golden brown — but the big dose of rock shrimp cream underneath the
two filets and the juicy bok choy give it that same heavy touch of luxury. Both salad and trout
are perfectly at home amid the long-time menu standbys.
But let's not kid ourselves. Peninsula Grill is not where you go if you're looking for light, fresh
flavors. It's supposed to be all about luxury. And that means one extravagant flavor after
another. If one lobster recipe is really good, why not three on a single plate? That big hunk of
rare filet isn't reckless enough? Spoon on some foie gras truffle butter! This is high cuisine in
the classic mode, when chefs prided themselves not on finding the freshest and most authentic
local ingredients but rather on jetting in the most extravagant foodstuffs from around the
world.
Yes, the culinary world has moved away from this high-luxury style in recent years. One
noteworthy data point: Between 1998 and 2008, Peninsula Grill won the City Paper's Readers'
Pick for Best Restaurant 10 out of 11 times. FIG has taken that crown now for the past three
years running.
And it's not just the food that seems a little dated. In an era when men no longer wear ties to
business meetings, many restaurant patrons are starting to avoid settings where gentlemen are
recommended to wear jackets for dinner. The restaurant's old Lowcountry decor, while
impeccable, evokes the mythologized antebellum South and jars our contemporary sensibilities.
But how much does that matter? Peninsula Grill still routinely wows one customer after
another, as their rapturous comments on Yelp and Trip Advisor confirm.

A d a m Ch an d le r

To understand why, just have dessert. Peninsula Grill's coconut cake ($10) is world famous for a
reason — sheer extravagance. If the layers of white cake and gooey coconut filling aren't
enough, there's a final trick: each of the cake's six layers is saturated with a simple syrup that
makes each bite a soft, sweet, and perfect little morsel of sin.
And while the coconut cake is a must, don't ignore the other options. The banana "panna cotta"
pudding is Peninsula Grill's melodious take on a banana cream pie, with creamy banana
pudding ensconced in a dome of chocolate ganache and garnished with a dramatic arc of
homemade vanilla wafer. It's an outright beautiful plate, perfectly composed with triangular
panes of hardened caramel forming an eye-catching foundation.
The same attention to detail carries over to the service, too. Everything arrives at precisely the
right time, with no long waits for a drink or the next course and no entrées appearing before
you finish your appetizers, either. Multiple hands reliably whisk away each plate as soon as it's
empty, and the waiters speak knowledgeably of the entire menu and make spot-on suggestions
for wines.
And that's what's missing these days at many of the trendy temples of the new New Southern
dining: elegant service and the full-on, big-night-out experience. No denim shirts or khaki slacks
here; the waiters wear classic white shirts, black vests, and white aprons, and the managers'
suits are as impeccable as a banker's. The meal flows around you, and you can focus your
attention on your companions, your conversation, and your food.
A more casual style and lighter, more seasonal fare may play well in marketing focus groups,
but I hope that the unapologetic heavy hand of luxury will continue to hold sway at Peninsula
Grill. We don't need every restaurant to be forever reinventing itself to follow the latest
fashions.
We'll eventually get tired of restaurants storing their pantry contents on the dining room walls
and clamping cardstock menus onto clipboards like lowly bills of lading. We'll long for the nights
when we used to stumble out of restaurants stunned by the utter sensuousness of it all and
feeling the need to duck into a confessional on the way home.
In some ways, restaurants are like automobiles. They look great when they are shiny and new,
but after a decade or so style moves on and they begin to seem dated and tragically uncool.
But, if you can hold on to one long enough, the magic of time transforms it into a classic.
And classics are something we don't really have yet in Charleston, where restaurant dining is a
relatively recent phenomenon and has nothing approaching the long history of other great
restaurant towns like New Orleans or New York.

But if places like Peninsula Grill stick to their guns, perhaps some day we will. And then, just as
the connoisseurs say today, "If you're in New Orleans, of course, you must stop into Antoine's
for the soufflé potatoes and Gallatoire's for the crabmeat maison," perhaps one day they'll also
say, "While you're in Charleston, you simply must have some coconut cake at Peninsula Grill."
Maybe they'll even plaster on their advertisements: "20th-century dining at its most elegant."
That would suit me just fine.

CHSWFF: Salute Your Chefs
Eat with the fishes
Posted by Erica Jackson Curran on Fri, Mar 2, 2012 at 12:00 PM

Thursday night, a huge crowd of Winos + Foodies crammed
into the S.C. Aquarium for the Salute to Chefs. Like most W+F
events, attendees were handed an official festival wineglass
upon entering the venue and were challenged to keep it full
throughout the night.
We were encouraged to head upstairs when we first arrived to
avoid the downstairs bottleneck, but upstairs wasn't much
better. Still, after a bit of waiting we managed to snag some
plates from local chefs and begin the balancing act between
wine glass, plate, clutch, and camera. It's never easy. Several
guests were spotted sporting wine glass lanyards and plates
with a cupholder from previous years — we were very jealous
of these people.

The dozens of chefs scattered throughout the Aquarium really seemed to enjoy the challenge
to flex their culinary muscles — there wasn't a stinker among the bunch. With jellyfish, albino
alligators, and scuba divers in the Great Ocean Tank providing a unique backdrop, the chefs
dished out lobster and bone marrow tortelloni (Tristan), golden tilefish crudo with strawberry
caviar and roasted beets (Maverick Southern Kitchens), and olive oil poached shrimp (Blossom)
— obviously, if you didn't like seafood you were out of luck (and the irony of eating fish while
surrounded by fish is never lost on us). Our favorite dishes of the night were Trattoria Lucca's
yellowfin tuna crudo and the pork belly hot and sour soup from Macintosh.

Outside, guests wound down with an official festival cocktail and/or cigar before either heading
home or to the afterparty at Oak Steakhouse. At Oak, servers passed out beef-heavy bites like
juicy sliders and crunchy pork belly skewers. Upstairs, guests tried their luck at the gambling
tables, a nod to the restaurant's seventh anniversary (lucky seven, get it?). When we left just
before midnight, we heard whisperings of a not-so-secret party happening on the Battery later
that night. But Ms. Barna should be able to fill you in on that one.

Bizarre Foods Charleston ep airs tonight
A Q&A with Andrew Zimmern
Posted by Eric Doksa on Sun, Mar 4, 2012 at 9:25 PM

Andrew Zimmern was in town for a few days in October filming a Charleston-centric episode of
Bizarre Foods America. We caught up with him while he was here and asked him some
questions. The show airs tonight at 9 p.m. on the Travel Channel.

Q : So, I see you've been tweeting back and forth with
Mike Lata. How do you know each other?
A: Mike and I cooked together at a stone crab festival
in Florida four or five years ago. He and I became
friends then. He's a super talented guy. I wanted to
hang out with him to see everything he was cooking
and doing because I knew he was well-known here,
but not well known outside of Charleston at that
point. The first day all the chefs were prepping in the
kitchen, I just looked over at him and said, "This is a
guy that's going to be a freakin' star." He did a lamb
crépinette that night that I still make at home, that I
robbed from him right away. I also gained a
tremendous amount of respect hanging out with him
over the weekend because he touches food, curates
food, and thinks about food the way I think it should
be touched, curated, and thought about. I think the
vast majority of cooks in this world do not do that the
right way.

Q: Have you had a chance to eat at FIG?
A: I'm going tonight.
Q: I saw you were at Husk. How'd you like it?
A: Loved it. How difficult a position it is to be those guys and have everyone who comes to your
town say, "I have to eat there and I hear it's world class." That is so much pressure, way more
pressure than I think it is to be the hot hand in L.A., New York City, or San Fran, where arguably
there are a vast number of restaurants that are in that category. Now, there are other
restaurants here that are very good with chefs that are superbly talented, but all you ever hear
about right now is McCrady's, Husk, and FIG, and rightfully so. And so everyone has high
expectations, and to execute at that level and keep everyone happy is fantastic.
Q: Are there any other hot spots that you have been to in Charleston that have blown you
away?
A: Husk and McCrady's blew me away. Scott's BBQ blew me away. There's is something so
unique about hog selection and the process that Rodney goes through there that has got him in
a league with other BBQ Gods around the country that is truly special.
Q: We are fortunate to have a lot of people that know a lot about hog down here.
A: Yes, you do. I had some fantastic things at Husk and I'm sure I'll have some fantastic things at
FIG tonight, but what Rodney does, first with his mop sauce is fantastic. We got out there at
5:30 in the morning because I wanted to see the whole process. You talk about hand tending —
he goes to friends houses that need trees moved and he and his guys pull the trees out. He
basically hand selects the mix for his BBQ that way. So, all the trees and stumps are in the back
and he and his buddies who run the pits cut the wood. It's so hands on.
Q : Obviously we think other countries around the world eat some weird stuff. Is there anything
we eat here that the rest of the world thinks is bizarre?
A: The biggest complaint I hear is about cheese. A lot of countries don't understand why in
America, when we are so lucky to have fresh milk, why would we let it rot and then dry it into
little squares. And that's not my quote, that's from a friend of mine in Uganda. It's those
moments that change your food life. People say it must've been amazing cooking with Ferran
Adrià at El Bulli. Yes it was, that was a great moment in my food life, but I think that moment
when my friend in Uganda said that to me about the cheese probably changed more about my
perspective in how I understand food than any other moment.
Q: So, I have to ask, what’s bizarre in Charleston?
A: What I love, and the reason why I call it Bizarre Foods, is because I get to redefine what that
word is. So, we have a couple of issues. The first one is that our show airs in about 70 countries,

and while I make it primarily for a U.S. audience, it does air in 70 countries and I do want people
to think about what it means for something to be bizarre.
The second thing is that in some places we go I'm as interested in the culture there because it
has a food identity all to its own, and that's sort of more about what our Charleston show is all
about. When I say the word 'Indianapolis,' you don't taste it. I love Indiana, no knock to anyone
there. The same thing goes to my adopted hometown of Minneapolis. We don't have enough of
a food identity to where people can taste it, but when I say 'Charleston', you can start smelling
crab and shrimp. There's a food identity here that only a couple cities in the country share.
Every once in a while in our show we have an episode that is so densely packed with foods that
no one in their right mind would ever think about eating let alone eating, it's knee trembling.
And then we have an episode like this one which is going to be a love letter to a food city. Now,
along the way are there going to be some little oddities that we're tasting? You bet. Are there
things that are served here that are bizarre with a lowercase 'b'? Sure. I mean look at what Sean
[Brock] has done with pig ears. You tell people in Indianapolis about pig ears and they kind of
laugh at you. This show is more about the exploration of people in this part of South Carolina,
what they eat, and what their food life is like.
Q: Can you give us an idea of what we'll see in the Charleston episode?
A: Sure. We're doing stuff at Husk and McCrady's and we shot some stuff at Bulls Bay with a
bunch of seafood purveyors. I also went and did some stuff with wild boar and venison with the
McClellans up in McClellanville at their 140-year-old house. And of course, we went to Scott's
BBQ and Variety store. So, those are some of the places we've gone.

Best Chef
Sean Brock
Readers Pick
It's been quite a year for your favorite celebuchef. Husk garnered the cover of Bon Appétit and
designation as best new restaurant in the country. Brock himself was invited to participate in
several high-profile events including MAD Food Camp in Copenhagen and Cook it Raw in Japan,
where he spent some time being documented by Anthony Bourdain and crew. His place in the
top tier of international chefs seems secure, and you seem pretty thrilled to have him call
Charleston home.
Previous Winners




2011 Best Chef - Sean Brock
2010 Best Chef - Brett McKee, Oak Steakhouse
2009 Best Chef - Sean Brock, McCrady's

CHSWFF: Sweet street eats at the Bus Shed
Taking it to the Street
Posted by Erica Jackson Curran on Sun, Mar 4, 2012 at 7:00 PM

We were admittedly a bit wary walking into the Festival Afterhours Party at the Bus Shed Saturday night. Having become
accustomed to more high-end fare throughout the festival, the
event's promised street food wasn't sounding particularly
exciting. But we should have known better.
Although local food trucks like Roti Rolls and Diggity Doughnuts
were parked under the eaves (churning out quality fare, as
usual), we also had gourmet restaurants like Tristan,
McCrady's, and Cypress passing out their own versions of
street food. Tristan had sweet and crunchy pork cracklin'
s'mores, Circa 1886 had truffled Johns Island honey and
cornbread pudding, and Wild Olive had a hot and cheesy stuffed aracini. Wildflour's Lauren
Mitterer passed out some amazing little cannolis, and Twenty-Six Divine's Jennifer Parezo
offered chocolate-covered strawberry ice cream sandwich pops. Whether high-end or low,
almost everything we sampled was satisfying.
Despite the rain, the Bus Shed was perfect for the event; the roof kept everyone dry, while the
open air setting helped retain the feel of a street festival. Jugglers and a costumed man on stilts
added to the carnivalesque vibe, while DanceFXers worked hard to get the dance party started
early on — by the end of the night, a big portion of the crown was jamming out with Quiana
Parler and friends.

Tags: Scene, Charleston Wine and Food Festival

Sean Brock’s Sazerac
Serves 1
Ingredients








Ice
2 sugar cubes
4 dashes Peychaud’s Bitters
4 dashes Angostura Bitters
4 oz. rye whiskey
1/2 oz. Absinthe (or Herbsaint)
1 long lemon peel

Directions
Fill a rocks glass with ice and allow to chill. In a cocktail shaker, add sugar cubes, bitters, and rye
whiskey. Muddle sugar cubes. Top with ice and stir for 30 seconds.
Empty ice from rocks glass. Add absinthe to glass and swirl to coat. Pour out absinthe. Strain
cocktail into absinthe-lined glass. Twist lemon peel to release the oils. Rub lip of glass with the
peel and drop into cocktail.

FOOD

Sustainable food wins a Southern advocate
Jim ‘N Nick’s founder wants better choices for casual diners.
By Jane Black / Washington Post / Posted: Tuesday, Mar. 20, 2012
Modified: Tuesday, Mar. 20, 2012 At Jim ‘N Nick’s Bar-B-Q in Birmingham, Ala., it’s policy that
every day, everything is made from scratch: the pimento cheese, the hickory-smoked brisket
and the lemon, chocolate and coconut pies. As if to prove a point, Jim ‘N Nick’s owner Nick
Pihakis refuses even to put a freezer in the kitchen.
At 53, Pihakis has become a fixture on the sustainable Southern food scene. He is a co-founder
of the Fatback Collective, which describes itself as a clan of “chefs, pitmasters, culturalists and
eaters committed to porkfection,” and he regularly pals around with the region’s culinary
royalty: Charleston’s Sean Brock (McCrady’s and Husk), New Orleans’ Donald Link (Herbsaint
and Cochon) and John Currence (City Grocery in Oxford, Miss.)
One thing puts Pihakis in a different league from his cohorts. Jim ‘N Nick’s is a chain with 27
outlets (including one in Charlotte, at 13840 Steele Creek Road, and a second opening later this
year in Concord). The average check size is $13. A substantial portion of its business comes
from the drive-through.
Pihakis’ goal is to promote sustainable food in the world of casual dining, where the norm is
preshaped burgers, frozen fries and gallon-size bags of salad dressings.
Sustainable means not only cooking from scratch but replacing factory-farmed pork with
heritage breeds raised on smaller farms without raising prices above what his customers can
afford.
Pihakis is not the first chain restaurateur to wade into these murky waters. Chipotle’s Steve Ells
has proved that serving high-quality, even local, meat can build customer loyalty – and profits.
But Chipotle’s assembly-line, fast-food restaurants are less costly to run than Jim ‘N Nick’s,
which pays servers and dishwashers and offers a menu with more variety.
Perhaps Pihakis’ biggest challenge is that his customers appear happy with things just as they
are. In 2011, the Birmingham News named Jim ‘N Nick’s the best barbecue in the city. The one
time Pihakis did try to introduce higher-quality meat – an antibiotic- and hormone-free chicken
– with a slight price hike, customers complained.
However, Pihakis is determined to prove that good food doesn’t have to be expensive or
highfalutin’.
“I don’t think good food has to cost that much more to produce,” Pihakis says. “It can be scaled.
And that’s the only way we’re going to get it into the hands of mainstream Americans.”
Pihakis caught sustainable-food fever about seven years ago after meeting Bill Niman, the
founder of Niman Ranch. The two hit it off and decided to drive around Alabama to find small
farms that might supply at least one of his restaurants. After days on the road, they had not
found a single farmer.
The severity of the situation only increased Pihakis’ resolve to do something. He began to talk
with chefs and cult producers, such as Will Harris of White Oak Pastures in Georgia, about what
it would take to build a network of pig farmers.

Pihakis projects that it will take at least five years to have his new food chain up and running.
But next month he is taking the first step: opening a pork processing facility in Eva, Ala., about
60 miles from Birmingham.
In the meantime, Pihakis and his crew are developing an ideal heritage breed for barbecue, a
cross between the popular Berkshire pig and the Mangalitsa, a woolly, fatty animal that
traditionally has been used to make cured hams. He’s also recruiting farmers to raise them. He
calculates he will need 40 farms to each raise 400 pigs a year. So far, only four have committed.
Pihakis says he is confident that it won’t take too long to enlist farmers. Contrary to the
conventional sustainable-food wisdom that says small farmers must charge premium prices to
make ends meet, the math for a mid-size farm actually makes sense. With control of the
processing, packaging and distribution costs, Pihakis can afford to pay farmers double what an
industrial producer pays. By his calculations, farmers who raise 400 heritage-breed pigs per
year outdoors can earn the same as farmers who raise 5,000 using conventional methods.
Pihakis says that to put heritage pork on the plate, he will need to raise prices by only 50 cents
for a sandwich and $1 for a platter. That concerns some food reformers who argue that
Americans must be willing to pay more for high-quality food.
Pihakis disagrees: “There’s a big difference in mindset between Alabama and Washington, D.C.,
or San Francisco,” he says. “We are going to crack the myth that it costs more money to do this.
Once people see it can be done, a lot of them will want to jump on board.”

Quick Spin: Chef Sarah Simmons
14 March 2012

The gregarious ginger-haired Sarah Simmons sat two rows in front of me
on the airport shuttle to the 2010 Cayman Cookout, her wide-brimmed
white sun hat resting comfortably on her head as she chatted with her
accompanying friend. Though I didn’t know it at the time, Simmons was
there as a guest of Food & Wine that weekend, enjoying the perks and
posing for pictures as winner of the magazine’s Home Cook Superstar
contest. She introduced herself somewhere along the way, her true
Southern charm shining through, and we became friends, both newbies
to the Hollywood-ish world of celebrity cheftitude.
In a mere two years, Simmons has utilized her win as an incredible
springboard, becoming an active member of the New York culinary scene,
and securing her spot in the kitchen world properly, evolving from home
cook to bonafide chef as owner and chef of CITY GRIT. One of the hottest
tables in a city of hot tables, the “culinary salon” offers a members-only
supper club unique to both diners and chefs, with an array of custom
furniture filling the cozy dining room and Simmons leading the kitchen,
and a rotation of guest chefs, through a series of themed dinners.
Q: What’s your current role?
A: As the chef and owner of CITY GRIT, I really have my hands in a lot of pieces of the business. My main two
roles involve overseeing the strategic direction of the company and orchestrating the culinary programming –
which could be anything from developing and testing dishes for my upcoming dinners, researching and
seeking out up and coming chefs for the guest chef program, or working closely with the guest chefs to make
sure their dinners are flawlessly executed.
Q: How did you get started with CITY GRIT?
A: About seven years ago I started hosting casual Sunday suppers in my apartment with the intention of
turning my new northern friends into fans of grits. Preparing for these dinners led me to collect and create
over 100 grits recipes of which I one day planned to publish in a cookbook called CITY GRIT. Eventually these
casual suppers began becoming more formal and featuring ingredients more expensive than just grits. So
friends began bringing more friends who all chipped in for ingredients and CITY GRIT went from the name of a
future cookbook to the name of an underground supper club.
After being named Food & Wine magazine’s Home Cook Superstar a couple of years ago, I decided to make
the leap into the food world. I was on the fence about opening an upscale southern restaurant in NYC because
I didn’t want to cook the same food day in and day out and the thought of running a restaurant was

completely overwhelming. Then a friend suggested I considering opening a spot where I wasn’t cooking 100%
of the time and the concept of CITY GRIT as a culinary salon was born.
Q: What’s surprised you about running CITY GRIT?
A: There are so many answers to that question! When CITY GRIT was just an idea in my head I knew it would
be pretty cool to work with all of these amazing chefs. But what I found to be most pleasantly surprising is that
it’s far more rewarding than cool. It’s amazing to cook with such great talent but the real rewards come with
creating unique opportunities for our guest chefs and diners.
For example, Ty-lor Boring’s been cooking in NYC for a long time but had never served his own food. Last
month our guest chef program provided him with the opportunity to serve his own original dishes in public for
the very first time in NYC. It was such a special event to be a part of.
And earlier this year we worked with Drew Robinson, the executive chef at Jim ‘N Nicks barbeque, on a dinner
series promoting their new Fatback Pig Project – a program to raise purebred Mangalitsa and Berkshire hogs
on farms intended to reconstruct a self-sufficient economic foundation for local farmers. It’s a game changer
because it redefines sustainability to not only encompass our food sources, but also the communities that
produce our food! It was really inspiring to participate in the launch of a program we whole-heartedly believe
in and a tremendous honor to work with the Jim ‘N Nicks’ team to give the first tastes of this amazing pork to
the diners at CITY GRIT.
Q: What do you think has made CG so successful?
A: I think we’ve been successful so far because we’re laser focused on the overall experience. My business
partner, Jeremie Kittredge, defines southern hospitality. It’s his sole mission to create an atmosphere – from
the music (he creates a playlist for each dinner based on the theme) to the seating – that ensures our guests
are happy, relaxed and feel welcome.
It was very important for our wine program to be as simple as possible. We have about 30 different small
batch, boutique wines in our cellar. However, we only offer five to six at each meal because we don’t our
guests to have to think too much and want to make sure that whatever they order pairs nicely with the meal.
We also offer 90 percent of our bottles for under $40 because we want people to feel more comfortable trying
new wines without feeling like they’re breaking the bank.
For the past six months, I’ve been focused on the chef’s experience. It’s my goal to make things as smooth as
possible for visiting chefs. I spent the first few months building a culinary program that enables turnkey
dinners. Now I’m working on partnerships with hotels for heavily discounted hotel stays and access to the
Uber car service to make it as easy and affordable as possible for them to stay in town.
Q: Who are your dream chef collaborators?
A: If I’m dreaming I’d have a dinner starring my heroes: Frank Stitt, Sean Brock, Grant Achatz and Alex Raij.
They’ve each opened my eyes, changed my life, or inspired me greatly and it would be beyond an honor to
cook with them.
But in all honesty, I’m really most excited about working with chefs that not everyone has already heard of.
I staged at Empire State South last year and have been obsessed with having Executive Chef Ryan Smith up
ever since. He’s one of the most talented chefs I know and I want our diners in NYC to see that for themselves.

Chef Peter Dale of The National in Athens, Ga is an old friend of mine from college – and I can’t believe I never
made him cook for me back then! He’s like a hidden gem tucked away in a tiny college town.
I recently met Chef Aaron Deal who is about to open a spot in Roanoke, Virginia called the River and Rail about
which I’m pretty excited. He speaks my language when describing his dishes and the overall concept. Listening
to him made me want to apply for a job working on his line. But having him at CITY GRIT would be the next
best thing!
La Condesa in Austin, Texas is hands-down one of my favorite restaurants in the country. Everything on the
men, from the cocktails to the savory dishes to the desserts, is flawless. I know because I’ve tried everything.
I’d love for Rene Ortiz, the Executive Chef, and Laura Sawicki, the Executive Pastry Chef, to come back to NYC
and showcase their amazing talent with us for a night or five!
Though most of these chefs are Southern, my goal is to host talent from across the country! I’m currently
planning a series of trips out west as we work on the fall line-up because there are so many exploding food
scenes out there. I’m really excited to check out Ricardo Zarate from Picca in LA, Richie Nakano of Hapa Ramen
in San Francisco, Gabriel Rucker from Le Pigeon in Portland, along with about 60 other names/restaurants on
my list!
Q: What’s up next for you?
A: Now that we’ve launched the guest chef program, we’re focusing on testing out the next phase of CITY GRIT
which involves creating an incubation program for artisan food makers. Launching a food business is hard for
many reasons but the cost of commercial kitchen space and the lack of a business background are the primary
hurdles for most folks. Before I started cooking, I was a retail strategist. So our program will not only provide
access to a commercial kitchen, but I’ll serve as an advisor to the participants to provide guidance from a
business and marketing standpoint.
We’re beta testing the program right now and plan to roll it out, along with our own line of CITY GRIT gourmet
foods, by the end of 2012.
~Jennifer Heigl
*Photo credit: Erica Gannett

March 21, 2012

Fashion Week Luncheon

Yesterday we participated in a Fashion Week Luncheon to benefit the MUSC Children's Hospital. Chef Lata,
along with Chefs Sean Brock and Michelle Weaver, prepared a three course meal for the 250 attendees. Chef

Brock started the meal with a Warm Aspragus Soup with Grilled Ramps, Celeste's Buttermilk and Crispy
Country Ham. Chef Lata prepared the entree; a Spring Vegetable and Farro Salad with White Shrimp, Blue
Crab, and a Green Garlic Vinaigrette. The meal was finished off by Chef Weaver with Ambrose Farms Fresh
Strawberries and Vanilla Bean and Chantilly Cream.
Many thanks to Terri Henning for hosting such a wonderful event. See more photos on our Facebook page.
March 15, 2012

Coddled Sea Island Farm Egg in GQ

GQ featured Chef Jeremiah Bacon's Guide to Charleston this week and named our Coddled Sea Island Farm
Egg his "favorite dish in Charleston." Find the article here to learn about the rest of Chef Bacon's local
favorites.
March 15, 2012

John Currence for AFAR

In a recent piece for AFAR Magazine, John Currence highlights FIG along with Two Boroughs Larder, Butcher
and Bee, and Husk in regards to the culinary movement in Charleston.
Currence writes “What is happening in Charleston at this very moment is profound and important. There is a
literal army of young, engaged, and extremely creative minds steering an expanding sea of beautiful little

spaces and kitchens and they are watched over by an older generation of guys like chefs Mike Lata and Sean
Brock who could not be better examples of what excellence should be."
Eloquently put and wildly flattering. Read the article in it's entirety here.
March 13, 2012

California Wine on Tap / Food and Wine Magazine

Photos by Paul Costello

Chef Lata recently spent some time in Sonoma, California with the duo behind Free Flow Wines. He prepared
a lunch to accompany the featured wines on tap and Food and Wine Magazine captured their afternoon with
a stunning spread. Read the article in its entirety here and click the links to find Chef Lata's full recipes:
Roasted Sunchokes with Buttery Bagna Cauda
Spring Panzanella with Asparagus
Peas and Pea Shoots with Spring Onions and Mint
Fava Bean Pasta e Fagioli
Garlic-and-Herb-Crusted Leg of Lamb
Cornmeal Almond Cake with Strawberries and Mascarpone
March 09, 2012

My Charlestonly 10

Chef Lata was recently featured on the Charleston Visitor Bureau Blog series, My Charlestonly 10. Chef talks
about his drink of choice (Negroni), his loyalty to lowcountry seafood, and where you'll find him on his day
off. The series featured various other local chefs such as Jeremiah Bacon, Sean Brock, Michelle Weaver, Frank
McMahon, Marc Collins, and Craig Deihl. View the entire series here.
March 08, 2012

Best of Charleston 2012

We're absolutely thrilled to be voted Charleston's Best Restaurant and Best Downtown Restaurant for the
third year in a row. Thanks to the City Paper for also naming us Best Cheese (for our ricotta) and Best Upper
King Street Plans. Congratulations to our many talented fellow winners!
Read the full issue online here.
March 07, 2012

Perfectly Paired Dinner

Last Friday, FIG held its annual Perfectly Paired Dinner for the Charleston Wine and Food Festival (formerly
called Dine Arounds). We were honored to have Chefs Bryan Caswell, Michael Laiskonis, and John Besh
cooking in the kitchen with us.

Chefs Besh, Caswell, and Lata each prepared an appetizer (Lemonfish Crudo, Longfin Yellowtail, and Capers
Inlet Oysters on the Halfshell) and then went on to prepare a full course. From Chef Lata's Clam and Spring
Vegetable Minestrina to Chef Besh's Ricotta and Crawfish Cavatelli Pasta to Chef Caswell's Whole Roasted
Fish, the entire meal was phenomenal. Chef Laiskonis finished off the meal perfectly with his crunchy choux
and stunning petit fours. The night was such a success and we feel eternally grateful to these wonderful chefs
for being a part of it.
Photos by Ben Williams
February 28, 2012

Sausage, Leek and Gruyère Breakfast Casserole

In this
month's issue of Esquire Magazine, Chef Lata shares one of his favorite retro recipes with a slight update;
breakfast casserole. The secret ingredient? Campbell's Cream of Mushroom Soup.
Chef Lata says, "Today, as traceability and sourcing of ingredients becomes more and more important to me,
Campbell's has status as a revered relic in my home kitchen. When I use it, I do so for fun and because it
reminds me of another time. In its own weird way, it will always taste satisfyingly familiar, and that's what
makes it good."

Find the recipe here.
February 23, 2012

Esquire Magazine / Restaurants Where Men Eat

Esquire Magazine recently named FIG one of their favorite 27 Restaurants Where Men Eat, "because dude
[Chef Lata] can knock you out with vegetables." We do love our veggies.
See the full list of Restaurants Where Men Eat here.
February 22, 2012

City Paper’s 2012 Dish Dining Guide

Aside from a stellar write-up on FIG and a captivating story about our soft shell crab speed dial, this year's
Dish Dining Guide features an article written by our own Chef Lata. Chef writes on the importance of being an
ingrdient-driven chef and his firm belief that Fish is Good. Pick up a copy or read Dish online here.
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Chefs Weigh In: The Pros and Cons of Expansion
Wednesday, March 14, 2012, by Gabe Ulla
Welcome to Hot Topics, in which chefs chime in on a significant issue in food.

The scene at Michelle Bernstein's Sra. Martinez [Photo: Sra. Martinez]

For serious, respected chefs, the prospect of expansion has its pluses and pitfalls. On one hand,
you have the opportunity to explore different ideas, reach a wider audience, and yes, make
more money. On the other hand, to make it happen you have to tone down the urge to
micromanage and adopt a more managerial approach, handing off responsibilities that were
once an essential part of your daily routine. There is a risk of diminishing quality and getting
spread too thin.
With that in mind, we asked five successful chefs with multiple restaurants and personal styles
of cooking to reflect on how they made the leap, the nightmares and "Oh, shit!" moments they
still encounter as they manage their restaurant groups, and whether or not there's a limit to
how many places you can own. Here, now, Suzanne Goin (Los Angeles, CA), Sean Brock

(Charleston, SC), Ken Oringer (Boston, MA), Marc Vetri (Philadelphia, PA), and Michelle
Bernstein (Miami, FL) take on the questions.

Suzanne Goin
Restaurants: Lucques, AOC, and Tavern, Los Angeles,
California
When you have one restaurant, you can be there all the
time and really micromanage every little moment.
Obviously, when you have two places, you can't do
that, and that's the scary part. The big question is, are
you going to be able to maintain the first place as well
as you want to?
It's funny: without really planning it out this way, we
open our new places every four years. It's sort of our magic moment. What happened with
Lucques, for instance, was that we had two very strong cooks in the kitchen and two very
strong FOH people, and it was just too much talent in one place. So it was a perfect opportunity
to open AOC – to give these eager employees opportunities and to keep them with us. Being
able to make the leap really boils down to a couple of things: having the right staff in place,
having an idea of what you want to do, and finding the perfect space. For AOC, we were in
escrow for the space for over a year, and it almost didn't happen. It was a messy deal, but it
ended up working out.
The nightmares and unforeseen problems of expansion are actually quite similar to the ones
you experience when you open your first place. At Lucques, four days into construction, we
took the roof off to build a patio, and the walls of the building started to fall over. There was no
foundation. We ended up needing an extra $45,000 dollars that we basically didn't have. And
then there are the real estate complications, which I hinted at before. There can be plenty of
close calls where it looks like you're going to have to bail on something.
As time goes on and you open several places, it gets easier and it gets harder. It gets easier
because you know what you are doing and understand the steps that have to happen more
than you did the first time around. It gets harder in the sense that you are spread a little more
thin and can't focus on just one place. It would be nice to be able to do that, but you just can't
anymore.
I have a pretty slow pace compared to some other chefs, but I can definitely see getting maxed
out. We're not there yet, but I do think we're at the point now where I need to make people
partners. They can't just be sous chefs. They have to be people that are basically running the

restaurants with my oversight, but aren't always dependent on me and my time. I definitely
check in everything and spend tons of time at each place during menu changes, but it's
impossible to be the hands-on chef at each one all the time.

Sean Brock
Restaurants: Husk and McCrady's, Charleston, SC
I always said that I would have one place and that I
would touch every plate. In fact, McCrady's kitchen was
designed so that I could do that — dessert to cold food
to hot food. When you're young and ambitious, you
tend to think that way. The thought of not being able to
do that is absolutely terrifying; the idea that you can't
be in two places at once is frightening, and it takes a
long time to really get over that. It's difficult to deal
with that impulse when you're so obsessive.
For me, what propelled the move was the idea that I could reach more people and show them
Southern food in a different way. At Husk, my second restaurant, we serve 400 to 500 people a
day, seven days a week. That's a lot of people sitting in church. But for that to happen, you
need to accept the role of bouncing back and forth and trusting the people that have been by
your side for years.
You soon realize that it's a beautiful thing to see people that have been with you for years
become chefs. It's great to see Travis Grimes run a kitchen, write menus, and develop a style.
Then there's Jeremiah Langhorne at McCrady's, who started as an unpaid stage and is now a
respected chef with a team. It's really cool to realize how silly you used to be by thinking that
way. You actually end up moving forward much more quickly if you learn to step back in the
right way. It's been life-changing. It's actually changed my personality, I'd say/
An example of how all of this makes you a better chef and a better leader and teaches you
much about yourself and your limits: even though you can't touch every plate, you can't control
everything, and you can't be around for every creative moment, you start having these
experiences when you see this dish that the team has been working on, and it's delicious, it's
exciting, it's beautiful to look at, and it's something you would not have come up with yourself.
It fits the restaurant, and it's proof of the importance of stepping back. You've been teaching all
these years, and suddenly you start learning again.

The nightmares with having two restaurants never stop. It's a reality every single day. When
you're cooking at one restaurant for a friend or an industry person or family member, and then
you get a text saying that someone of the same caliber person has walked in the other
restaurant, now what? You panic. Luckily for me, the restaurants are close by. Also, at the
beginning, when I would get inspiration for a dish, it would be very difficult to figure out what
restaurant it would land at. But once you make the effort to figure that out, it helps you
understand each restaurant better. Another challenge is that you also are doubling your staff,
so there are twice as many people that you need to motivate and inspire.
The prospect of having a third restaurant is pretty scary, but you never know.

Ken Oringer
Restaurants: Six restaurants across Boston, MA and
one in Maine
I wasn't necessarily a young guy when I was thinking of
opening the restaurant. Clio had already been open for
about five years and I was already into my 30s, and I
definitely felt that I had the confidence and the
cockiness to do something that would be interested in.
I spent a lot of time thinking about a concept, and it
sort of came about naturally based on the direction my
food was going. Beyond the fact that I had the infrastructure in place, I creatively felt like I
needed to have another outlet. It also presented the opportunity to get out of the kitchen and
interact with guests. Not to mention it was small enough that it didn't require that huge an
investment.
I don't think it ever gets easier. You always have the nightmares that you're going to open up
and no one will show up to eat there. That's a totally possible scenario. But expansion is sort of
necessary if you have capable people working for you. You have to be able to dangle the carrot
a little bit and give people a piece of the action if you want them to stay with you.
The "Oh, shit" moments are many. You always worry that you're going to run out of money, you
always worry that the first few months aren't going to be profitable, which is a real problem,
and you always have to deal with neighborhood associations. When we opened up Toro, the
very people that were clamoring for a restaurant ended up complaining about noise. We had all
exposed brick and wood in the restaurant and didn't want to change the vibe of the place, so
we basically had to insulate all of these neighbors' apartments on our dime just to keep them

happy — we weren't obligated to do that. These are nuanced problems that you can't really
appreciate before you experience them and learn how important they are.
Turnover is the biggest nemesis to our business, and as you grow, the chances that that's going
to happen are higher, which is scary. So yes, there is a cap on how much you can expand. We're
not there yet, but we're close! It's very, very tricky and time-consuming to replace people that
leave. You have to maintain stability and make sure that the key people are there for the long
haul. That's why I try to open small places. I like to have a lot of control and while I definitely
admire the Carmellinis, Batalis, and Vetris, and I don't think I could handle that.

Marc Vetri
Restaurants: Four restaurants across Philadelphia, PA
In terms of expansion, we went the long route and took
our time. We had Vetri for about five years before we
opened our second restaurant. When I started, I never
really thought of having more than one place. The guys
I had been raised by in this industry were focused on
one place. There wasn't the Food Network, there
weren't celebrity chefs, and Wolfgang Puck was the
basically the only guy who had multiple places. The
main goal for most chefs was just to have their own single place. That was the Mac Daddy, all
you cared about doing.
It's also important for me to point out that we don't have any money guys or investors. For
better or worse, that's what my dad taught me, which means that you're obviously not going to
move at the pace of other expanding chefs.
But as the years went by and the culture around restaurants and food media grew, a bunch of
opportunities started to come our way. You realize that you want to do something new, get
your name out there, and maintain and grow a team. And it's a really exciting, fresh process.
Plus, when you just have one restaurant and don't have the funds, you can't really have another
chef that can take the reigns when you want to take some time off. When you're on vacation,
the restaurant is closed. And that gets better as you grow a bit and develop a team — which is
of course a challenge, too.
Since this trend of expanding is pretty young, one thing is crucial in my view: Barbara Lynch,
Paul Kahan, John Besh, and all these guys — we help each other out and rely on one another.
We learn together and send staff to each others' restaurants so we can navigate this multi-

restaurant world. For instance, I just sent my beverage director and director of operations to
Paul's restaurants for a few days, so they could talk to their counterparts there. And Paul's done
the same with me. I'll also talk often with José Andrés about everything from the food to what
benefits employees should have. We're in the same boat.
But overall, there have been challenges, but there haven't been any nightmares. Yet.

Michelle Bernstein
Restaurants: Michy's and Sra. Martinez, Miami, FL
We have people that have been growing in our
company for years, and because of their growth, we
find that we have to expand or we will lose them.
Initially, that's what gets us going.
And also, it happens because you get limited. Take
Michy's: it's sort of an everything goes kind of place,
and we were among the first to do the half-portion
concept, which now has been done and redone tons of
times. While it is in many ways a flexible concept, we can't really go back and change it too
much. So we went with Sra. Martinez after I had fallen in love with tapas, and we figured that it
would be an approachable and successful concept.
Of course, I wish I could open all the restaurants and concepts that my husband and I come up
with. There are so many cuisines that we love and that we want to cook. We get offered
opportunities basically every week, but we can't go with something unless we know it's really
going to work. It's especially difficult in Miami, where almost every restaurant is a huge guess.
It's such a transient clientele and a fickle crowd, so you never know if something will succeed.
Price points are a delicate matter, ingredients are difficult to get locally, and you never know if
you are going to alienate people.
For example: my dream has always been to open a Mexican restaurant in South Florida. My
husband is Mexican, we travel there constantly, and I know a lot of Mexican chefs, but we don't
really know Mexican food down here in South Florida. If there is any love for it, I'm not sure it's
for true Mexican, because we really don't have it. So, it's scary to make that leap.
Once you have more than one restaurant, there are tons of nightmares: you have to deal with
investors, not being seen at a restaurant often enough, being criticized for inconsistency. I am
very involved in the creative process for all the restaurants, but I can't taste every dish on the
menu or do all the ordering.

It boils down to this: if I have the talent within the organization, I'll keep opening places. But
you won't see me hiring someone from the outside, no matter how talented, to run the kitchen
at a new venture.
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The Cancun-riviera Maya Wine And Food Festival 2012
12 Food & Drink Events for March and Beyond

Cochon 555 will make two stops in March [Photo: Cochon 555]

Here are some of the more notable dining and drinking events going on in the U.S. and around
the world in the coming month and a bit beyond that. You'll find celebrity chef dinners, craft
beer festivals, international summits, and crowd-pleasing staples, all of which are worth the
drive or even a flight or two.
Charleston Wine & Food
When: March 1-4, 2012
Where: Charleston, South Carolina
What: A very cool food weekend intensely focused on local flavors, traditions, and chefs,
including one Sean Brock. There's a nice variety of events on offer, and few of them are
devastatingly expensive — that's if you don't count an epic-sounding $1,000 dinner from allstar outsiders Marc Vetri, Andrew Carmellini, Mark Ladner, and Michael Tusk.
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Gayot's 2012 Top Rising Chefs
Are these the five top rising chefs of 2012? They sure are, says
Gayot. Included: Jeremiah Langhorne of McCrady's in
Charleston, Marcus Jernmark of New York's Aquavit, and former
Top Cheftestapant Chris Crary of Whist in Santa Monica,
California. [Gayot]
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Snapshots From the Charleston Wine + Food
Festival
Monday, March 5, 2012, by Raphael Brion

The BB&T Charleston Wine + Food Festival went down over the weekend, and Eater hosted a
Media Lounge on-site in Marion Square. Day two was a little rainy (very rainy), but a bunch of chefs
and dining world glitterati — including Matt and Ted Lee, Bryan Caswell, Elizabeth Karmel, and
John Currence — braved the mud to pop in for Bloody Marys from Fat & Juicy and cocktails from
The Gin Joint. Check out the slideshow above to see how it all went down.
Fish were thrown at the Southern Foodways Potlikker event, chef Sean Brock was on his best
behavior (even though it was his birthday), cheftestapant Jennifer Carroll was filming a show for
Bravo, and the nightly Lambs and Clams afterparties at the Battery ended up bringing the police.
Chef Mike Lata — whose new seafood-focused restaurant will be opening real soon — hosted a wet
and wild after party at his restaurant FIG. The aftermath of the weekend was, of course, as
expected.
For more coverage, check out Charleston City Paper, The Post and Courier, and Charleston
Magazine. Here's a video from the festival:

The 2012 Chefs' Feast “The Irony of Eating for Hunger”
on Tuesday, 06 March 2012.

Charleston is blessed with an abundance of tastes
cultivated from both land and sea. As they have found
their way to our plates over the centuries, the
uniqueness and variety of these tastes have given the
Lowcountry its own distinct flavor. This very flavor
alone beckons food lovers from around the world to
Charleston and lures talented and aspiring chefs to our
restaurants. It is sobering to learn that, in the midst of
our culinary plentitude, one out of four children here in
the Lowcountry go to bed hungry each night.
On Sunday, February 26th, the staff of EAT THIS! had
the great pleasure of attending the 13th Annual Chefs’
Feast. The event is a collaboration among the
Lowcountry Food Bank and 32 distinguished chefs,
providing 32 delectable bites, both savory and sweet,
for attendees to enjoy. The Embassy Suites Charleston
Area Convention Center was transformed for the night
into an elegant soiree - Statuesque ice sculptures and
floral arrangements adorned a white tablecloth dining scene. The big band sounds of the
Michael Ray Band would have had people tripping the light fantastic if not for the irresistible
aromas wafting from the chefs’ tables skirting the perimeter of the room.
An evening of such sumptuous indulgence seems to fly in the face of an issue such as childhood
hunger and yet what it achieves year after year it to keep hunger at bay in the Lowcountry. 95%
of the proceeds from Chefs’ Feast go to supporting childhood hunger programs such as Kid’s
Cafe and Backpack Buddies. To break it down even further, every $1 donation is the equivalent
of ten meals for the needy in our community. The night’s event raised $150,000. If there was
ever a justification for over-indulgence, Chefs’ Feast would be it.

Certainly the evening’s offerings were all stellar, but several tasting in the gastronomical
smorgasbord stood out to us….
In the battle of the scallop - several of the chef chose this briny protein to work with - our
favorite composed plate was that of Chef Daniel Doyle of Poogan’s Porch. The pan roasted
diver scallop nested in a pork belly and English pea risotto that perfectly balanced sweet,
caramelized notes of the scallop. Garnished with micro greens and drizzled with a South
Carolina honey chili lemon vinaigrette, it was an amazing combination of sweetness, saltiness
and acidity. Chef Patrick Owens of Langdon’s and Opal also had a fantastic scallop offering with
a sweet corn polenta that married Southern and Italian traditions in a magical way.
Duck also seemed a popular protein among the chefs. Our fav of the fowl was the design of
Chef Thomas McKinney-Stehr from Sea Island Grill at Wild Dunes Resort. The duck breast was
smoky and moist, sliced and layered atop a peerless wild mushroom spoon bread. (We want
the recipe!) Sitting in a pool of vanilla corn emulsification and finished with Sambuca micro
greens, this dish makes you want to say “Please sir, may I have another?” Not to be overlooked
though were Chef Nate Whiting of Tristan and his duck and foie gras meatballs on slider buns.
Other outstanding bites…
Magnolia’s Chef Donald Drake and his cup of creamy and complex flavored shellfish potlikker
with seared tilefish, Mepkin Abbey Oyster Mushrooms and veggies.
Chef Travis Grimes of HUSK and his unbelievable puffed beef rind with Texas Waygu beef tartar,
pickled West Virginia ramps and smoked mayonnaise.
Lana’s Chef John Ondo’s pillowy gnocchi and flawless pork confit.
Chef Lucas Weir of McCrady’s and his visually stunning octopus paired with the earthy
components of fennel, parsnips, hazelnuts and black truffle.
And on the sweeter side of things…
You can’t beat the simple elegance and sophisticated flavors of Chef Frank Lee’s molasses apple
cobbler topped with vanilla bean ice cream. In the Maverick Southern Kitchens, Chef Lee
continues to “elevate the traditional.”
And not to be missed was Peninsula Grill’s Executive Pastry Chef Claire Chapman’s chocolate
banana custard cake atop a layer of peanut butter crunch with bananas foster. Chocolate, rum,
peanut butter, bananas… To die for!
It was a night to savor. Not just for the food, but also for the pride that we should all feel in our
culinary leaders. The effort and the expense to create these brilliant bites for hundreds of

people is no small feat. The contribution of their talent and their time reflects their sense of
ownership in our community. Just as Charleston embraces them, these chefs embrace our city
and the Lowcountry back. We are grateful indeed.
You can find out more about the Lowcountry Food Bank and ways in which you can be involved
at lowcountryfoodbank.org.
by Antonia M. Krenza and Laney Roberts

From Belly to Bacon
~ Curing Meats & Other DIY Food Projects

Charleston
08 Thursday Mar 2012

One of my New Year’s resolutions was to further explore the cuisine of the American South. At
that time, I had already started planning a trip to visit family in Charleston. People had talked
about Charleston as a food town and I had read some about Sean Brock, McCrady’s, and Husk. I
had also read stories from John T. Edge going on about Bertha’s. Besides those brief forays I
knew very little. I had a few cookbooks that I referenced frequently. A short visit five years ago
when I had food that was the Southern equivalent of what you would get on Michigan Avenue
in Chicago. It was a pleasant atmosphere and inoffensive food. I didn’t see the wonder in

Modern Southern cookery. Topically, I was intrigued, but skeptical. I loved the romantic idea of
Low Country Cuisine and how it tied to my wife’s family history. It made me feel connected to
both her and to a history that goes so much deeper that I knew at the time. However, outside
of a few major dishes, I really had little idea of what it was. I knew about Hoppin’ John, collard
greens, grits, and fried chicken. I knew nothing about okra soup, lima beans, giblet rice, and the
like. Research would help open those doors, connect the dots, and see that the places like Husk,
McCrady’s and Martha Lous weren’t that different.
What I found in my research was that Charleston is a town where you have access to fantastic
food and more recently fantastic ingredients, but you have to parse the places that you hear
about, but are mediocre at best from the places the really bring it regardless of the press. There
seem to be tons of places you hear about in travel and food magazines about whom food
people in Charleston roll their eyes. As a resident of Chicago, I completely understand. People
come here and beg to go to Giordano’s and Gibson’s. Eyes roll.
In Charleston, everyone had an opinion and no two were the same. After making reservations
at Husk and McCrady’s, I spent two solid months of attempting to separate the wheat from the
chaff. I had a list of about ten places to try, based on trusted voices – mainly found via twitter. I
had few expectations for the weekend food-wise, but I was extremely excited to see how it
would turn out. Part of me was expecting a caricature of Southern Food – a Foghorn Leghorn of
food including grits, fried chicken, and collard greens on every corner. In the end, what I
learned was that Southern Food was not one single thing, but rather a combination of history
and ingredients, not a checklist of key dishes.
We landed Wednesday morning to sunny weather and 80 degrees – a far cry from what we had
left in Chicago. We made it to our hotel, dropped our bags and walked South on King Street
towards my father-in-law’s house. Charleston, on lower King, oozes history and charm. Colonial
buildings housing shops are everywhere on the narrow street. As I knew that I was spending
more time eating than normal, and eating many things that I do not typically allow, I spent a
good deal of time running the streets. What I found were nooks and crannies of Charleston that
humbled me to no end. Houses with gardens that, in March, took my breath away or porches
that I would give a finger to have access to for a year. I ran along the battery, down Rainbow
Road, across the Ravenel Bridge and back, and through the market. These moments were
precious not only because it allowed me to see that back alleys and each corner of Charleston
and burn off most of the prior night’s dinner, but because it allowed me to plan the day’s meals
and reflect back on the time spent in prior days categorizing stops as can’t miss, don’t bother or
somewhere in between. Some of the highlights are below.

Heirloom Books - Just a few short blocks away from our home base was Heirloom Books.
Heirloom is a bookstore featuring cookbooks, new, used, rare, and vintage, and one of the few
in the world. On the shelves were some amazing cookbooks that I had been looking for, but the
one that caught my eye that I had been looking for over the past months was “Notes From a
Kitchen“.

“Notes From a Kitchen” is an epic book looking into the creative process of a group of highly
decorated chefs including aforementioned Sean Brock. It has yet to be released outside of
several stores and directly from the publisher. It was not cheap, but given that this beast clocks
in at nearly 25 pounds, shipping costs make buying it local nearly a bargain, even at its high
price. I considered holding out for the signed special edition thinking that it would show up at
the Wine and Food Festival that happened to coincide with our visit (leading to chance run ins
with George Mendes, John Besh, Ken Oringer, Celine Tio, Marco Canora, John T. Edge, etc.), but

the regular edition is already the most expensive book that I own, so I opted to stick with the
regular version with only a touch of regret.
Getting your hands on a book like this is just one of the reasons that not having a bookstore like
Heirloom in Chicago is infuriating. Ordering vintage cookbooks from Amazon is impersonal and
in some cases risky especially considering the cost of this book. Getting specialty books is nearly
impossible, but I walked into Heirloom and my wishlist doubled in size immediately. I stopped
by three times during the first day alone and over ten times over the weekend. This place is a
treasure.

McCrady’s – Since Husk opened, Sean Brock’s “other” restaurant has gotten far less press than
the almost overexposed, Husk, but the story a few years ago was about Sean Brock’s love for
molecular gastronomy and how McCrady’s was one of the finest restaurants in the country.
With Husk getting all of the press, people sleep on McCrady’s, but seeing the menu for the
nights leading up to our dinner, I could see that while Brock and chef de cuisine, Jeremiah
Langhorne, were including Southern ingredients, but doing so in a fine dining environment.
Before dinner, we sampled the best bourbon in the world, Pappy VanWinkle, the 20 year in
particular. Moreso than in Chicago, Pappy seemed to have a firm foothold in Charleston and,
with one of its biggest advocates in Sean Brock as the executive chef, the variety available at
McCrady’s and Husk is plentiful. The 20 year Pappy served as a kick-off to a great visit and a
tremendous meal.
At McCrady’s, you have multiple options for dinner. The two options spotlighted were the four
course tasting menu and the the chef’s tasting menu which was closer to sixteen courses. You
could order a la carte, but if you are at McCrady’s, why would you do that? Had the party been
up for it, I would have chosen the chef’s tasting and backed off of the wine, but as it stood, the
four course dinner was selected. Between the six of us, we would be able to try most of the
menu.

There was not a clunker in the bunch and the dinner showed remarkable restraint, subtlety,
and technique. One of the major highlights was the beef tartare served with a cylinder of cured
egg yolk and beef tendons puffed like chicharones. This dish took a simple dish like tartare and
expanded the contrasts of flavors and textures. It was a special plate of food. Another great
dish was the octopus served with parsnip, hazelnut, charred fennel, cocoa, and black truffle.
This was a really unexpected dish that covered the gamut of flavors. The sweetness of the
octopus and parsnip and the savory qualities of the truffle were balanced by the bitterness of
charred fennel and cocoa. It was a dish more nuanced than I can describe here. Next was the
wagyu flat iron steak with whey poached leeks and hay roasted celery root. This was the dish
that really got the table excited. I am not much of a steak guy. Rare does a steak raise my
eyebrows. This one did. It was cooked perfectly, but the feature that drew me in was the whole
puffed farro crust. With the soft textures of the vegetables, the crunch of the puffed farro was a
great touch. I would be remiss to not mention the chocolate ganache dessert with pine, barley,
and malted milk. It took a course that, to me, is kind of a throw in and turned it into a
conversation piece and one of my favorite bites of the weekend. Really, really interesting and
complex dish with multiple textures, temperatures, and flavors rather than sweet on sweet on
sweet.
After dinner, we got a great tour of the building. We learned that George Washington was a
visitor to the building in its earlier usage as a tavern and as we walked back to our hotel, we
discussed our favorites to realize that we all liked different things best and how everyone tried
new things, but did not feel intimidated by the preparations despite great complexity. To me,
this shows how successful the dinner was when it hits each diner in their own sweet spot,
pushes their boundaries, but doesn’t make anyone, despite their dining experiences, feel out of
their element. That is what McCrady’s was to me. A fine dining experience that was expertly
created, but not one that was showing off technique for technique’s sake. Serious food without
taking itself too seriously.

Martha Lou’s - There is a pink shack sitting outside of Downtown that serves what I believe to
be the finest Soul Food that I have ever had. While to an outsider, like myself, this place
appears to be intimidating. From the inside, Martha Lou and her daughter treated my ladies
and me like family. We walked in and looked into the kitchen. It was not unlike the kitchen of
my great-grandmother. A four burner stove with pots jammed atop bubbling away. We sat
down not knowing what to expect. We asked questions which were answered warmly. We
laughed and joked. Our girls smiled and opened up.
The four of us shared a plate of fried chicken with okra soup, lima beans, and collards as well as
a fried pork chop, giblet rice, green beans and mac & cheese. There was absolute silence from
our girls for the first time in days and my dining partner and I playfully shoved one another’s
arms from the dishes to get ourselves the best bite.
While all extremely delicious, the three dishes that stood out to us were the giblet rice, the okra
soup, and the most amazing fried chicken that I have ever had. The giblet rice is simply rice
cooked with chicken giblets and comes out a light shade of brown. The flavor is carried by the
fantastic rice, but accented by the giblets. With the sticky and sloppy texture this would make a
tremendous dressing on a Thanksgiving Day table. As it stood, our older daughter ate nearly all
of it. The spoonfuls that we got, we loved. The okra soup would qualify as the best thing eaten
in months in a normal quarter. Okra, tomato, and aromats in a bright red stew. It was one of
those dishes that will make you slouch into your chair and sigh. This soup was truly a joy and
one of the highlights of the trip. Finally there was the chicken. This is the chicken that alters

minds. It simply is better than whatever you consider to be the best chicken that you have
tasted. The crust was intensely crunchy and crispy and seasoned heavily with salt and pepper.
The flesh was meltingly tender and perfect.
As we paid and left, I wandered up to Martha Lou and gave her a hug. It must happen a lot to
her as she was not shocked by a complete stranger carrying an 18 month old girl walking up to
her and hugging her without warning. I was taken with how we were welcomed and how her
food took a family of four thousands of miles from home in a pink shack sitting laughing,
pushing, shoving, and having that singular communal moment that is so rare. Two days later, if I
had to pick a meal, a single meal, to repeat in Charleston, this would be it. It was not the best
meal of the trip, but it was my favorite by a mile.

Photo from Garden & Gun magazine
Husk – The single restaurant that I have wanted to visit more than any other in the world since
visiting The French Laundry last June has been Husk. Husk is Sean Brock’s second outpost that
explores Southern Cooking and, more specifically, Southern ingredients. At Husk, Brock uses
only ingredients from South of the Mason-Dixon line. Nothing else comes in the door. At the
heart of the matter, the ethos reminds me of Mado. However, Husk has been blessed with not
only a longer growing season, but the distinct advantage of being able to match available local
ingredients and a local cuisine that naturally goes with the ingredients. Brock has sparked new
Southern cooking by demanding great heirloom ingredients, in some cases growing them
himself, and the experience at Husk, a walk through history with modern twists, is really
reflective of the resulting momentum that he has created.

Not everything at Husk is straight from Charleston Receipts, style-wise, despite the entrenched
commitment to Southern ingredients. In fact, none of the dishes are. Dishes like buffalo pork
ear lettuce wraps would be about as far from the 19th century Southern table as any other
dish, but the dish still tastes Southern to its core. Like at McCrady’s, we literally tried 80% of the
menu at Husk and were so impressed by the food and atmosphere that, to a person, everyone
enjoyed their meals Husk better than McCrady’s despite leaving McCrady’s the night before in
awe.
Making our way through all of the first course items, all amazing, we loved the Smoked ribs
with Peach BBQ sauce, the crispy fried chicken skins, and the brown oyster stew with ham
stock, shittakes, and kale best, but the real stars of dinner were the main course of the bacon
jam topped catfish dusted with cornmeal over pickled beans, charred romaine, and pureed
cornbread that my wife and I split along with some Benton’s bacon cornbread. Every dish that
came out was greeted with oohs and ahhs, but this main course was a fantastic marriage of
flavors. The crispy catfish married so well with the pickled beans and romaine. The bacon jam
and pureed cornbread combined to make a smokey, sweet, smooth base for the dish that
reminded me of Chris Turner’s smoked polenta from our New Year’s feast at Butcher and
Larder.
The desserts, and again we tried all of them, were really an exploration of the history of
Southern sweets in more of a traditional sense with my favorite being the lemon pie in a jar.
They were delicious and satisfied in a much simpler way, without being dumbed down.
Something to note that I uncovered walking around town the next night just needing something
casual for dinner after staying back with the girls while they slept, Husk’s bar serves food. The
burger is available at the bar and with no need for reservations, it was almost like it was meant
to be. The burger was the best thing that I had at Husk over the two nights. It wasn’t fussy, but
it was amazingly delicious and without pretense. It was about as great as a burger can be. Lacy
edges, oozy cheese, and a soft bun. It is a groaner, in all of the best ways. Sorry Eddie Lakin,
there is a new best burger blocking my arteries.
Husk was unlike any restaurant that I have been to. My best comparison is, as I mentioned
before, Mado, but that comparison falls short in that Mado matched Midwestern ingredients
with Mediterranean flavors – the place was awesome, but the match was not perfect, as I do
not know if there even is a Midwestern cuisine. People would joke about cream of mushroom
soup or portion sizes, but aside for general casserole/hot dishes, there is not much in terms of
cuisine here. Mado had great ingredients (for a short growing season) and a great cuisine, but
they weren’t match and it was likely difficult to fit tab A into slot B for Rob and Chris, whereas
Husk’s match seems natural.
Husk is serious about its principles without being stuffy in the least. The food is amazingly well
done – interesting without moving towards novelty – and tremendously fun. There was
interactive food, but the consistent them was that it was all delicious and all complex
combinations of flavors, textures, and temperatures without being obscure.
You could eat at Husk ten times and never get bored and likely never have a bad plate of food.
Having visited the restaurant that I had been looking forward to most (and doing so twice),
there was not a microgram of let down with either experience and, in fact, both exceeded
expectations and sits squarely atop my dining experiences.
Two Boroughs Larder and Dave’s Carry Out – I group these two together because they are next
door neighbors in an off the beaten path neighborhood on the Northwest side of Charleston

and deserve to be visited together. They have little to nothing in common besides location and
their preparation of good food.

TBL is a new place with old school sensibilities. It acts as both a grocery selling local products as
well as a restaurant serving Asian inspired nose to tail food. After eating a ton in the prior 36
hours, we kept it very light and ordered each of the sides. Each were excellent with interesting
and bold flavors, but the real standout was the roasted caulifower with sweet chili vinaigrette
and capers. The cauliflower was roasted with some crusty brown bits. The capers and chilis
really create a punchy sauce to a dish that satisfied my cravings for something a little less
“American”.

Alternatively, next door in a blue corner shack is Dave’s Carry Out which served fried food,
shrimp in our case, with standard sides. This place is not Martha Lou’s, but brings a lot of
goodness. The shrimp was lightly battered and fried, tail on. The light hand on the batter made
these crispy crustaceans for me. These were not the cakey fried shrimp served everywhere else.
The hot sauce that came alongside with the collards and lima beans made this styrofoam plate
lunch one to remember.
Pairing the shrimp meal with the sides from TBL made for the best one-two punches of the
weekend and provided a little bit of lightness in a week most of the food was pretty heavy. Next
time that I visit Charleston, I will be hitting up TBL for a much deeper dive.

Hannibal’s – On Saturday, we trekked out to Bertha’s, a classic Soul Food outpost outside of
Charleston, to find that it took the weekend off. Disappointed, we checked in with a local
source with the highest pedigree to see where to get good Soul Food on a Saturday and that we
like Martha Lou’s and wanted to try a new place. We were steered to Hannibal’s on the
Northeast side of town. This humble diner was in a rough part of town, to be sure, but was
friendly as could be if a little skeptical of us.
We ordered a good amount of food, but the two things that absolutely can not be missed are
the mac & cheese and lima beans which were the best sides of our soul food lunches (excepting
Martha Lou’s okra soup). For comparison’s sake, we ordered the fried chicken and pork chop
which were both a notch below Martha Lou’s, but the sides were downright amazing. After the
second shot a a fried pork chop, it became clear that it is not my favorite. Nothing against either
place where I had one, but the thin pork chop fried left me wishing that I had gone with double
chicken or perhaps fried fish.
Hannibal’s doesn’t get much mention among the soul food elite (Martha Lou’s, Ernie’s,
Bertha’s, Dave’s) in Charleston, but the strong showing in the sides department should put it
among the best. Certainly at least as good, if not a little better than Dave’s.
Cypress – This is where a great trip, culinarily speaking, turned into my greatest trip. From a
national perspective, Cypress does not get a fraction of the attention that Husk or McCrady’s
gets. It doesn’t get the love that SNOB, FIG, or Hominy Grill gets, but damned if the best
charcuterie that I have ever had did not come from Craig Deihl and Bob Cook at Cypress.
Cypress is a 2011 Good Food Award winner for the Cypressata, but the good stuff doesn’t stop
there. With a full walk-in on the second floor looking like the meat version of the Gardens at

Versailles, it was clear from a quick walk around the cooler that the charcuterie experience
would be amazing, but I had no idea until the last of it was gone, how good it would be.
As we got our two boards (yes, two) and went through each portion one by one, we sighed and
twisted and smiled and laughed as each one seemingly out did the last. There was the lardo
studded caraway saucisson, where in place of fatback 8 month cured lardo was set in it place
along side caraway. Then there was milano, the aforementioned Cypressata, the pepperone,
the lamb mortadella, the finocchiona, the pate, the coppa, the culatello, and the 100% lamb
salumi, which was the lambiest sausage that I have ever had. There were a bunch of others that
are lost in a meat haze.
The spreadable plate featured the best nduja that I have ever had. Spicy and incredibly funky, it
was good enough for each of us to take turns scraping the corners of the cazuela sopping up
the remains. Finally, there was something that I had never seen before – spreadable
finocchiona. It was a riff on nduja, but instead of fiery Calabrian chili powder, the seasoning was
the same as a finocchiona, but amped up such that the spice could be carried by the mostly
fatty forcemeat. My wife loved this one the best and, if it weren’t for the lamb salumi which
narrowly edged it, it would have been mine as well. For the charcuterie lovers reading this,
Cypress needs to be extraordinarily high on your lists of places to visit. Having been to
Boccalone less than nine months ago, I can confirm that Cypress is better. I can not imagine
Salumi in Seattle beating this either.

On top of everything, Chef Deihl has a program that gets his charcuterie into the marketplace as
part of a Artisan Meat Share. Think CSA for those unafraid of fat and salt. After he told me
about this program, I could not pass it up, so I borrowed a duffel to carry the share onto our
flight home and headed back to Cypress to get a share. I am looking forward to sharing the
meat share among those who would appreciate it to show what is going on, charcuterie wise, in
Charleston – which is simply amazing.
The completely amazing Cypress charcuterie experience capped off one of the most fun
vacations that I have had in a long time. Visiting Charleston, dining well, and enjoying the
historical wonder of the smallish colonial town was just what the doctor had ordered – a slower
pace in a friendly historical town with perhaps the finest food on both ends of the dining

spectrum. It was simultaneously inspiring and humbling in all sorts of respects and made me
realize that Southern, and more specifically Low Country, cooking is not only varied, nuanced
and ultimately delicious, but appears to be what I would answer to be the definitive American
Cuisine. There are dishes from regions around the country, but nowhere else in America is
there cuisine that is so firmly entrenched in their ingredients as in the South.
No single place is perfect. We had a couple clunker meals and Charleston could beef up on their
ethnic cuisine and their coffee culture, but all that said, I have never eaten as well in a single
weekend in my entire life. Going into the weekend, I was a believer in Low Country cuisine, but
even after spending just a long weekend in Charleston, I appreciate the integrity in which the
Southern, Low Country American food that I experienced was so deliciously prepared and I look
forward to diving even deeper into those traditions.

2012 Top 5 Rising Chefs in the U.S.

We've voyaged across America to discover this year's hottest young talent riding a wave of
gastronomic creativity from coast to coast. We tip our toques to five chefs 30 and under for the
passion they invest in bringing a variety of cuisines ever more forward, and to the energy they
have devoted to their craft as they hone their talents. From fusing molecular cuisine with
Southern traditions, updating Etruscan stylings in the Bay Area, or becoming America's newest
Nordic food ambassador, these young chefs are shaping tomorrow's culinary landscapes in
compelling ways.
CHARLESTON, SC
Jeremiah Langhorne, McCrady's
LOUISVILLE, KY
Nick Sullivan, 610 Magnolia
NEW YORK, NY
Marcus Jernmark, Aquavit
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
Anthony Strong, Locanda Osteria & Bar
SANTA MONICA, CA
Chris Crary, Whist

Today Jeremiah Langhorne may be chef de cuisine at
McCrady's, Charleston's top spot for post-modern
gastronomy, but he wasn't always so fancy. In fact, he began
his career delivering pizzas and driving a fish delivery truck.
By learning to butcher fish, he landed a job on the kitchen
staff under chef John Haywood at Charlottesville's
acclaimed OXO, where he worked his way up to executive
sous chef. When Langhorne heard about Sean Brock's
reinvention of Southern cuisine at McCrady's, he jumped on
board as a line cook, and after staging for two months at the
famous Noma in Copenhagen, he returned to become sous
chef and then chef de cuisine. He describes his food as
modern Southern cuisine with indigenous ingredients; and
his passions run to foraging in the South Carolina woods,
tending the restaurant’s rooftop garden and working on the
kitchen's charcuterie program.

Touring Joseph’s fields and cooking South Carolina gold [VIDEOS]
By Daniel Klein
When our road trip took us through South Carolina, we asked Sean Brock (the chef at Husk and
McCrady’s) about farmers to check out near Charleston. He recommended the Joseph Fields
Farm. This piece of land has been in the Fields family for three generations and has gone from
organic to conventional and back again. Joseph gave us a tour of the area and also a taste of his
baby “squash, evangelism, and collard greens” philosophy.
We also cooked and collaborated on a multi-course dinner with Brock consisting entirely of
grains from Anson Mills – one of the United States’ seminal grits and rice producers. But before
we embarked on dishes like sweet bread and red fife ravioli, we spent a day with the man
behind the Southern Food Renaissance: Glenn Roberts.

Daniel Klein is a chef, activist, and filmmaker living in Minneapolis. He’s cooked in the
restaurants of Thomas Keller, Fergus Henderson, and Tom Colicchio and has directed, filmed,
edited and produced projects on various issues including oil politics and the development
industry in Africa (What are we doing here? which has aired on TV, in theaters, and at festivals
worldwide).
Since March, Daniel has been documenting his culinary, agricultural and hunting adventures on
film in a series called The Perennial Plate, featuring long winters, urban gardens, ice fishing,
slaughterhouses, foraging for wild edibles, and more. Follow him on twitter @perennialplate.

The Butcher & Larder First To Offer Autographed "Notes From a Kitchen"
3/14/12 at 2:25 PM

A sample of Notes From a Kitchen.
There was the Alinea cookbook, designed and self-published by the Alinea team because who
else could meet their own standards of perfection? There were El Bulli's mammoth
retrospectives of its work. There was Nathan Myhrvold's vast and plastic-cased Modernist
Cuisine. And the next example of this kind of personally-created-outside-the-cookbook-system
monument to cooking is sure to be Notes From a Kitchen, a two volume, 900-page multimedia
artifact of modern cooking in which recipes sit among photos of worksheets, sketches, dirty
tablecloths and video clips, all creating an immersive experience of the minds and workspaces
of ten young, innovative chefs. And for a while, at least, the only place in Chicago you're going
to be able to get it... is a butcher shop.
The book is the self-published product of artist/filmmaker Jeff Scott and Chef Blake Beshore,
focusing on acclaimed chefs including Sean Brock (Husk and McCrady's in Charleston), Johnny
Iuzzini (Jean Georges in New York), Zak Pelaccio (Fatty Crab and Fatty Cue in New York), and
seven others. It comes in two editions: a special edition in a slipcase, $150, signed by one of the

chefs in the book, and a regular edition ($85). Rob Levitt of The Butcher & Larder will have ten
signed special editions, the first available in Chicago. How did that happen?
"The miracle of Twitter!" says Levitt. "I saw a tweet from a customer to the authors and
responded. We talked on the phone later that day, and they thought we were the perfect
outlet. We both agreed that when little guy supports little guy— the book is self-published—
it's good for everyone."
It's not the first book that has been offered at The Butcher & Larder, but past ones have been
either books that Rob and Allie Levitt were in, or that had to do with appearances at the store.
So why this book? "It's really different from anything out there, it's independently produced by
good folks, it's a true insight into what this business is like and it's beautiful," says Levitt. "It
portrays a certain intensity that reminds me of my time as a young cook. Something I see
slipping away these days."
Rob has more, a lot more in that vein, at his shop's blog here.

LOS ANGELES

Watch Sean Brock Boost South Carolina's Down-Home Locavore Movement
3/12/12 at 1:45 PM

The Perennial Palate documents a crucial collaboration dinner
between Charleston's seed-collecting, local-only chef, Sean
Brock of Husk and McCrady's, and Glenn Roberts, the Southern
gentleman making a splash with his own self-cultivated rice and
grits at Anson Mills. Said to be responsible for a "renaissance" in
down-home cooking, Roberts swings a sickle and declares "this
stuff is pretty kinky," while gesturing to budding grains and
noting that his hands-on work in the field is the result of "a
bunch of wealthy white people who could afford to write books
about what some really smart black people were doing." The
two locavores bring ingredients straight from the soil to the
table for a meal that includes modern cooking, complete with
foams and flower petals, inspired by time-honored favorites like real corn grits and freshly
yanked wheat from the prairie. Take a look below to see just what the two food-forward minds
concocted together while bolstering the strengths of old-fashioned Southern cooking.
Chef Sean BrockPhoto: The
Perennial Palate

Carolina Gold: Episode 94 of The Perennial Plate from Daniel Klein on Vimeo.

BLOGS
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Chef Chat, Part 2: Amanda McGraw of Brasserie 19 and Ibiza
By Mai Pham Thu., Mar. 8 2012 at 1:00 PM

Photos by Mai Pham
Chef de Cuisine Amanda McGraw at Brasserie 19
Yesterday, we chatted with Amanda McGraw of Brasserie 19 and Ibiza about her times staging
in Chicago, and what it was like opening a restaurant like Brasserie 19. Today, we continue our
conversation.
EOW: What is your official title?
AM: I am the Chef de Cuisine for Brasserie 19 and Ibiza.
EOW: What does that entail?

AM: I create dishes for both menus. I'm also kind of a creative director. We don't really have a
title for it. Clark Cooper -- they had Catalan, now it's Coppa, then Brasserie, and Ibiza for 11
years. But they're opening new concepts, and I'm creating the menu for new concepts. Charles
[Clark] is the Executive Chef of all the concepts. I'll make new dishes, do tastings for him and
Grant [Cooper].
EOW: So they are the gatekeepers. And they're like "yay" or "nay." Do they have an idea, or do
you just present it and they say, "I would prefer it to be this way." Or do they just tell you "I
want a meat dish." How does that go?
AM: It's both. Sometimes I put together something and say, "You should try this," and they'll
say, "That's awesome, let's put it on the menu." Or, they'll come to me and say "Hey Amanda,
we want to do a new scallop dish." Our menus are changing quarterly, seasonally -- spring,
summer, fall, winter. For the Brasserie, most brasserie menus are pretty set. So we're trying to
make it pretty set, only do three menu changes every year, and feature nightly dishes.
EOW: So, what are the best dishes here?
AM: Steak frites, of course. Oysters and charcuterie, definitely. This is the best place in town for
oysters. And, we have a really awesome charcuterie program that I think doesn't get recognized
enough. We just got a smoker recently, so we're smoking our own ham, sausages. Also, we're
the only restaurant in town that serves Island Creek oysters, which are some of the best oysters
in the US. French Laundry uses them, Per Se...some of the best oysters we get here.
EOW: Let's talk a bit about this whole gender thing. The industry in Houston is fairly maledominated. Who can you name off the top of your head that are female chefs? We have
Monica Pope, obviously Brandi Key at Coppa.
AM: There's Anita at Pondicheri. There are younger women, like me. We have Erin at Plonk. We
have Daniela, who was a Triniti. Other than that, I don't know...it's hard. I'm not saying that
women can't do it. But you're working in a male-dominated field, mostly Hispanic men. It's hard
work. I have lots of burns on my arms...
EOW: So, do you feel like you have to work harder?
AM: Definitely. Like whenever I first started over here -- even now -- if I ask a guy to work the
pantry station, it's like "oh that's a girl's station." The salad station, "It's a girl station." We have
a girl here, Kelsey, who started in December, and she's awesome. It's really good to have a girl
in there to show up the guys a little bit and put them in their place, knock them down a peg,
you know?
EOW: So did you always know you wanted to be a chef?
AM: No. I've always been around strong female cooks. I was raised by all women who taught
me how to cook. We were in the kitchen all the time. But I never thought of it as a career. Then
I went to college, and I didn't know what I wanted to do. I was working in a restaurant at the
time, and I really liked it. There's not that many jobs that people have that they really enjoy,
have fun. To me, this is fun. I work 12 to 14 hour days, but it's what I want to do, so I can't say
that for a lot of other jobs.

McGraw says the oysters at Brasserie 19 are some of the best in the city
EOW: So, fun stuff about you. What do you like about the food scene here?
AM: The ethnic food, definitely. I think that's what most people would say that are in this
industry. We have one of the most diverse food scenes in the country.
EOW: Where are your favorite places to go, then?
AM: I've been going to Pondicheri a lot lately. I love Pondicheri. We go to Himalaya a lot,
Huynh. Himalaya is Pakistani. I love the lamb burani, the goat curry. We get a ton of stuff to
share. We just tell him, "Hey send us out five things," and we go to town. At Huynh, I order the
duck salad. It's my favorite dish in Houston. It's awesome. It's so light and fresh, I could
seriously eat it every day.
EOW: Hobbies?
AM: Music and my pets take up a lot of time. I have a dog and two cats.
EOW: How do you take care of them when you're working 14-16 hours a day?
AM: Me and Brandi [Key, her partner and Executive Chef of Coppa] both take care of them. I'm
there in the morning, so I take care of them, she goes home in the afternoon, and then when
we get home. We also have friends that go over there.
EOW: Is it easier to have a partner in the industry because of the hours?
AM: No, it's hard. But, we're hoping that we won't have these hours forever. [laughs]

EOW: Cause if you had a partner who had a 9-to-5 job, you would never see them...
AM: I don't know if I could be in the industry and not date someone else industry, because no
one else would understand the kind of hours we put in. Especially it's really cool that we work
for the same company. Grant and Charles sent us to LA a couple of months ago. They were like
"Hey you guys, we want you to go to LA." They paid for our trip. We went to LA for four days
and hit Jgelina, Animal -- those were my two favorite places we visited.
EOW: Would you say you're more into comfort food or Modernist cuisine?
AM: I like all food. I like lighter food, I don't like heavy food like gravy and mashed potatoes. I
like light, clean foods.
EOW: Who are your culinary idols?
AM: Paul Kahan - he's the owner of the restaurants I staged at in Chicago. Sean Brock, he's kind
of a newer guy. Heston Blumenthal, Grant Achatz. Thomas Keller, I've been to Bouchon in
Yountville. David Chang -- not necessarily his restaurants but his book Momofuku is one of my
favorites and I love his Lucky Peach magazines.
EOW: Your last meal.
AM: Pancakes and bacon.
EOW: You just said you don't like heavy food!?
AM: [laughs] I don't like gravy and stuff like that, but pancakes and bacon is the ultimate
comfort food. It's sweet and salty and homey. But the pancakes have to be right, they have to
be buttermilk pancakes. I love my mom's pancakes.
Check back with us tomorrow as we taste some of McGraw's dishes.

Daniel Klein, Founder Of 'Perennial Plate,' A
Week In The Life (Food Informants)
Posted: 03/19/2012
Food Informants is a week-in-the-life series profiling
fascinating people in the food world. We hope it will
give you a first-hand look at the many different
corners of the food industry. Know someone who
would make a great Food Informant? Tell us why.
After learning to cook at his mother’s bed and
breakfast, Daniel Klein went on to work and train at
many of the world’s top restaurants. His culinary
education brought him to Spain, France, England,
India and New York, where he has worked and trained at top Michelin starred restaurants
including The Fat Duck (Heston Blumenthal), St. John (Fergus Henderson), Mugaritz (Andoni
Luis Aduriz), Bouchon (Thomas Keller), Applewood (David Shea) and Craft (Tom Collichio). After
graduating from NYU, Daniel also pursued a career in film. He has directed, filmed, edited and
produced projects on various issues including the development industry in Africa and oil
politics. Currently, Daniel Klein produces The Perennial Plate, an online weekly documentary
series dedicated to socially responsible and adventurous eating. You can find his weekly videos
right here on HuffPost Food.
Read Daniel's diary below to learn how he edits his weekly videos and learn about what
happened at the annual Edible conference.
Monday, March 5
Midnight: We post a video every Monday. I try to post it at midnight, though usually I get it up
there by 10pm because I want to go to bed. This week's video was about Joseph Fields -- an
awesome organic farmer located outside of Charleston. Sometimes we spend several days with
a character, while other times its just a couple hours. That was the case with Joseph, and we
really tried to relay his personality and the experience of walking around with him as it was
quite beautiful. I think it worked out in the editing.

8:30am: Wake up. I have this horrible habit of checking my phone when I wake up. It's really
sad that it has come to this. I should be looking out the window at the snow in the trees, but
instead my email-addicted mind goes straight to the phone. I had a lot of e-mails but most of
them were comments on Vimeo. There is a guy who has been going through every episode and
commenting on each, it's very sweet.
9:00am: Twitter. I've been in the habit of scheduling my tweets throughout the day. I also
interact on Twitter when I'm procrastinating, but I try to put out a certain amount of content
while not spending every waking moment online. This morning had pretty weak content, plus
on Mondays I try to push out our latest video pretty heavily. It's hard to know how much people
can take on Twitter.
10:00am: House hunting. Mirra (camerawoman/girlfriend) and I were on the road for 6 months,
and then travelled pretty heavily for several months after that, so we gave up our apartment
and thus we are currently without a place to stay. I'm living at my aunt and uncle's house.
Which is great, but it means I'm looking at apartments all the time. The place we looked at was
nice, although the kitchen size may be a problem for me. That's the most important factor in
our apartment choice: a good-sized kitchen with great light...and with wooden floors. Maybe
I'm being too picky?
11:00am: Babysitting. Since we are now home, and very often doing work on our computers,
certain family members view that as "free time" which could be better put to use babysitting
very small children. That means we get called in to babysit during the day. So I was trying to do
work on the computer while dancing with and feeding super cute two-year-old twins.
1:30pm-5pm: Editing. I'm afraid a lot of my week is going to look like this. I try to not start
editing a video until Thursday for Monday release. But this video has a lot of content to include
and we are flying to Santa Barbara on Friday -- so it has to be done by then. Thankfully it's an
enjoyable topic to edit: A video with Sean Brock of Husk and his guru/inspiration Glenn Roberts,
of Anson Mills. Last week I watched all the footage and separated out the good sound bytes.
That's a huge part of the work -- something that I hope I can hire someone to help me with in
the future. Now it's down to editing into something that balances information and
entertainment.

5:30-8:00pm: Switched venues and got back to work. The start of each new session is always
ripe with procrastination. I'd say 70% of my editing time is wasted, but when I get in the groove,
I can get a lot done. It's as if I need to work through enough wasting time that I get so
frustrated with myself that I become hyper-proactive. I had my third cup of coffee. The first two
were Americanos, finished with an Espresso. My diet has gone to shit -- so far today I've had a
can of tuna, a banana and three cups of coffee. Yikes.
9pm: I made dinner with my cousin. He had some random stuff in his fridge and we pulled it
together while drinking Vermouth. In the end we made turkey and Sriracha meatballs with
chickpea miso and broccoli. It was really delicious. I had never had chickpea miso -- its very
different than soy miso, it almost tastes like corn chowder.
11pm: I have been wanting to see "HOWL" for a long time. I love Ginsberg poems and this
movie didn't disappoint, except for the animation. But still, very inspiring.

Tuesday, March 6
9:00am: Coffee, tweeting, croissant.
10:00am: We are dog sitting Dottie, a deaf Dalmatian puppy, starting today. She's 8 weeks old
and ridiculously cute. I wish we could keep her, but since we dont have a home (and when we
will have one, we will be travelling all the time), it just wouldnt be fair. Dottie is staying at
Mirra's parent's home (where Mirra is staying while we look for a place) so we had a meeting of
dogs for an hour -- but the little spotted dog's intro to Mirra's mom's dog didn't go as well as
planned. They fought, so for the rest of the day, we had to keep them within sight and thus
much of the work I had planned didn't happen like it should have.

11am-1pm: We are working on a few stories for an online video magazine. Mirra loves this job,
I'm less of a fan. It basically entails searching the internet and then cold calling strangers to see
if they have a good personality for film. The company we are working with on this particular
film shoot wants a lot of details, so there are also many awkward questions that need to be
asked. We were basically asking the film subject to pitch themselves to us. In my opinion you
can get good stuff out of just about anyone. Some our videos from the road trip were filmed in
three days, others an hour. I think one of the best journalism lessons I ever learned was to leave
a lot of time for people to answer questions. If you ask something, the subject may reply with a
brief answer, if you stay silent, chances are they will continue to talk and speak off the cuff. And
in that natural rambling there are some real nuggets. Our videos aren't looking for sound bites
as much as personality bites.
1pm-3pm: Two phone meetings with our "funders" to discuss story ideas. It's really hard to
work with others when so much of what we have done before was only up to us. But it's a good
lesson to learn.
3-5pm: Editing. A lot of our videos about harvest dinners finish with a fast-paced montage. I
was tired of that and so for this latest episode I found a nice slow song to accompany the finale.
I thought it worked well.
5:30pm-7pm: Recipe testing. Grilled some steak at my brother's place. It was a very warm day
for early March in Minnesota, so we cooked outside. I tried cooking in the style that I was
reminded of by Magnus Nilsson of Faviken Restaurant in Sweden. It was a video that I watched
while procrastinating. He applies intense heat to meat for very short periods of time, then
removes and lets it rest. And he repeats this over and over again until the meat is cooked
through. It's very labor intensive, but it achieves a "low and slow" texture with lots of
caramelization.
7:30pm-11pm: Back to the editing board before bed. I've made most of the episode, it's just
pulling all of the cutaways together. This entails going through every clip we shot in order to
look for the best "beauty shots." It is a pain in the ass. I usually try to drink wine during this

period as it requires little thinking, just time. Thankfully we filmed a lot of stuff with two
different cameras and one is used primarily for cutaways, so there is no need to skip around.

Wednesday, March 7
11:30am - 4pm: I didn't get any real work done until 11:30 when I had my first cup of coffee.
Before that it was just emails and frustration over figuring out some of the financial future of
The Perennial Plate. So far our money has come from Kickstarter campaigns and sponsorship.
We are looking into more sponsors as well as some film side projects in that could help us fund
our series. Color corrected the video, which entails going through and matching clips. Because
different lights have different heat, they come out looking quite different on camera. But
thankfully you can change that in post-production. This is a slow process, but it's kind of fun to
mess around and see how you can get the best image.
4pm-5:30pm: Very often we become friends with the people in our episodes. Two such friends
came over to hang out, eat Girl Scout cookies and play with the puppy.
5:30pm: Finally found an apartment that will work for our filming needs. We were looking for a
place that could be an office/home/kitchen studio. Hurrah! Or not. I wrote this earlier in the
week, but now it appears that we will not be living here because the area is "too dangerous" for
Mirra's liking. We will never find a place to live.
6-7:30pm: Showed Mirra the latest episode and made changes based on her suggestions.
7pm-9pm: Went and had pizza at Lola, an awesome new pizza place in Minneapolis. Mine was
topped with La Quercia prosciutto. I also drank boxed red wine -- because it was cheap and
quite tasty. Mirra and I don't live together now, so we used this opportunity to further discuss
feelings and what's going to happen when our Road Trip videos end.
10-Midnight: I watched "Mad Men" for the first time. Such a well produced show. Like most
good TV it's a soap opera that is made to seem high-end (see "Downton Abbey").

Thursday, March 8
10am: It's embarrassing to say that I slept till 10, but I did. Must have been tired. This is also
probably why our families think we have time to babysit.
10am-3pm: Editing. I'm realizing in keeping track of my day that my eating schedule is really
poor. All I had is a banana and two Americanos before 2pm, same with the day before. But
during this period I was at my office (a coffee shop), making small changes to the latest episode,
responding to e-mails and looking for quotes. Every week we put a quote at the end of our
episodes, this week was no exception. It means perusing ThinkExist.com searching for the
themes of the episode. This week's video was about heritage grains, so I was looking up
"history," "heirloom," "heritage," "wendell berry." The quote that I came up with was, "If you
don't know where you've come from, you don't know where you are" by James Burke.
3pm-4:30 pm: I worked on a recipe for our book proposal -- it's a kale and yogurt salad with
anchovies, lemon zest and honey. Sort of Caesar like but much more healthy.

5pm-10:30pm: My cousin is joining the Navy, so we had a celebratory/departing dinner for him.
I brought the kale from the recipe testing.
11pm: Packing for our trip to Santa Barbara, as we leave tomorrow morning. Also, I had tried to
upload the latest video earlier in the day, but it hadn't worked, so I re-did it and let it run while
sleeping. Thankfully, it worked this time. It's easier than it was on the road where we always
had to make sure to be at a place with a good internet connection.

Friday, March 9
7am: Our flight was at 9:20. Nothing exciting happens at the airport. I slept on the first flight
and did work on our book proposal for the second flight, while listening to the new Punch
Brother's album. In one of Mirra's chapters, she had this great sentence about our time with
catfish noodlers: "Once you feel the slight chomp on your fingers, pray that it's a catfish and not
a snapping turtle, water moccasin, or another catfish noodler (the last thing this group of
southern shirtless men who live in the backwoods of Mississippi wanted to be caught doing was
holding hands)."
1pm: We arrived in Santa Barbara and the sun was shining. Mirra and I dropped off our bags at
the hotel and walked a few miles down the beach into town to eat some tacos. The taco shop
served eye-ball tacos. Normally one for adventurous eating, I didn't try them, but instead opted
for one beef and one pork. Sadly there were no vegetarian options for Mirra. My tacos were
incredible.
5pm: Our lunch and walk lasted until a party we went to at the house of the founders of Edible
magazine. The event was an amazing chance to meet many folks whom I really admire. Barry
Estabrook was my most starstruck moment. He's the author of "Tomatoland," an amazing book
about the tomato industry in Florida.
8pm: I dragged Mirra out to try a local restaurant and to plan our presentations which would
take place the following two days.

Saturday, March 10
8:30am-5pm: The whole day was spent at the Edible conference. I've been to quite a few
conferences and this one was really wonderful. Below are some of my favorite speakers and
what they said.
Nikki Henderson: She was the keynote speaker and rightfully so. Her talk was engaging and
inspiring. She is the Executive Director at People's Grocery, an organization aiming to improve
the health of Oakland through local food. What struck me the most was her discussion of the
difference between "breakdown" and "breakthrough" and the importance of being there for
people when they are in breakdown. Breakdown is like crisis mode and a lot of the constituency
that Nikki works with are usually in crisis. But she also pointed out that we need to be with all
people in "breakdown" and that includes the Tea Party. That's the great thing about food: it
crosses all boundaries and you can support those who are different from you.
Barry Estabrook: I've wanted to meet Barry for a while and he didn't disappoint. He is the
author of the shocking and inspiring (to action) book "Tomatoland." He was just a moderator at
the conference but we teamed up to confront Chris Arnold of Chipotle about the company's
failure to work with the Coalition of Immokalee Workers (CIW) to raise the amount tomato
pickers make by a penny per pound. Chipotle claims to be complying with the new payment but
are unwilling to work with CIW, no one really knows why.
Helene York: She sources food for the Bon Appetit Management Company (they supply food to
Target, Cisco and lots of universities). The company has been making huge strides in improving
conditions for animals and in purchasing sustainably caught seafood. On top of that, Helen was
hilarious, insightful and a really kind person.
Tracie McMillan and Jonathan Bloom: After hearing both these authors speak there was a
beeline to purchase their books. Both authors bring a new perspective to their fields. Tracie
writes about her experience working as a garlic laborer, stocking shelves at Walmart and
expediting in the kitchen of an Applebee's. Jonathan explores the uncomfortable and
astounding world of food waste.
Will Harris: I'm pretty sure everyone at the conference came away with a new hero in Will. He
runs a farm in Southern Georgia that is vertically integrated with its own processing plant to
bring the cows, sheep, chickens (and vegetables) to Georgia eaters. But his wisdom, friendliness
and slow southern accent were the real kickers. Check out White Oak Pastures and wish that
you lived close enough to visit the farm and try his products.
During that period we also gave a 15 minute presentation and shared our film God's Country.
7pm-Midnight: All of the above speakers, along with half the "Edible" editors in the country
and some new friends that I had only known from Twitter and/or their websites, convened to
eat and drink the best of what Santa Barbara had to offer. We all ate and drank too much.

Sunday, March 11
10am-2pm: This was the "film day" where our friend Robert Romano presented parts of his
films "La Cosecha" and "The Dark Side of Chocolate." We followed him after lunch. Mirra had
been nervous for days. She was amazing of course and the presentation overall went well. We
played 3 videos, answered questions and told the audience our "food story" -- basically how we
got to where we are and our food opinions.
3:30-5pm : The conference ended and we all stood around for a while complimenting each

other. I think people go to conferences mostly to socialize and network. This had been
happening all weekend, and the end of the conference was the last time to get it done. I know
we'll be reconnecting with many of the folks we met at Edible Institute, and hopefully working
with some of them too.
5pm: Mirra and I finally got back to the beach. We walked into town, ate dinner, had a couple
of Negronis and headed back to the hotel. We had an early flight out the next morning.
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Ute travels:The epiphany of Lowcountry Cuisine at HUSK and
MCCRADY’S (Charleston,S.C.)

Fried Green Tomatoes @Husk
The “Holy City”Charleston in Southern Carolina is a rising star as a tourist destination. It has,for the first
time,won the Conde Nast Readers’Choice Award for the best city in the US,pushing funky San Francisco
from the top.

Spanish Moss @Charleston
That by itself would not pose enough justification for me to visit Charleston,however there is the food…
Last year,when we were holidaying in Mauritius,my me and my boyfriend obsessed about this article in
The New Yorker,which was the sole reason that,12 months later,we ended up in Charleston. This article
described the incredibly cooking of Sean Brock,a Virginian born chef in his early thirties covered in
tattoos,who is executive chef at the Charleston restaurants Husk and McCrady’s. Mr. Brock is not only
reviving lowcountry cuisine (what The New Yorker calls “once America’s greatest cuisine”),but also goes
out of his way,working with historians,geneticists and local farmers to find and reintroduce lost
vegetables,herbs and grains some of which have not been eaten since the 19th century!
Sean Brock opened McCrady’s,his experimental fine dining restaurant with influences from molecular
gastronomy in 2006,shortly followed by Husk in 2010. Husk is a very chilled and low-key affair,going
back to basics and perfecting what is good about Southern cuisine using only locally sourced
ingredients. It’s down to earth menu changes twice a day,with dishes created from whatever food
is available and fresh on that particular day. This concept and the love and devotion for Southern food
and ingredients was enough for Husk to earn the Bon Appétit best new restaurant in the USA award. In
addition,Sean Brock has been nominated outstanding chef of the Year 2012, Hungry in London is
keeping her fingers crossed for him!
During my short stay in Charleston,I tried both, McCrady’s and Husk, and I loved them equally.

McCRADY’s
McCrady’s is located in an four-story Georgian house built in the late 18th century. It is
atmospheric, generous and welcoming and the food is amazing value for money. 4 courses for $60 per
person and,if you dare,a 12 course menu for $125 per person

Bricks @McCrady's
The starter of Warm Salad of Charleston Vegetables was fresh,aromatic and lovely,and consisted of
greens I have never seen/tasted before. I loved the Roasted Beets and Ambrose Strawberries,who
would have thought that they go so well together? The sweet flavour of the beets and the strawberries
was perfectly complemented by anis and fresh herbs. We probably would not have ordered
the Rutabaga Soup if we had known that rutabaga is a kind of turnip. Thank god for our sweet
oblivion,as this creamy soup served with clams,sheep milk’s yoghurt and benne (sesame) was truly
divine.

Rutabaga Soup @McCrady's

Warm Salad of Charleston Vegetables @McCrady's

Roasted Beets and Strawberries @McCrady's
This vegetable feast was followed by the Fish Course. The Mahi was as good as it gets and showed off
the skills of this gifted chef. The perfectly cooked fish covered with a wonderfully balanced herb and
seed crust was served with a stunning kumquat and carrot purée and roasted carrots. Exceptional also
the Grilled Mako Shark which arrived bedded on a tangy and garlicy pickled ramp hollandaise. Ramps,if
you are as ignorant as me,are a type of wild onion native to North America and taste wonderful. This
dish was completed by my beloved sunchockes (US for Jerusalem artichokes). I did not like the Grilled
Octopus. The whole dish was too sweet and unbalanced and the combination of parsnip
hazelnut purée,truffles and cocoa did not work for me at all. One misguided dish out of 12 is not a bad
result though!

Mahi @McCrady's

Octopus @McCrady's

Shark @McCrady's
My memory starts to get a bit blurry with the meat course as we indulged in several bottles of beautiful
Californian unoaked Chardonnays. The Trio of Boarder Springs Lamb consisted of 3 different cuts of
succulent lamb served with a garlic puree and sea island purple cape beans. Don’t ask me what exactly

these beans are,I only know that they tasted lovely. A success also the Duck Aged and Roasted on the
Bone with the meat cooked to absolute perfection. I liked McCrady’s take on risotto,using pine nuts
instead of rice. The Tornhill Farm’s Chicken came with oats (oats in a fine dining restaurant? risky,but if
worked!) and little truffle dots. I am not sure about the presentation of this dish…

Trio of Boarder Springs Lamb @McCrady's

Duck Aged and Roasted on the Bone @McCrady's

Tornhill Farm's Chicken @McCrady's
Some space left for dessert. I thought the Dark Chocolate Ganache was nice
but unmemorable. The Ambrose Carrot Cake was magnificent and moist,served with a scrumptious
orange bitters ice cream.

@McCrady's

Chocolate Ganache @McCrady's
A highly enjoyable meal in vibrant atmosphere and I am so sad that Charleston is so far away. Seriously,I
would go back there all the time.


Food: 9/10



Service: 8/10



Ambiance: 8/10



Value for Money:9/10



Verdict: Stunning cooking,inventive ingredients and superb value for money.

HUSK

Slightly hungover from all this unoaked Chardonnay,we found ourselves at Husk for lunch the next
day. Husk couldn’t be more different from McCrady’s and you would never suspect the same executive
chef. Until you have tasted the food that is. Just like McCrady’s, Husk knows how to do flavours and
similar to McCrady’s you find yourself with your eyes closed,mesmerised by the simple but stunning
cooking. Husk is devotedly Southern,going as far as banning all non-local ingredients from its kitchen
and is apparently not even using olive oil!

Finally at Husk
Have you ever had buttermilk biscuits? Let me assure you that this Southern speciality is one of the best
things I have ever eaten. Fresh from the oven,fluffy and light (texture,not calorie-wise) you eat them
with creamy butter and you are in heaven.

Buttermilk Biscuits with Benne seeds @Husk
We started with the quintessential traditional Southern dish –Fried Green Tomatoes (8). I have been
intrigued by the concept of eating unripe tomatoes since I saw the movie Fried Green Tomatoes as a
child,and finally it was my time to satisfy my curiosity. To prepare this dish,slices of unripe tomatoes are
breaded and fried until they are heated nicely but still retain some firmness. For me the sourness

coming from the tomatoes together with the crispy and salty batter worked very well and I can
understand why this dish is so popular. Husk served its green tomatoes with another Southern
speciality,Pimento Cheese. I was not keen on this heavy spread with chunks of cheddar cheese
and mayonnaise.
The Kentuckyaki glazed Pig’s Ear Salad Wraps (8) were an acquired taste. Beautifully presented crunchy
pig’s ears were immersed in a whiskey based glaze giving a smoky flavour to the dish. For me,the
flavour was too overpowering and I was quickly sated. The Cornmeal Fried Trout (8) however was
great. Succulent fish covered in crispy batter went very nicely with the fresh buttermilk dip. This is
comfort food at its best.

Pig's Ear Salad Wraps @Husk

Cornmeal Fried Trout @Husk

Fried Green Tomatoes @Husk
All three mains were stunning. After having eaten the HUSK Honey Ham Sandwich (10) I have been
spoilt for life and will never be able to enjoy a normal ham sandwich again. Husk’s combination of mild
and crispy ham,smoked cheddar and green tomato pickles clearly is the pinnacle of ham
sandwiches. Even better the HUSK Cheese Burger (10),which was the best burger I have ever
had. Period.
The last entrée was again a Southern one. The Cornmeal dusted Catfish (13) was elevated to a higher
culinary level by smoky and rich butter beans and stripes of salty wood-fired cabbage. It doesn’t look
very pretty admittedly,but it was good!

Husk Honey Ham Sandwich @Husk

HUSK Cheese Burger @Husk

Cornmeal Dusted Catfish @Husk
Best new restaurant in the US? I don’t know about that and I don’t care. I loved the food at Husk,its
stunning flavours,its simplicity,and its novelty. Sam Brock is the ambassador of Lowcountry cuisine and
he deserves all the praise for making this rich and generous cuisine known to food lovers all over the
world.

Victorian Mansion housing Husk


Food: 8/10



Service: 7/10



Ambiance: 7/10



Value for Money:8/10



Verdict: Southern cooking at its best,food that makes you happy.

The Let's Dine Out Show
All about Food, Travel and Entertainment

Food News March 13, 2012
Every day we compile a list of all the food articles of the day.


Recipes for St. Patrick’s Day
Raise your hand if you’re Irish—well, even if you’re not, grab some corned beef and a
pint of Guinness and celebrate St. Paddy’s with us! Here are some of our favorite Irish
recipes: soda bread, brown bread, stout beef stew, the requisite corned beef brisket and
cabbage, and a whiskey chocolate sauce for dessert. It’s a pretty hearty meat-and-tatocentric menu.



Los Angeles: Inside-Out Al Pastor at Tacos El Compita
If you’re trying to make a name for yourself somewhere along the expansive taco crawl
that makes up the eastern half of Pico Boulevard, it helps to stay visible. Sure, Tacos El
Compita has the brick-and-mortar restaurant, serving up tortas, burritos and a selection
of hearty soups and stews, but once the sun goes down they start to turn heads by
pulling all their kitchen equipment outside and cooking up tacos right there on the
patio. Of course, it doesn’t hurt that the tacos are pretty damn tasty, too.



Bangkok Street Food’s Green Papaya Salad
At most Thai joints, the papaya salad is rarely one of the more memorable plates.
Swimming in a cloyingly sugary dressing or wilted beyond recognition, these sub-par
salads do nothing to showcase the vibrancy of a truly exemplary Green Papaya Salad. To
experience the salad the way it’s meant to be enjoyed, we turn to Tom Vandenberghe
and Eva Verplaetse, the Thai food-loving co-authors of Bangkok Street Food.



Soda: ‘Pompelmo’ and ‘Aranciata Rossa’ from San Pellegrino
Something we’ve always liked about Aranciata and Limonata, the two most well-known
sodas from San Pellegrino, are how they’re not all that sugary. And their two soda
cousins—”Pompelmo” and “Aranciata Rossa”—aren’t, either.



Video: Chef Sean Brock’s Anson Mills Grain Dinner in South Carolina
Traveling through South Carolina, the Perennial Plate cooked and collaborated on a
multi-course dinner with chef Sean Brock of Husk and McCrady’s, which consisted

entirely of grains from Anson Mills, the seminal grits and rice producer in the United
States. “I’m a seed collector. I collect seeds like kids collect baseball cards,” said Brock.


Dinner Tonight: Momofuku Ginger-Scallion Noodles with Tofu
If you’re lucky to have an H Mart near you, then hopefully you take advantage of the
Asian food superstore’s incredible array of ingredients. I left the Chicago store this
weekend with four different kinds of soy sauce for one, but also a package of incredibly
good Hong Kong-style noodles. I had dreams of tossing them with the Momofuku
ginger-scallion sauce, one of the simplest, best recipes in the Momofuku cookbook.



The Search for America’s Best Tacos: Southern Contenders
And we’re back with another edition of our March Madness-style tournament of tacos.
We traveled thousands of miles to taquerias, taco trucks, corner stores, and carnicerias
to find the 64 very best tacos in the country as part of a feature for Every Day with
Rachael Ray magazine’s March issue. Yesterday we told you about the West coast picks;
today we’re heading to the South for migas and suadero.



Beyond Curry: Potato Bhaaji
What French fries or mashed potatoes are to the west, potato bhaaji is to India. This
quintessential potato dish can be found across tables in India. But unlike the west,
where fries are homogenous, the Indian potato bhaji, like the many Indian dialects,
takes on a new twist every few miles.



The Next Big Small Brands: New York Superfoods and Black Jet Baking Company
The third annual Next Big Small Brand Contest is happening in Brooklyn on March 27.
The six finalists, who hail from both San Francisco and New York, are passionately
making everything from organic baby food to chia seed snacks. The winner will be
awarded all of the ingredients needed to launch their brand into superstardom. Here’s a
glimpse at two of the finalists: Black Jet Baking Company in San Francisco and New York
Superfoods based in Manhattan.



Bread Baking: Crunchy Garlic and Herb Breadsticks
Like pretzels but not as salty, bread sticks are one of my favorite snacks. Even better,
you can add all sorts of flavors to them. This time I wanted garlic bread sticks. Instead of
using garlic powder, buy dried garlic cloves or chunks and grind them yourself.



Behind the Scenes at Breckenridge Brewing Co., Denver, Colorado
The Breckenridge Brewery story begins in 1990, when homebrewer Richard Squire
opened the third (!) craft brewery in Colorado in the popular ski town of Breckenridge.
The beers the small brewery served to locals and skiers were an immediate hit and in
1992 Breckenridge expanded into the Denver market, opening a bottling facility in a

then-neglected part of downtown. A few years later, Coors Field baseball stadium was
built on an adjacent lot, and the neighborhood’s fortunes began to change for the
better.


Atlanta: Messy Burgers, Memorable Times at The Red Eyed Mule
Jake’s L’il Daddy features a layer of “Sloppy Jimmy,” a hearty and slightly spicy mix of
Angus chuck and chorizo that makes for a more-than-worthy add-on.



We Chat With: Andy Ricker of Pok Pok
Chef Andy Ricker’s face scrunches when describing a chewy mushroom native to
northern Thailand. His voice articulates meaty flavors versus bland, and his hands
illustrate the way to most authentically execute a balanced Thai meal. We chatted with
him about how Thai food became the thing, what authentic Thai food is, and what he
wants us to learn from it.



Snapshots from India: The Best Vegetarian Street Food
If you read a lot of Indian novels, you’ll know that people sometimes use “veg” and
“nonveg” as shorthand for “tame” and “sexy,” respectively. But as we ate our way
across Mumbai, through Rajasthan, and into central India, we discovered that when it
came to food, the opposite was true. The vegetarian fare we ate was so much better, so
much fresher, and so much more interesting than the nonvegetarian offerings. Here are
some highlights from a month of eating around India: chaat, pakoras, samosas, papad,
and more.

Check back tomorrow for more news in the food world.
Category: Food News

By Melanie Pinola
Mar 29, 2012 12:30 P

Cook a Steak on Its Fat Side First (and 99 More
of the Greatest Cooking Tips of All Time)
Just when I thought I've mastered the perfect steak-cooking technique, along comes this aha!
tip: start cooking a steak on the fat side first, so there's flavorful fat for the rest of the cooking.
And this tip is just number 55 of 100 in Food Network's 100 Greatest Cooking Tips (of all time!)
The tip comes from Alain Ducasse, chef of Adour and Benoit in NYC. Perhaps you already cook
your steaks like this; if not, you'll find this tip on page 6 of the treasure-trove of cooking tips
from acclaimed chefs.
Other tips include adding milk and some salt when cooking cauliflower to keep it white (care of
Michael White of Osteria Morini and Ai Fiori in NYC), grinding in bacon with your burgers (Sean
Brock of McCrady's in Charleston, SC), leaving butter and eggs at room temperature overnight
for best results when baking (Ina Garten, Barefoot Contessa), and cooking pasta a minute less
than the package instructions and the rest of the time in the pan with the sauce (Mario Batali,
Iron Chef America).
Lots of great tips to discover. What's your favorite or your own that hasn't been shared yet?

Charleston
Discovering
By Abby Hoeffner

Charleston, South Carolina—easily the crown jewel in the state’s treasure trove of historic
towns—is known as The Holy City. Steeples pepper the skyline in testament to the fact
that, above all else, its founders prized religious freedom. Over 400 places of worship of
varying denominations, including one of the oldest synagogues in the nation, confirm
their principles of religious tolerance. But I prefer to think of Charleston as The Enchanted
City because, during my first short stay, I am so charmed by the people, architecture and
atmosphere of this vibrant town where history comes alive I don’t want to leave.
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The side yard and piazza of the
Edmondston-Alston House.

M

y plane touches down mid-afternoon on a Thursday
in February and, after a short shuttle ride, I’m
walking through the doors of Charleston Place,
a gorgeous boutique hotel located in the heart of the historic
district. Bellmen quickly attend to my luggage while I take
in the elegant double
sweeping staircase and
massive crystal chandelier that grace the lobby.
After freshening up in
my room, I head down
to the Thoroughbred
Club, which I’ve been
told is the hotel’s prime
people-watching perch.
While making a very
late lunch of divine lump
crap cakes, I decide there
is a pleasant formality
about Charleston Place.
Eight out of 10 men I see
wear sport or suit jackets
and half of those sport a
double-Windsor tie. No
one wears cowboy boots.
Wal k i ng to d i n ne r
my first night, I am
absorbed with the old
buildings and shop
windows along lower
King Street. I slow to
gaze at a particularly
intriguing display of
goods when a man walks
out of the shop looking
every inch the dapper
Southern gentleman.
The Unitarian Church graveyard.
He wears pressed gray
trousers and a pale
blue French-cuff shirt complete with bow tie. As he begins
removing the fabric banner beside the door to what I learn
is his shop, he comments on the fair weather and inquires if
I’m from the area or just visiting. Upon hearing that not only
am I visiting, but that it’s my first time to his lovely city, he
introduces himself—his name is Kevin Isler and he and his

wife, Lin, own the shop called Lily. Pointing north, south, east
and west he orients me with points of interest, gives me clear
directions to my dinner destination, suggests places to stop
along the way and assures me I’ll be quite safe walking alone
after sundown. His genuine hospitality and pride in his city
is something I will see
repeatedly among the
locals during my stay.
I continue down the
street and am distracted
by an alley to my right.
Looking through the red
brick columns that flank
the walkway, I can make
out a rectangular church
turret rising above bare
tree branches. An old
etched stone marker
set in one of the brick
columns reads:
The Unitarian Church
in Charleston
Founded 1787.
Avowedly Unitarian
since 1819.
One of the oldest
Unitarian Churches in
the United States and
the oldest one in
the South.
I turn and make my way
down the uneven brick
path and find myself in a
secret garden of a graveyard. It’s twilight and
completely still except
for a fe w sparrows
rusting in dried leaves on the ground. I pause, taking in the
peacefulness and, while reading the gravestones, realize why
this place feels so different. Except for the walkways, which
are kept clear for wandering visitors like me, the rest of the
cemetery is given over to nature and the native Lowcountry
plants reign supreme.
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Carriage tour of historic
Charleston homes.

For dinner, I dine at McCrady’s, which is housed in a four-story mansion-turnedrestaurant built in 1788 by Edward McCrady that was frequented by George
Washington and other notable Revolutionary War supporters. Today it’s the backdrop
for award-wining chef Sean Brock’s latest creations. I sit alone in the far corner with
a perfect view of the patrons. A young couple sits to my right and, with each course,
it’s like they peel away another layer of their gastro virginity. He dives into every new
offering with gusto; she a bit more tentatively as if not quite prepared for the burst
of flavor to come. The wood fire burning in the centuries-old fireplace tosses flickering light across the historic room while the wait staff parades out of the kitchen
in starched shirts and black vests, white plates in hand like a well-trained battalion
intent upon their mission—delivering exciting food to each and every patron. If you
want the cullinary adventure, the unexpected, the awakening of your taste buds, put
McCrady’s on your list.
The next day I discover no shortage of places and ways to tour Charleston. First up
is a two and a half hour walking tour of some of the city’s most renowned restaurant
kitchens. Led by Cathy, who has a charming aversion to R’s (she says shugah instead
of sugar), our group tromps in and out of kitchens big and small, meeting the chefs,
learning about their individual approaches to culinary excellence and getting a true
behind-the-scenes look at what it takes to prepare a number of amazing dishes.
For lunch I pop in the Dixie Supply Bakery and Café and sample their most popular
menu items—tomato pie, salad topped with lightly fried crawfish, Lowcountry shrimp
served along side creamy stone-ground grits—while visiting with owners Allen and
Kris Holmes. Allen is what the locals call a true Charlestonian and rightly so. His
family arrived in the mid 1600s and fought in both the Revolutionary War and the
“War of Northern Aggression,” as he calls the Civil War. Their tiny hole-in-the-wall
café has deservedly caught the attention of Guy Fieri and will be featured on his hit
Food Network show Diners, Drive-ins and Dives this March.
An afternoon shower postpones my planned courtyard garden excursions, so instead
I catch a horse-drawn carriage tour of the grand mansions along Charleston’s lower
peninsula. I take note of the houses I want to return and explore later, one of which is
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A blueberry muffin
from the Dixie Supply
Bakery and Café.

Grilled veal chop with cremini
mushrooms, marsala sauce
and parmesan potatoes at the
Charleston Grill.

A luxury suite at Charleston Place.

Neatly trimmed boxwoods
at the entrance of the
Calhoun Mansion.

Restaurant awnings
along East Bay Street.

Private courtyard of the
Calhoun Mansion.
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the Edmondston-Alston House Museum. Located at 21 East Battery with a magnificent view of the
Charleston Harbor, this historic property has remained in the Alston family since 1838—the current
descendants occupy the third floor which isn’t open for visitors. During the house tour I learn that
General P. T. Beauregard stood on the second floor piazza and watched the fierce bombardment of
Fort Sumter on April 12, 1861, which signaled the start of the Civil War. Gripping the piazza railing,
I stand in the same place the general did 151 years ago, gaze out across the calm waters to Fort Sumter
and feel goosebumps march up my arms. In Charleston, history is very much alive.
That evening I dine at Fleet Landing, which has a casual relaxed vibe with an easy-going crowd. White
sculptural lighting lends a modern air, but the exposed concrete ceiling reminds me that the building
wasn’t always a restaurant. Used as a hurricane proof disembarking point in 1942 by the U.S. Navy,
streams of sailors and supplies poured through the space during World War II. I’m here on a chilly
February night, but I imagine the water front patio is prime real estate during warmer months and
would be a great dining option for families.
Saturday morning I’m up early to enjoy a horseback trail ride at Middleton Place, one of several
historic plantation properties around Charleston. The taxi drive out from downtown only takes about
20 minutes, but while looking at the thick undergrowth that encroaches on the two-lane road, I’m
reminded of the struggles the first families had settling the land.
Once there, I walk past a practice paddock on the way to the stables, my riding boots making a pleasant
crunching sound on the fine brown gravel drive, and see a lesson in progress. Young boys and girls on
ponies canter around the ring on two-point, warming up before taking their first jumps of the day.
Over 6000 acres make up the Middleton Place property, but I just see a small portion of that on the
ride. Mark, who owns and runs the Middleton Place Equestrian Center, twists around in his saddle,
trusting his mount to steer clear of branches and vines, to educate me on the wildlife that thrives in
the area. And thrive it does! The woods are teaming with foxes, deer and wild hogs—all of which
lay low during the ride. But along the low wetlands I spot over 16 alligators, several species of ducks,
marsh birds and a rare wood stork.
After a fortifying lunch of flawlessly fried chicken served with braised, locally-grown collard greens
and green tomato chutney from the Middleton Place Restaurant, I make my way to the gathering area
for the garden tour. Henry Middleton began to create the original gardens in 1741 and followed the
principles of André Le Nôtre, the master of classical garden design who laid out the gardens at Vauxle-Vicomte and the Palace of Versailles. During his lifetime and up to the Civil War, the property was
true showplace. In February of 1865 Union solders ransacked and burned the main plantation home,
leaving nothing but stone ruins which would later topple in 1886 during an estimated 7.3 magnitude
earthquake. Without capital to rebuild, the family moved into what had been the plantation offices,
and after 60 years of neglect the gardens fell into disrepair. That changed when J. J. Pringle Smith,
a direct Middleton descendant, inherited Middleton Place. He and his wife, Heningham, began
restoring the gardens. It’s said that she could often be found kneeling in the garden, feeling with her
hands to find the outlines of the original design. It took them 15 years to return the gardens to their
former glory, but when completed in 1941, the Garden Club of America presented them with its
highest award and recognized Middleton Place not only as America’s Oldest Landscaped Gardens,
but also as the “Most interesting and important garden in America.”

White camellias in bloom
at Middleton Place.
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Even though I’m visiting during the usually dormant off-season, many of the camellias are in full
bloom thanks to a mild winter. Giant live oak trees with Spanish moss swaying from their branches
create a thick shady canopy over portions of the garden. Fragrant paths lead to hidden spaces and
formal vistas. White marble statues pose in the corners of hedged lawns and swans float gracefully
in reflecting ponds. It’s a storybook type of place, one where the hero and heroine of an epic romance
would meet for the first time.

Terms to Know
When Visiting
Charleston
Lowcountry
Geographically, Lowcountry
refers to South Carolina’s coast
that is mostly near or below sea
level. Culturally, it’s a bit more
difficult to define, but if you took a
heaping scoop of hospitality and
combined it with equal amounts
of understated elegance, local
dignity, mouthwatering cuisine and
traditional design and then topped
it all off with a dash of Southern
feistiness you’d come close.

Camellias in bloom.

An areal view of the
Middleton Place grounds.

Piazza
The ample, often multiple-storied
verandas of Charleston’s historic
homes where, during the hot
summer, families would spend
most of their time.

The Battery
Formally known as Battery Park,
which includes the waterfront
promenade and White Point Park
and Garden. The historic homes
along Battery Park are prized for
their location and architecture.

Palmetto Bug
A polite term for the
American cockroach.

The Market
A four-block long stretch of openair shopping that runs the length
of Market Street between Meeting
Street and East Bay Street. The
buildings house numerous local
vendors selling a wide assortment
of goods including paintings,
pottery and Charleston’s famous
sweetgrass baskets.

For my final dinner I have been invited to experience Charleston Grill, the much-heralded restaurant
at Charleston Place. General Manager Mickey Bakst presides over his domain, welcoming guests
at the door and cruising from table to table making each and every person feel truly special. It’s my
last night in Charleston and I’m feeling adventurous, so I take Mickey’s advice and opt for the chef ’s
tasting menu. What follows is a series of petite courses and wine pairings designed to show the full
range of Chef Michelle Weaver’s exceptional talent. Exceedingly fresh ingredients are combined and
presented so beautifully that for a split-second I hesitate. Is it too pretty to eat? No! The symphony
of flavors I experience isn’t the only music in the room. A live jazz ensemble keeps the mood upbeat
and, as I look across the room, those who aren’t savoring mouthfuls of delicious Lowcountry cuisine
are smiling, laughing and thoroughly enjoying themselves.
My time in Charleston draws to its end. As the plane lifts off, I look out the window at the steeples
disappearing in the distance and wonder when I will return to this enchanted, holy city. Soon, I
decide. Very, very soon.
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Southern food is so hot right now. What’s
next? Antarctica?
by Jessica Allen on Thursday, March 15, 2012

Sir Charles Seymour Wright/CP
You don’t need me to tell you that southern cooking is dominating the minds and filling the
stomachs of serious gastronomes everywhere; the variations of grits and fried chicken
populating trendy restaurant menus alone could have tipped you off. But there have been
plenty of other harbingers, literary in nature, including an October 2011 New Yorker profile of
Sean Brock, the Charleston chef extraordinaire who goes to great lengths to preserve the
south’s indigenous produce and livestock; the February issue of Bon Appetit, which featured 41
“soulful recipes from American’s new food capital,” plus a fried chicken leg in all it’s battered
glory on the cover; and a great piece in the Globe and Mail that focuses on another star chef of
the southern cooking movement, Ottawa-raised Hugh Acheson. It’s actually pretty exciting that
a North American regional cuisine is front and centre, stealing some thunder from the Italians.
(Personally, I hope that Maritime cooking, from both Canada and the U.S., is next!)

But I’ve also noticed another contender for southern food supremacy: Antarctica. In the third
issue of Lucky Peach, the magazine launched by chef and restaurateur David Cheng in
collaboration with McSweeney’s last year, there’s a charming interview with the dinner
production line cook for the Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station. (In fact, the entire issue is a
keeper.) And in the current issue of CityBites magazine, there’s mention of a limited edition
book about to be published called, The Antarctic Book of Cooking and Cleaning. It’s the story of
a Russian-Canadian clean up project told by the two women in charge of the well-being of the
volunteers, who culled their journals, recipes, menu plans and photographs for the book.
Of course, the south needn’t actually worry about Antarctica stealing their status. The
continent has a population of zero permanent residents; most food can’t actually grow there
(although, according to the website Cool Antarctica, “some stations grow fresh vegetables on a
hydroponic system where the plants grow in slowly circulating water with nutrients dissolved in
it,”); ice makes it hard to harvest whales, seals, fish and birds for dinner, and The Antarctic
Treaty forbids the import of soil because of the risk of introducing non-native insects, fungi or
bacteria. So the chance of the South Pole coming up with a regional cuisine that could compete
with southern cooking is, well, nil.
Still, because there are 4,000 plus people from 30 different nations who man the permanent
stations and field camps, it’s safe to assume that there have been some fairly interesting dinner
parties held on the continent. And perhaps one or two concluded with a siphoning of scotch—
preferably from the century-old cases left behind in the Antarctic ice by Ernest Shackleton.
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Lee Tiernan, 36, Chefkoch im Nobelrestaurant St. John Bread and Wine in
London. Tiernan lebte in der Nähe der
Fabrik, wo der Designer William Morris
arbeitete. Die Artischocke auf Tiernans
Bizeps ist von Morris’ Ästhetik geprägt.
«Ich habe nie analysiert, was ich mit
meinen Tattoos ausdrücken will, ich
mag sie einfach.» Eine Wachtel und eine
schwarze Krähe sollen bald folgen.

Daniel Binde hat
beschlossen, seinen
Körper mit Motiven
zu verzieren, die
verraten, was er am
meisten liebt: Kochen

Ilka Riemann, 41, kocht
im Rotkäppchen in Bremen,
ihr Leben «ist geprägt vom
Rock’n’Roll». Früher hat sie
Konzerte veranstaltet und sich
auch um das Catering gekümmert, inzwischen gilt ihre ganze Konzentration dem Kochen.
Riemann liebt Saucen, denen
sie sich mit Hingabe widmet,
sie kocht gerne scharf. «Eine
Peperoni musste unbedingt
auf meinen Körper.»
Tätowierer: Holger Krell von
Ars dolorum | Bremen
Walter Lackner von Dave`s
Tattoo Studio | Bremen.

Stich-Fest

Wild und verwegen, so kocht die junge Garde und: So sieht sie auch
aus. Immer mehr junge Köche sind tätowiert. Mit kulinarischen
Motiven, notabene. Warum eigentlich? Wir haben nachgefragt.
Text: Rainer Schäfer | Fotos: zVg

Die ersten 15 Minuten gelten als die
schlimmsten. Manche leiden stoisch, andere
weinen wie Kinder, wenn die feinen Nadeln
in hohen Frequenzen zu surren beginnen
und bis zu 5000 Mal in der Minute unter die
Haut stechen. Das scharfe Sirren der Tätowiermaschine ist unangenehm wie der Bohrer eines Zahnarztes. Trotzdem würde Daniel Binde diese Prozedur viel öfter über sich
ergehen lassen, fände er die Zeit dafür. Binde hat beschlossen, seinen Körper mit Motiven zu verzieren, die verraten, was er am
meisten liebt: Kochen. Auf seinem rechten
Arm trägt er einen Kochlöffel, eine Zwiebel,
Kartoffel und Kräuter, Thymian, Rosmarin
und Basilikum. Der Salzstreuer darf nicht
fehlen, Binde ist ein Koch, der «bis an die
Schmerzgrenze würzt». Inzwischen sind Zitrusfrüchte dazugekommen, Orange, Zitrone, Limette. Auf seinem Körper soll ein
knallbuntes Gemälde der Kochlust und Sinnesfreude entstehen. Daniel Binde trägt ein
schwarzes Cap, in den Ohren Metallringe,
um den Hals baumelt eine Silberkette. Er ist

einer der jungen deutschen Köche, die so kochen wie sie aussehen: wild und verwegen.
Auch in den Küchen von Spitzenrestaurants haben immer mehr Paradiesvögel, wie
wie Sean Brock aus Charleston in South Carolina einer ist, das Sagen. Brock ist von gedrungener Statur, er hat Oberarme, kräftig
wie Abflussrohre. Er sieht aus als sei er
einem wahnsinnigen Tattoo-Genie in die
Hände gefallen, das ihn so lange festgehalten hat, bis er in gewaltigen Farben die ganze Artenvielfalt seltener Gemüse unter seine
Haut ritzen konnte. Bunt gestreifte Rüben,
vom Aussterben bedrohte Karotten, indianische Wachsbohnen, mehr geht auf eine
Haut nicht drauf. Manchmal, wenn sich seine Gäste über der Speisekarte nicht entscheiden können, entblösst Brock seine
Arme, als Entscheidungshilfe. Über 100
Stunden hat Brock auf dem Tätowiersessel
still gehalten für seinen Gemüsegarten. «Es
hat weh getan wie die Hölle», sagt er. «Aber
da ist alles drauf, was ich liebe. Jetzt trage
ich mein Herz auf der Haut.»
➜
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Daniel Binde, 30, lebt in
Regensburg und arbeitet als
selbständiger Koch. Er stammt
aus Brandenburg, hat längere Zeit
in Österreich gekocht. Binde hat
zwei Vorlieben: Schnelle Autos
und natürlich Kochen, von beiden
erzählen seine Tätowierungen.
Binde will sich bis zu den Ellenbogen tätowieren lassen, wenn er
ein eigenes Restaurant hat, «bis
ganz runter zu den Fingern».
Tätowierer: Sebastian
Domaschke | Berlin

FOTO: Nadine Eggers
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Carolynn Spence, 38, ist
Küchenchefin im Chateau
Marmont in Los Angeles und
eine gefragte Köchin in den
USA. Die frühere Punkerin
kocht seit 20 Jahren. «Ich bin
in Tätowierungen gehüllt. Für
mich sind sie vor allem Kunst,
weniger Auflehnung.» Weitere
Food Tattoos will sich Carolynn Spence nicht zulegen.
«Es ist genug, irgendwann
wird es zu kitschig.»

Marius Eichler, 24, betreibt mit einem Kollegen in
Essen den «Feinkost Imbiss Paragraf E§EN». Eichler will
seinen Körper zum Gesamtkunstwerk umwandeln. «Über
dem Solar Plexus soll ein Tropfen Wasser gestochen
werden, der den Ursprung bildet. Kräuter sollen die Brust
umranken und sich auf die Extremitäten ausweiten, auch
durch Dürreperioden gehen und in Feuer enden.»
Tätowierer: Green Loo von Longest Line Tattoo | Essen
Jari Dochat, 24, Chef de Partie,
arbeitet im Kempinski River Park Hotel
in Bratislava, vorher hat er im Intercontinental Hotel in Hamburg gekocht.
Sechs Stunden hat es gedauert, bis
sein Hummer-Tattoo vollendet war,
«die Details auf dem Schlüsselbein
waren eine absolute Tortur». Darunter
steht ein Verweis auf Psalm 23, wichtig
daraus ist ihm der Satz «Mir wird nichts
mangeln».

Sean Brock, 33, ist Executive Chef im Husk Restaurant
in Charleston, South Carolina,
USA. Brock ist vermutlich
einer der am heftigsten tätowierten Köche der Welt. Den
Namen seines Tätowierkünstlers will er nicht verraten.
«Ich habe es keine Sekunde
bereut, mich tätowieren zu
lassen», sagt Brock. «Es geht
erst richtig los.» Als nächstes
soll eine Auswahl typischer
südamerikanischer Speisen
seinen Körper schmücken.
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«Food Tattoos sind
zum Symbol für
das harte Leben am
Herd, für diesen
wahnsinnigen Beruf,
geworden» Alex Binnie

Es gab sie schon immer, die Exzentriker,
die in ihrem Job um jeden Preis auffallen
wollten. Noch immer erzählt man sich in der
Gourmet- und Kneipenszene Londons die
Geschichte des englischen Sommeliers, der
sich Anfang des 20. Jahrhunderts seine
Weinkarte auf die Brust nadeln liess. Aber so
exzessiv wie jetzt wurde kulinarische Körperkunst noch nie betrieben: Immer mehr
Köche zeigen die bedingungslose Hingabe
zu ihrem Beruf mit Tätowierungen. Aber woher rührt dieser Wille zur Inszenierung?
Schliesslich lassen sich die wenigsten Banker im Tätowierstudio Geldscheine verpassen, und selten verlässt es ein Klempner mit
einem Vierkantschlüssel auf dem Oberarm.
«Köche identifizieren sich sehr stark mit ihrem Job, einem verdammt anstrengenden
Job», sagt Alex Binnie, Gründer eines der berühmtesten Tattoo-Studios in London. Koch
gilt als einer der härtesten Berufe der Welt.
Köche arbeiten oft 16 Stunden und länger
am Stück, die Hektik in einer Küche kann
unerträglich sein. Das Privatleben kommt
immer zu kurz, da Köche am Herd stehen,
wenn andere frei haben, nachts und auch am
Wochenende. Zwischen spritzenden Fettpfannen und Thermomixern gehen viele
Freundschaften und Beziehungen verloren.
Wenn Köche erzählen, denkt man: In der Küche stehen Männer und Frauen, die jeden
Abend durch die Hölle gehen. «Food Tattoos
sind zum Symbol für das harte Leben am
Herd geworden», sagt Binnie. «Aber auch die
Ausdrucksform für das Ehrgefühl einer
ganzen Branche», die entschlossen ist, ihren
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Gästen jeden Tag etwas ganz Besonderes zu
bieten.
Einer, der seine tiefe Verbundenheit zu
«diesem wahnsinnigen Beruf» unbedingt
unter der Haut tragen will, ist Jari Dochat. Vor
wenigen Monaten ist er von Hamburg nach
Bratislava umgezogen, um sich dort die
nächsten Meriten zu verdienen. «Kochen ist
Sisyphus-Arbeit, du fängst immer wieder
von vorne an.» Aber es habe ihn völlig in den
Bann gezogen, auch nach Feierabend sucht
der 24-Jährige nach Inspirationen. «Für mich
gibt es nichts Anderes.» Das soll der Hummer zeigen, der, umrahmt von Gemüse, im
Grossformat auf seiner Brust prangt. Für
manchen Koch ist das Körperbild zu einem
Schutzschild geworden. Ihm verleihe es
Halt, erzählt Dario Sutera, der in London
beim Edel-Italiener Locanda Locatelli arbeitet. Als er 2005 eine Stelle in Fürth antrat,
fühlte er sich ziemlich verloren. Endlos
scheinende Schichten in einem Land, dessen Sprache er kaum verstand, machten ihm
zu schaffen. Sobald er von seinem knappen
Gehalt etwas Geld zur Seite geschafft hatte,
entschied sich Sutera im Tätowierstudio für
ein Fisch-Motiv, er bereitet am liebsten Meerestiere zu. «Für mich steht es für Stärke und
Ausdauer. Und als Symbol durchzuhalten,
trotz aller Schwierigkeiten.»
In Restaurantküchen herrscht oft das
strenge Regiment der Brigade de Cuisine,
eine Küchenordnung, die der französische
Koch Auguste Escoffier nach dem Vorbild
militärischer Hierarchien einführte. Es gibt
einige Parallelen zwischen Militär und ➜
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Thomas Lessmann,
23, kocht im Sheraton
Hotel in Davos, davor
war er im Restaurant
Carls in Hamburg tätig.
Koch zu sein, bedeutet
für Lessmann «einen
Traum zu leben, für den
ich es in Kauf nehme,
weit weg von meiner
Familie und Freundin
zu leben».
Tätowierer: Luis Bruna
von Jungbluth | Hamburg
Viktor Sundström, 34,
ist Demi Chef de Partie im
St. John Hotel in London.
Sein erstes Tattoo zeigt ihn
als Dreijährigen mit einer
Kochmütze, schon damals
war der Schwede gerne in
der Nähe des Herdes. «Es
zeigt meine ganze Hingabe
fürs Kochen.» Bald will sich
Sundström eine Auswahl
schwedischer Beeren auf
den Arm stechen lassen.
Ausserdem: «A bakery style
tattoo of a pin-up girl.»

«Der Entwurf soll
meine Leidenschaft
ausdrücken. Das
Tattoo richtet mich
auch nach einem
Tag, an dem nichts
geklappt hat, auf»
www.lecreuset.ch

Thomas Lessmann

FOTOS: Gino Sprio

Küche, vor allem was Disziplin und Drill angeht. Man sei nur ein Rädchen im System,
sagt Thomas Lessmann, der in Davos kocht.
Lessmann hat drei Jahre gezögert, bis er sich
einen Totenkopf stechen liess, mit Kochmütze, einem Messer im Mund und von Flammen umzüngelt. «Der Entwurf soll meine
Leidenschaft ausdrücken», sagt Lessmann.
Die brauche man, wenn man von Stadt zu
Stadt und von Land zu Land ziehe, um seine

Kochkunst zu verfeinern. «Ich habe dafür
viel aufgegeben. Das Tattoo richtet mich
auch auf, nach einem beschissenen Tag, an
dem nichts geklappt hat.» Im Dienst zeigen,
was er unter der Kochuniform trägt, kann
Lessmann freilich nicht. In manchen Küchen ist nicht einmal das Tragen von Ringen,
Armreifen oder Uhren erlaubt. Die Haare
müssen kurz sein oder versteckt, Uniformen
sind Pflicht. Platz für persönliche Vorlieben

ANZEIGE
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und Ausdruck bleibt da kaum. Aber Carolynn Spence, früher Punkerin und heute Küchenchefin im noblen Chateau Marmont in
Los Angeles, trägt ihre Tätowierungen inzwischen offen zur Schau. «Wenn du gut arbeitest, ist es egal, ob du tätowiert bist oder
nicht», sagt Spence. Neben Masseinheiten,
einem Tee- und Esslöffel, findet man auf ihrem Körper auch eine Zwiebel, Karotte, Artischocke und Sellerie. Mit Punkrock und viel

Wut auf die Spiesserwelt gross geworden ist
auch Ilka Riemann, 41, Köchin in Bremen.
Mit 15 liess sie sich zum ersten Mal ihren
Körper dekorieren, seit vier Jahren trägt sie
Food Tattoos, unter anderem eine Peperoni
und ein Kochmesser. «Scharf ist gut», sagt
Ilka Riemann, die nicht viel auf Normen und
Konventionen gibt. Als alleinerziehende
Mutter hat sie sich an die Schwierigkeiten
gewöhnt, Beruf und Privatleben vereinbaren
zu müssen. Riemann steht dazu, ein bisschen anders zu sein. Das sollen seit 26 Jahren ihre Tätowierungen unterstreichen, die
mehr sind als kleine rebellische Gesten: Sie
stehen für eine Lebenseinstellung, in der
viel Leidenschaft fürs Kochen inbegriffen
ist. Ilka Riemann kocht mit schwarzem Kopftuch, schwarzer Jacke und mit Zöpfen, ihre
Körperbilder versteckt sie vor niemandem
mehr. Dass Köchinnen und Köche immer öfter Tätowierungen aus ihrer Welt zeigen, stehe auch für einen Wandel in der Küchenkultur und ein anderes Selbstverständnis der
Branche, da ist sie sich sicher. «Der Ton in
der Küche ändert sich.»
Auf den ersten Blick könnte man sie für
Komparsen halten, die sich für eine Knastserie beworben haben. Sie tragen grobe Ohrringe, fusselige Ziegenbärte und Totenköpfe
auf den T-Shirts, sie sind heftig tätowiert. Es
ist der Style-Code der Unangepassten, die
auch nach aussen zeigen, was sie von der
Konformität der Restaurantküchen halten.
Jolly Roger Cooking Gang nennt Stefan Marquard sein Ensemble wilder Küchenkerle.

Weil sie die starren Regeln der Sterne-Gastronomie sattsam kennen, macht es ihnen
Vergnügen, sie zu brechen – zumal sich in
der Rolle der Kochpiraten gutes Geld verdienen lässt. Auch Daniel Binde hat schon bei
dieser Gang mitgemischt. Binde kann keine
noch so harte Schicht schrecken, allergisch
reagiert er auf Küchen-Regimes, in denen
Gebrüll die einzige Verständigungsform ist.
Einmal hat Binde einem tyrannischen Chef
ein Tuch ins Gesicht gedrückt und ist nachhause gegangen, weil der sich im Ton vergriffen hatte. Inzwischen hat Binde sich in Regensburg selbständig gemacht. Eine
Entscheidung, die auch Marius Eichler vor
kurzem getroffen hat. In Essen betreibt er
einen Feinkost-Imbiss. «Ich bin nicht ohne
Grund selbstständig geworden», sagt der
24-Jährige, «ich tue nichts lieber als andere
mit gutem Essen zu beglücken.» Und das
könne er am besten, wenn er sein eigener
Chef sei. Denn in vielen Restaurants verwirklichten sich nur die Chefs, oft auf Kosten
der Brigade. Pünktlich zum Beginn der Selbständigkeit liess sich Eichler tätowieren, um
seine Unabhängigkeit zu betonen, neben
einem Kuruchi-Messer und einer Chilischote wuchern Thymian und Strauchbasilikum.
Auf Eichlers rechter Wade steht: Verurteilt
zu gutem Geschmack.
Manchmal erzählt die Körperdekoration
auch vom exzessiven Leben der Köche, die
gelegentlich wie die Rockstars durch die
Nächte ziehen. Man kennt die Geschichten
von Köchen, die in Alkohol, Drogen und ➜
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Gartenzauber die neue Trendfarbe bei
Le Creuset

Holen Sie sich den Frühling auf den
Tisch - mit hochwertigem GusseisenKochgeschirr in der Trendfarbe
Rosmarin:
✔ optimale Wärmespeicherfähigkeit
✔ niedriger Energieverbrauch
✔ strapazierfähige Emaillierung
✔ induktionsgeeignet
✔ 30 Jahre Garantie
Entdecken Sie auch unsere
passenden Poterie-Produkte
und Textilien in attraktiven,
frühlingsfrischen Grüntönen.

Le Creuset Qualität seit 1925

reportage | unter die haut

«Ich sehe aus wie
ein Rennwagen,
der vom Blödsinn
gesponsert wird.
Aber Mann, ich
will mit niemandem tauschen»

Dario Sutera, 29, ist Chef de
Partie im italienischen Spitzenrestaurant Locanda Locatelli in
London. Der Italiener arbeitete
davor in Fürth, seiner ersten
Auslandsstation, wo er sich
auch tätowieren liess. «Was ich
nie als Tätowierung auf meiner
Haut tragen möchte, ist Knoblauch. Meine Freundin kann den
Geschmack nicht leiden, das
kann ich ihr nicht antun.»
Charlie Taylor, 25, kocht im Restaurant Racine in London. Ausser seinem Tattoo «Man versus Food» trägt Taylor noch
ein französisches Sabatiermesser und
ein Stück Pizza. Das entstand nach einer
durchwachten Nacht, in der er Heisshunger auf Pizza hatte. «Es stimmt schon,
dass viele von uns Köchen verrückt sind.
Man muss uns kennenlernen, um uns zu
verstehen und zu mögen.»

Charlie Taylor

Sex Entspannung suchen von ihrem Kräfte
zehrenden Job. Auf Lee Tiernans rechtem
Bein ist ein leeres Martiniglas mit zwei Oliven verewigt, nach einer langen Nacht in
New York mit zu vielen Martinis liess er sich
dieses Motiv am nächsten Morgen mit Nadel
und Farbe stechen. Heute arbeitet Tiernan
als Chefkoch in London. Tiernan liebt Artischocken, eine verziert seinen Bizeps. So
viel Zuneigung für ein Distelgewächs mag
zunächst etwas naiv und rührselig wirken.
Aber es ist eine ehrlich gemeinte Liebeserklärung an das Kochen. Manchmal schmerzt
es Tiernan, wenn er Artischocken beschneiden muss, Schicht für Schicht, bis zum Herzen. Es ist ihm dann ein Trost, wenn er sie in
Weisswein und Olivenöl dünsten und perfekt zubereiten kann. Und er weiss, dass die
auf seinem Bizeps immer unangetastet
bleibt. In London arbeitet auch der Schwede
Viktor Sundström. Auf dem Rücken seines
linken Fusses trägt er eine Knoblauchknolle,
rechts eine Schalotte. «Ich verwende sie beinahe jeden Tag, es sind Zutaten, die am Anfang vieler Gerichte stehen», erklärt Sund-

ström. Ausserdem seien es einzigartige
Entwürfe: «Wer hat so etwas schon auf seinen Füssen?»
London ist als Zentrum der Tattoo-Avantgarde bekannt. Neu ist, dass es auch ein
Marktplatz tätowierter Köche ist, die nach
immer neuen und ausgefalleneren Motiven
suchen. Es ist wie ein Wettbewerb, jeder versucht den anderen zu übertreffen. Die Körper der Köche werden zu Leinwänden, auf
denen sie ihr Handwerk darstellen, von Jahr
zu Jahr mit mehr Details. Die Kreativität, die
man in den Küchen findet, wandert auch als
Tätowierung unter die Haut. Oft werden Köche mit drei Attributen beschrieben: leidenschaftlich, kreativ und verrückt. Vielleicht
sind diese Eigenschaften bei Charlie Taylor
besonders stark ausgeprägt, auf alle Fälle ist
er ein bisschen verrückter als andere Köche.
«Wundert dich das?», fragt er, «ich bin mindestens 60 Stunden in der Woche in der Küche weggesperrt, wo ich wie ein Rennwagen
rotiere.» Als Taylor seinen Körper betrachtet,
der von oben bis unten tätowiert ist, fügt er
hinzu: «Ich sehe aus wie ein Rennwagen, der
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vom Blödsinn gesponsert wird. Aber Mann,
ich will mit niemandem tauschen.» Das letzte Werk auf seinem Körper nennt er «Man
versus Food», ein Wildschwein kämpft gegen
einen Menschen, der ein Messer hält. Wer
gewinnt, bleibt offen. Charlie Taylor ist in Gedanken schon wieder auf der Suche nach
neuen Küchenmotiven, das sei ihm genauso
wichtig wie ein grossartiges Gericht zu kreieren mit unglaublichen Aromen.
Wer einmal angefangen hat, sich verzieren zu lassen, der will es immer wieder haben. «Es ist wie eine Sucht», sagt Daniel Binde. Auch seine Mutter ist Köchin, sie ist mit
einer kochenden Hexe tätowiert. Thomas
Lessmann hat beschlossen bunter zu werden, Marius Eichler will die leeren Flächen
auf seinem Oberkörper füllen lassen. Und
Ilka Riemann will ihre Tätowierungen um
einen Oktopus erweitern, den sie am liebsten mit Zitronengras zubereitet. In London
denkt Lee Tiernan über eine Wachtel nach.
Er spricht das aus, was für fast alle Köche
gilt. «Ein Food Tattoo darf nie ein Witz sein,
dafür nehme ich das Kochen viel zu ernst.» n

Eat up, meet up
Get stuffed and sauced alongside top chefs at these food & wine
gatherings
By ANDY WANG
Last Updated: 12:31 AM, March 20, 2012

Three more delicious festivals to mark down on your calendar:
Pebble Beach Food & Wine, April 12-15
East Coast and West Coast seafood masters unite when New York’s Dave Pasternack
and Las Vegas’ Paul Bartolotta team up for an Italian dinner. French icon Jacques
Pepin takes you through six decades of his “culinary magic.” Terrific Texas chefs
including Dean Fearing and Tim Love offer their rarefied takes on comfort food. An
ultra-decadent “Farewell to Foie Gras” lunch where chefs including San Francisco offal
master Chris Cosentino stuff you with the fatty liver that’s become taboo in some areas.
An “Iron Chef” dinner with Masaharu Morimoto, Michael Symon and the newly crowned
Geoffrey Zakarian. That’s just a handful of the many reasons to hit the fifth edition of
this West Coast extravaganza. (pebblebeachfoodandwine.com)

COURTESY OF FOOD & WINE

Jacques Pepin, Gail Simmons and Ming Tsai toast in Aspen.

Atlanta Food & Wine Festival, May 10-13
Alabama’s Chris Lilly hosts what promises to be a raucous barbecue bash with nearly
70 chefs and four mixologists. John Besh joins four other chefs for a dinner celebrating
New Orleans’ international influences. And, of course, what’s a Southern-region food
festival without South Carolina’s Sean Brock (creating a dish from his hometown) and
Georgia’s Hugh Acheson (participating in a lamb dinner with “Top Chef” finalist Bryan
Voltaggio and more)? (atlfoodandwinefestival.com)
Food & Wine Classic in Aspen, June 15-17
It’s the 30th year of this original gangster food festival. And the lineup is, not
surprisingly, stacked. Gail Simmons (author of the new “Talking With My Mouth Full”)
and fellow “Top Chef” judge Tom Colicchio host a “‘Top Chef’: Salty & Sweet” seminar.
PDT’s Jim Meehan and lovably indefatigable Food & Wine magazine restaurant editor
Kate Krader shake it up at seminars about cocktail classics. Best Cellars founder Josh
Wesson, who now has his own retail and restaurant incubator, is around if you care less
about mixology and more about wine. And, oh yeah, Bobby Flay, Giada De Laurentiis,
Emeril Lagasse, Mario Batali, Andrew Zimmern, Rick Bayless, Grant Achatz, Thomas
Keller, Spike Mendelsohn, Danny Meyer, Marcus Samuelsson, Ming Tsai, Jacques
Pepin, Stephanie Izard, Johnny Iuzzini, Andrea Robinson and Paul Grieco are here too
to keep things savory, spicy, sweet, red, white and bubbly. (foodandwine.com/classic)

DINING & WINE

I Was a Cookbook Ghostwriter

Gwyneth Paltrow's ghostwriter is Julia Turshen; April Bloomfield had J. J. Goode.
By JULIA MOSKIN
Published: March 13, 2012

“YOU. Girl with the notebook. Out.”
It was only my first day on the job as a cookbook ghostwriter, shadowing a top-flight chef, when
the owner of a Chicago restaurant threw me out of the kitchen. I realized then that what had
seemed like a dream job — helping restaurant chefs translate their culinary genius to the
printed page — would hold more humiliations than I’d imagined.
Despite that inauspicious start, I wrote nine cookbooks and many other chefs’ projects over the
next five years, some credited but most anonymous. Like many others in the nebulous
profession called food writing, I was really a food ghost — one of the ink-stained (and greasecovered) wretches who actually produce most of the words that are attributed to chefs in
cookbooks and food magazines and on Web sites.

Many real-world cooks have wondered at the output of authors like Martha Stewart, Paula
Deen and Jamie Oliver, who maintain cookbook production schedules that boggle the mind.
Rachael Ray alone has published thousands of recipes in her cookbooks and magazine since
2005. How, you might ask, do they do it?
The answer: they don’t. The days when a celebrated chef might wait until the end of a
distinguished career and spend years polishing the prose of the single volume that would
represent his life’s work are gone. Recipes are product, and today’s successful cookbook
authors are demons at providing it — usually, with the assistance of an army of writer-cooks.
“The team behind the face is invaluable,” said Wes Martin, a chef who has developed recipes
for Ms. Ray and others. “How many times can one person invent a new quick pasta dish?”
Mr. Martin, and dozens of others like him, have a particular combination of cooking skills,
ventriloquism and modesty that makes it possible not only to write in the voices of chefs, but to
actually channel them as cooks.
“It’s like an out-of-body experience,” Mr. Martin said. “I know who I am as a chef, and I know
who Rachael is, and those are two totally separate parts of my brain.”
Employing writers and recipe developers has long been routine; chefs, after all, have their own
specialized skills, and writers are not expected to be wizards in the kitchen.
Ghostwriting is common among business leaders, sports figures and celebrities. But the
domesticity and intimacy of cooking make readers want to believe that the food they make has
been personally created and tested — or at least tasted — by the face on the cover. And that
isn’t always the case, especially for restaurant chefs.
Food ghostwriters come in many different flavors, including the researchers who might spend
days testing every possible method of cooking beans for Bobby Flay, the aproned assistants at
the Food Network who frantically document everything that the “talent” does on camera in
order to produce recipes for the Web site, and the (slightly) more literary work of writers who
attempt to document a chef’s ideas, memories and vision in glossy cookbooks.
The rank beginners might be thanked in the acknowledgments of a book; the next step is being
credited on the title page; at the very top of the profession, their names appear on the book’s
cover. But getting up that pole can be a slippery business.
In the 1990s, when I was in the trenches, American chefs were not the thoughtful liberal-arts
graduates who permeate the profession today. The idea that a chef would start an avant-garde
literary food magazine, as David Chang did last year; create his own imprint at a publishing

house, as Anthony Bourdain did; or appear on “Charlie Rose,” as Sean Brock of the restaurants
Husk and McCrady’s in Charleston, S.C., did last week, would have been laughable.
Many were brilliant and creative, and all were incredibly hardworking. But usually, nothing of
the chef’s oeuvre had been written down except perhaps a master recipe for stock, designed
for a trained kitchen staff and made in 40-gallon quantities.
Still, it did not matter if the chefs had no story to tell about why and what they were cooking:
every last one of them wanted to publish a cookbook.
Andrew Friedman, who is currently writing with the chefs Michael White and Paul Liebrandt,
said: “I’ve had chefs tear up reading the introduction to their own books. The job is to get them
to the point where they verbalize their philosophy about food — even the ones who say they
don’t have one.”
Years ago, there was a quaint trust among cookbook buyers that chefs personally wrote their
books and tested their recipes, and a corresponding belief among chefs that to admit otherwise
would mean giving someone else credit for the tiniest part of their work — unacceptable, in
those macho and territorial times.
Today, in a content-driven media environment, the role of the writer is given far more respect,
and many chefs do not pretend that they do their own writing. Last week, when Grand Central
Publishing announced the acquisition of a big new cookbook by Daniel Boulud, the name of his
“collaborator,” Sylvie Bigar, was featured in the news release.
In most cases, the job of a ghostwriter is to produce a credible book from the thin air of a chef’s
mind and menu — to cajole and probe, to elicit ideas and anecdotes by any means necessary.
J. J. Goode, who wrote the just-released “A Girl and Her Pig” with April Bloomfield, describes
the process as “25 percent writing and 75 percent dating.”
And although each project begins as a love affair, it rarely ends that way; disillusion is part of
the job.
“In every book, there’s a point where you just can’t stand the sight of each other,” a veteran
writer said.
In his first assignment, another writer I know had to produce a book on Japanese cuisine based
on two interviews with a chef who spoke no English.
“That,” he said, “was the moment that I realized cookbooks were not authoritative.”

“Write up something about all the kinds of chiles,” one Mexican-American chef demanded of
me, providing no further details. “There should be a really solid guide to poultry,” a barbecue
maven prescribed for his own forthcoming book. (After much stalling, he sent the writer a link
to the Wikipedia page for “chicken.”)
At the most extreme level, a few highly paid ghostwriter-cooks actually produce entire books,
from soup to nuts, using a kind of mind-meld that makes it possible not only to write in the
voice of another human but actually to cook in his or her style — or close enough. One recent
best-selling tome on regional cooking was produced entirely in a New York apartment kitchen,
with almost no input from the author.
“Those are the cases where you are pretty sure the chef never even reads the book,” the writer
said. Another ghost told me that sometimes the only direct input he gets for one chef’s books is
a list of flavor combinations.
(The authors most likely to write and thoroughly test their own work are trained cooks who do
not work in restaurants, like Molly Stevens, Deborah Madison and Grace Young, and obsessive
hobbyist cooks like Jennifer McLagan and Barbara Kafka.)
Some chefs have great respect for the work of a writer.
“It’s not easy to find a good one,” said Mr. Flay, a chef who has worked with many writers,
including me. “They have to put their ego in their pockets.”
“I consider myself an ‘author,’ in quotes, but not a writer,” Mr. Flay said. “I have skills in the
kitchen, but the writers keep the project on track, meet the deadlines, make the editor happy.”
He added: “I know a lot of chefs who write their first book themselves. Then they say ‘I’ll never
do that again.’ It’s just not worth it.”
But for other chefs, a writer-for-hire has about the same status as a personal trainer; the
relationship is friendly but not always mutually respectful. I was frequently stood up, always
kept waiting and once took dictation in a spa while the chef received a pedicure.
My previous job, in the genteel precincts of cookbook publishing, had prepared me for part of
ghosting: bundling the voice, knowledge and vision of a chef between the covers of a book.
But I was unprepared for the chaotic reality of the job: the natural enemies, like paranoid
restaurant owners who blocked me from kitchen meetings; resentful assistants, often offended
at being deemed insufficiently literate for the job; chefs’ wives, who were generally not
delighted by the sudden appearance of a young woman whose job it was to find their husbands
fascinating and drink in their every word.

There is the uncomfortable fact that wherever you stand in a restaurant kitchen, trying to
shrink into a fly on the wall, you are always in the way of someone with a more important job
to do. There are impossible deadlines, hours of waiting around for tardy chefs and off-the-map
assignments, like the two days I spent under armed guard in a walled compound in Bogotá,
while the chef I was working with disappeared into the Colombian countryside. During those
two days, with no cellphone or e-mail and only a Dora-the-Explorer ability to communicate in
Spanish, I was essentially a prisoner, with plenty of time to think about my next career.
And although that was the scariest moment, it was not the lowest. That might have been the
time a chef took my name off the cover of our book because, he explained, it would hurt his
wife’s feelings.
There was also one rising culinary star, soft-spoken but elusive, whom I prodded into producing
a book with me. Flushed with gratitude, he insisted on cooking at my forthcoming wedding,
promised a space inside a New York City landmark and then — quite soon after the invitations
had gone out — stopped answering the phone, forever.
Another young chef came to my rescue and catered the wedding. I then spent six months
writing a proposal for his book — until he signed with the most notorious bullying book agent in
the industry, who told me that a writer should be so honored to work on this project that
money would not be a factor.
Because cookbook ghostwriting brings low pay, nonexistent royalties (most writers are paid a
flat fee, or a percentage of the advance doled out by the publisher) and only a few perks, most
ghosts don’t last long. When a ghosted book is successful, watching someone else get credit for
your work is demoralizing. And when books do not sell, which is usually the case, it is tiresome
to play and then repeat the roles required: muse, publicist and interpreter.
But it can also be a gateway to better things. Julia Turshen, who is writing a second cookbook
with Gwyneth Paltrow after their collaboration on “My Father’s Daughter,” began as the
ghostwriter for the ghostwriter on a book by Mario Batali, tagging along with a notebook as the
chef filmed a culinary romp through Spain.
“The guy I was reporting for ended up off the project, and that’s how I got started,” she said.
Ms. Turshen, like many younger ghosts, is generally thrilled to be paid for the combination of
writing and cooking.
Oddly, one of the best qualifications for the job is ignorance: the tricky steps and specialized
skills that a chef will teach the ghostwriter as they work together are the same ones the writer
will have to teach to a home cook in the text of the book. The best ghosts are the ones who
anticipate the reader’s questions.

“It actually helps to be an idiot,” Ms. Turshen said. “A hungry one.”
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Report: Papa John's ads do better when CEO stars
TV commercials starring Papa John's founder and CEO John Schnatter resonated strongly
among consumers, according to the results of a three-year study by Ace Metrix. Other
restaurant chains have tried the strategy, with mixed results, the study says. "In the case of
CEO ads, there is a lot more at risk because it is not only the ad that could fail, but the CEO's
image and reputation could be irreparably tarnished as well," the study found.
PizzaMarketplace.com (3/14)

Pick & Play - Design it Your Way with PLAYTIME Want to
attract family diners? Check out PLAYTIME's modular play
systems, the ideal solution for restaurants with smaller budgets
and spaces. Providing an active, healthy indoor play space is
good for kids, and good for your business. More

Restaurant News


Burger King swings to a profit after cutting costs
Burger King's revenue declined 0.7% in the fourth quarter as some markets grew and others
struggled, but the chain reported a $29.4 million profit compared to a net loss of $93.9 million in
the year-ago quarter. The earlier period included $144.9 million in costs related to 3G Capital's
$4 billion acquisition of the chain in October 2010. The Wall Street Journal (3/14)



BK adds chicken snacks to the menu: Burger King has added new chicken strips and snack
wraps to its value menu in a push to capture more of the snack market. BurgerBusiness.com (3/14)



Outback owners ponder plan to go public again
Tampa-based OSI Restaurant Partners said it is considering filing a prospectus, the first step
toward selling shares to the public. The company, which owns concepts including Outback
Steakhouse and Carrabba's Italian Grill, hasn't sold shares to the public since 2007, when Bain
Capital and Catterton Partners paid $3.2 billion and took the company private. Tampa Bay
Times (St. Petersburg, Fla.) (3/14)



Other News



OpenTable launches new app for Kindle Fire
MobileCommerceDaily.com (3/14)



Dunkin' seals deal for nine new Nebraska franchises
QSRMagazine.com (3/14)
The Essential Guide to Choosing a Web Analytics and
Online Marketing Solution
Today’s web analytics technologies are far superior to the
relatively crude clickstream data capture of 10 years ago.
Selecting a web analytics and online marketing solution is a
high-stakes decision that can shape your company’s fortunes
for years to come. Read this white paper to learn how to
select the optimal solution for your needs.

Your Take


Does your restaurant use QR codes?
Yes.
No, and we don't plan to.
No, but we might consider it.

35.87%
32.61%
31.52%

How to Get the Package You Need—Without Breaking the
Bank
A robust benefits package can be the difference between
someone choosing to work with you versus a more established
competitor. But with the cost of benefits rising each year,
providing a benefits package that helps you attract, retain and
motivate talented people gets harder all the time. Download, 5
Ways To Manage The Rising Costs of Benefits.

Leading Voices


Successful fast casuals cater to lifestyles
Successful fast casual concepts such as Panera and Chipotle cater to consumers'
tastes for food as one part of a holistic lifestyle centered around a few core
concepts including speed, convenience and connections, writes Paul Barron in this
excerpt from his book "The Chipotle Effect." SmartBrief/SmartBlog on Food &
Beverage (3/15)



5 chefs dish on the ups and downs of expansion
Chefs lose some of their ability to micromanage when they open a second location, a shift that
can be scary but ultimately profitable if the right staff are in place, says Los Angeles -based
restaurateur Suzanne Goin. She's one of five popular chefs who share their views of the pros
and cons of expansion. Eater (3/14)



Restaurants see success with catering done right
Restaurants can significantly boost sales with catering operations, and some even win enough
business to launch a separate enterprise, this article says. New Jersey's Maritime Parc opened
its catering arm along with the restaurant in 2010, and catering now comprises 70% of its sales,
says chef and owner Chris Siversen. Restaurant Management online (3/14)



Why restaurants should always be innovating
The only way to keep up with increased consumer demands and adapt to economic conditions
is to constantly innovate, says Ken Haigh, PeopleMatter's COO. Successful businesses, like
Wendy's, have followed consumer trends by switching up menus and tailoring prices to fit their
target market. FastCasual.com (3/14)
Enterprise Resource Planning automates many aspects of
an organization's operations, cascading across traditional
boundaries of operations, finance, manufacturing and more. As
such, changes in the ERP market can cause a ripple effect in
your business. Get ahead of the changing tide and trends by
downloading this free whitepaper.

Culinary Spotlight


Chicago brewmaster shares tips for cooking with beer
Cooking with beer can be trickier than adding a splash of wine to a dish, says Brooklyn Brewery
brewmaster Garrett Oliver. Certain brews such as India pale ales and stouts can add bitterness

along with flavor, especially in recipes that call for reducing the liquid, he advises. Chicago
Tribune (3/14)
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the ulterior epicure
i live and travel to eat
rumination 22: time to look beyond…
With the opening of Empellón and Empellón Cocina in New York City by Alex Stupak, there has
been a lot of chatter lately about Mexican cuisine’s “proper place” in the hierarchy of world
cuisines.
Wait. What hierarchy?
There’s a rather myopic perception, at least in America, that ethnic cookery has a relatively low
ceiling, limited to formica and fluorescence.* It’s what you take-out, or get delivered. It’s
cheap, and it’s casual, a workaday filler not to be considered seriously.
Well, that’s just silly. Haven’t these cuisines fed the kings and emperors of great
empires? Haven’t stacks of tablets and miles of scrolls been devoted to their study, millenia of
research and development spent on their case, and refinement and perfection pursued in their
every corner? Extravagance isn’t just found in unnecessary excess, it’s a way of thinking.
With incomparable history and tradition, three major cuisines have earned a place on
UNESCO’s precious list of “intangible” world heritages: French, Mexican, and Chinese.
Mediterranean and Turkish are also on the list. Japanese cuisine has been offered for
consideration.
Where’s American cuisine on that list? Well, if chefs like Sean Brock, professors like John T.
Edge, and farmers like Emile DeFelice and Glenn Roberts keep digging, preserving, and
preaching, the UNESCO may soon be citing fried chicken, Carolina gold rice, bourbon, and
barbecue as reasons why American cuisine is a world heritage.
But, until then, who are we, the country of Dorito taco shells (derived from Mexican cuisine,
grossly bastardized) and crab rangoons (thanks, Trader Vic’s, for introducing cream cheese to
the Chinese) to look down upon the cuisines of others, to consider them cheap?
I’m not thrilled about paying more for anything, ethnic food or otherwise. But I am thrilled for
the imagination and ingenuity of modern cooks, who have access to more information and
better ingredients than ever. And with those luxuries, they are restoring glory and bringing
meaning beyond flavor to some of the oldest and wisest cuisines of the world. Good for them.

Why do only the French, Spanish, Scandinavian, British, and Italians get to revise their cuisines
in hushed refinement?
If one of the greatest pastry chefs of our time wants to make excellent Mexican food, where is
the loss in dignity? Wherefore the criticism? Wherefore the questioning?
It’s 2012, folks. It’s time to look beyond.
* Just in case you need me to clarify, by “ethnic” I refer, generally, to cuisines of countries not
located in Western Europe. The United States and Canada are excepted as well.

Sean Brock’s and David Shields’ Plans for
Revitalizing Heirloom Vegetables
on Wednesday, 21 March 2012. Posted in Blog Entries

By Annabel Jones
Photos by Ben Williams
Last Tuesday evening the Rivers Green behind the
College of Charleston’s Addlestone Library was filled
with men and women who were decidedly not
undergraduates. That’s not to say, however, that they
weren’t students; all in attendance walked away from
that evening’s Winthrop Roundtable having learned
something thanks to guest speakers Sean Brock and
David S. Shields.
As it turns out, Sean Brock is something of a cook book
bibliophile. They remind him of the way things used to
be. His favorite? Nineteenth century cookbooks much
like the one that inspired the evening’s three course
menu: The Unrivaled Cook Book and Housekeeper’s
Guide by Mrs. Washington, published in 1885.
Dining al fresco, the guests were treated to Bisque à la
Creole, Fresh Striped Bass, and Strawberry Cornmeal Cake with Sorghum Walnut Glaze. The
food wasn’t prepared by Chef Brock, but the evening’s lively conversation certainly was-- along

with David Shields. Following the dessert course, Brock and Shields assumed the small stage
beneath bright lights to share their dream of a Lowcountry heirloom produce recrudescence.
“Cuisine does not equal cookery,” explained David Shields. “Cuisine is tasting.” He went on to
explain that few places develop a sufficient variety of ingredients to have a real cuisine. New
Orleans is a good example of such a place. As it turns out, so is the Lowcountry.
The cuisine of Charleston is well-known by our recipes. Take for example Hoppin’ John, a
Lowcountry specialty that years ago left a bad taste in Sean Brock’s mouth because, as he says,
“The pantry just wasn’t there.” Well, it used to be.
“When you read these recipes you confront a problem,” says Shields of the vintage cookbooks
he and Brock are so fond of. The ingredients mentioned, well, they’re just not around anymore.
Case in point: the disappearance of acres upon acres of a local cabbage grown decades ago on
John’s Island; the next-to-lost Palmetto Asparagus, considered the greatest variety of asparagus
next to the Argentine; or the elusive White Flint Corn.
That’s precisely why a return to heirloom-grown produce is important. These days modern
agriculture breeds for everything except taste. “If you gave a kid an asparagus grown locally I
bet you he’d eat it,” says Brock. Then again, “there’s a reason why GMOs exist,” says Brock. Just
ask any amateur gardener or professional farmer; you need more than a green thumb for a
successful crop. As the duo explained, the idea that you can grow anything anywhere with the
right chemicals is a problem. “Our nutrition starts in the soil,” says Brock.
All is not lost, however, thanks to the hard work of so many, including Brock and Shields and
the College of Charleston’s efforts out at Dixie Plantation. One day, Brock hopes to have
heirloom vegetables and produce from Dixie served at Husk. In three years the Lowcountry will
once again be able to grow the Palmetto Asparagus. “It gives me something to dream about,”
says Brock.
Me too.

Best Food in Charleston

Andrew visits family-owned Martha Lou's Kitchen to sample delicious soul food.

Why Heirloom Grains Will Never Be a
Commodity
Sami Grover
Science / Sustainable Agriculture
March 13, 2012

The Perennial Plate/Video screen capture

Most foodies are used to heirloom tomatoes and other fruits and veggies these days, yet grains
(with the possible exception of heirloom corn) are often still thought of as a commodity product
with one rice (or oat) tasting very much like another.
But as I posted before, South Carolina grain evangelists Anson Mills have long been on a
mission to revive heirloom and commercially extinct varieties of grain in the pursuit of culinary
and cultural diversity and resilience.

The Perennial Plate/Video screen capture

Here The Perennial Plate pays a visit to Glenn Roberts of Anson Mills and Sean Brock of Husk
and gets a lesson in why agriculture, culture and cuisine are simply one and the same thing.

It takes a village to build a sustainable following

(Angie Mosier/ ) - Nick Pihakis, here with John Michael Bodnar at Bodnar’s pig farm, is working
to get heritage pork products on the menus at his small chain of barbecue restaurants.

By Jane Black, Published: March 6
The Washington Post
At Jim ’N Nick’s Bar-B-Q in Birmingham, Ala., it’s policy that every day, everything is made from
scratch: the pimento cheese, the hickory-smoked brisket and the lemon, chocolate and coconut
pies. As if to prove a point, Jim ’N Nick’s owner Nick Pihakis refuses even to put a freezer in the
kitchen.
It makes sense if you know Pihakis. At 53, he has become a fixture on the sustainable Southern
food scene. He is a co-founder of the Fatback Collective, which describes itself as a clan of
“chefs, pitmasters, culturalists and eaters committed to porkfection” and he regularly pals
around with the region’s culinary royalty: Charleston’s Sean Brock (McCrady’s and Husk), New

Orleans’s Donald Link (Herbsaint and Cochon) and John Currence of the City Grocery in Oxford,
Miss.
One thing puts Pihakis in a very different league from his cohorts. Jim ’N Nick’s, a Southeastern
chain with 27 outlets, competes with restaurants such as Famous Dave’s rather than fine-dining
establishments. The restaurant’s average check size is $13. A substantial portion of its business
comes from customers at the drive-through.
His goal is to promote sustainable food in the world of casual dining, where pre-shaped
burgers, frozen fries and gallon-size bags of salad dressings are kitchen norms. That means not
only cooking from scratch but replacing factory-farmed pork with heritage breeds raised on
smaller farms and contracting with local farmers to grow staples including pimentos, peppers,
garlic, onions and jalapenos — all without raising prices above what his customers can afford.
Pihakis is not the first chain restaurateur to wade into these murky waters. Chipotle’s Steve Ells
has proved that serving high-quality, even local, meat can build customer loyalty — and profits.
But Chipotle’s assembly-line, fast-food restaurants are less costly to run than Jim ’N Nick’s,
which must pay servers and dishwashers and offers a menu with more variety.
Perhaps Pihakis’s biggest challenge is that his customers appear happy with things just as they
are. In 2011, the Birmingham News named Jim ’N Nick’s the best barbecue in the city. The one
time Pihakis did try to introduce higher-quality meat — an antibiotic- and hormone-free chicken
— with a slight price hike, customers complained. Pihakis returned to his former supplier of
conventionally raised birds.
However, Pihakis is determined to prove that good food doesn’t have to be expensive or
highfalutin. “I don’t think good food has to cost that much more to produce,” Pihakis says. “It
can be scaled. And that’s the only way we’re going to get it into the hands of mainstream
Americans.”
Pihakis says he always knew he wanted to be in the restaurant business. At 19, he got his first
job as a bartender in Birmingham, his hometown. Eight years later, in 1985, Pihakis’s father,
Jim, helped him open the first Jim ’N Nick’s. Today, the chain grosses $90 million a year and has
outlets sprinkled across the southeast and in Colorado. Three more are set to open this year.
Pihakis caught sustainable-food fever about seven years ago after meeting Bill Niman, the
founder of Niman Ranch. The two hit it off instantly and decided to drive around Alabama to
find small farms that might supply at least one of his restaurants. But after days on the road,
they had not found a single farmer.
The severity of the situation only increased Pihakis’s resolve to do something. He began to talk
with chefs and cult producers, such as Will Harris of White Oak Pastures in Georgia, about what
it would take to build a network of pig farmers. What he learned is that it would be far more
complicated than simply making deals with small farmers. Each year, Jim ’N Nick’s serves 4
million pounds of pork. To produce enough meat at a price his customers would pay, Pihakis
would have to address processing, packaging and distribution. “I realized I needed to be in the
system to fix the system,” he says.
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Pihakis projects that it will take at least five years to have his new food chain up and running.
But next month he is taking the first step: opening a pork processing facility in Eva, Ala., about
60 miles outside of Birmingham. To start, the plant will bring in pigs raised by industrial
methods: on large farms and mostly indoors. But the restaurants will stop ordering shoulders,
hams and bellies that make up the bulk of the meat they serve in favor of buying and using the
whole animal. The practice, sustainable-food advocates say, is more environmentally friendly
and profitable for farmers.
In the meantime, Pihakis and his crew are developing an ideal heritage breed for barbecue, a
cross between the popular Berkshire pig and the Mangalitsa, a woolly, fatty animal that
traditionally has been used to make charcuterie. He’s also recruiting the farmers to raise them
for him. To meet the demand from Jim ’N Nick’s, he calculates he will need 40 farms to each
raise 400 pigs a year. So far, only four have committed.
Pihakis says he is confident that it won’t take too long to enlist farmers. Contrary to the
conventional sustainable-food wisdom that says small farmers must charge premium prices to
make ends meet, the math for a mid-size farm actually makes sense. With control of the
processing, packaging and distribution costs, Pihakis can afford to pay farmers double what an
industrial producer pays. By his calculations, farmers who raise 400 heritage-breed pigs per
year outdoors can earn the same as farmers who raise 5,000 using conventional methods.
“Nick is emerging as the Bill Niman of the South,” says John T. Edge, the director of the
Southern Foodways Alliance (to whom Jim ’N Nick’s is a financial contributor). “He’s an idealist
and a pragmatist.”
Pihakis also is signing up farmers to grow vegetables. Already, he has one within the
Birmingham city limits who is striving to grow the 13,000 pounds of serrano peppers the chain
uses each year. Pihakis’s goal is to find one farmer near each restaurant to grow for him. He
hopes having one big-volume customer will help make small farms more profitable.
How much will these changes cost Jim ’N Nick’s customers? Pihakis says that to put heritage
pork on the plate, he will need to raise prices by only 50 cents for a sandwich and $1 for a
platter. And that concerns some veteran food reformers who, for years, have argued that
Americans must be willing to pay more money for high-quality food.
“I think Nick has more price elasticity than he thinks he does,” says Bill Niman, whose B N Ranch
in Bolinas, Calif., raises pastured beef and heritage turkeys. “He underestimates the consumer’s
willingness to step up and pay more for food that tastes good.”
Pihakis, however, disagrees: “There’s a big difference in mindset between Alabama and
Washington, D.C., or San Francisco,” he says. “We are going to crack the myth that it costs more
money to do this. Once people see it can be done, a lot of them will want to jump on board.”
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Empty your wallets! Tickets to the Food & Wine Classic in
Aspen are now on sale
By Lori Midson Fri., Mar. 30 2012

I'll never forget the first time I attended the Food & Wine Classic in Aspen. It was the final year
that Julia Child, the late, great American chef who demystified French cuisine -- and passed
away in 2004 -- made an appearance at the annual Aspen culinary orgy, back when there was
no Food Network, no effing Rachael Ray and no Top Chef...except for Child, whose booming
voice and hilarious never-staged kitchen theatrics are still legendary.
Over the years, the Classic, now in its thirtieth year, has expanded tenfold, welcoming chefs,
who we now call rock stars and celebrities, from all over the country, and this year, it's another
star-studded affair. In fact, the lineup is better than it has been for decades.
Which chefs and grape gurus are gracing glitterati gulch this year? Jose Andres, Mario Batali,
Rick Bayless, John Besh, John Bettin, Richard Betts, Sissy Biggers, Sean Brock, Michael Chiarelli,
Tom Colicchio, Giada De Laurentiis, Steve Dolinsky, Susan Feniger, Bobby Flay, Antonio Galloni,
Anthony Giglio, Paul Grieco, Ray Isle, Johnny Iuzzini, Stephanie Izard, Daniel Joly, Thomas Keller,
Christopher Kostow, Kate Krader, Bob Kramer, Megan Krigbaum, Emeril Lagasse, Niki Leondakis,

Tim Love, Jim Meehan, Spike Mendelsohn, Danny Meyer, Michel Nischan, Marnie Old, Mark
Oldman, Steve Olson, Jacques Pépin, Claudine Pépin, Paul Qui, Paul Roberts, Andrea Robinson,
Marcus Samuelsson, Leslie Sbrocco, Gail Simmons, Bobby Stuckey, Michael Symon, Ming Tsai,
Laura Werlin, Josh Wesson, Andrew Zimmern, and -- wait for it -- Grant Achatz, the chef/owner
of Alinea, and if that name doesn't convince you to pony up the $1,225 price tag, then nothing
will.
It's a hefty wad of cash, but it's worth every copper cent. And along with all the glitzy-ritzy
parties, Food & Wine magazine's Best New Chefs dinner, appearances by Denver's own FIVE,
dozens of cooking demos, wine tastings and grand tastings, which draw hordes of consumers to
the town's white-tented wine halls, there are several new events this year: a late-night blowout
dessert bash with Johnny Iuzzini and Top Chef: Just Desserts host Gail Simmon; a 5K charity run
with Bobby Flay, the proceeds of which will benefit Grow for Good, which supports local and
sustainable agriculture; and a thirtieth anniversary gala with live music (Tom Colicchio, by the
way, plays in a band, and if you can get past the bodyguards at the private parties, he puts on a
good show).
You can buy tickets at www.foodandwine.com/classic, and if you need more incentive to spring
for the splurge, you can check out my coverage of last year's Classic here.

